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I \J 1.l1RODUCT ION. 

Beading is a paradox in the theory of instruction for 

the slow-learning child . From tbe publication of the 

Binet-Simon tests to Duncan's exposition of teaching meth-

ods (1) educationists have agreed that the curriculum for 

low intelligence children must be "practical", a term which 

may mean manual, vocational or concrete . . It is in academic 

learnin~ ability that these children are most deficient. 

Yet, since the general aim of special education for a low 

intelligence child is to enable him, through his adjust-

ments to society, to lead a simple, happy life as independ-

ently as possible , a certain skill in reading is among his 

needs. As Burt writes, 

"Let him learn at least to decipher the every 
day notices and signs that he sees around him; 
to follow tne printed instructions· for making 
tnings, for using tnings, or for getting to 
certain places; to understand. the circulars, 
the ann.ouncemen ts, whe of fie ial forms, which 
nowadays are showered on every inhabitant of 
a c iv i 1 is e d community , " ( 2 ) · 

That reading is abstract should not deter us. .The 

most obvious single achievement that distinguishes an 

educable feeble-minded child from an ineducable de~ective 

is his command of speech. If speating was man's first 

(1) DuncaJ1., John. 

(2) Burt, yril. 

The ~ucation of the Ordinary Child, 

The Bac~ward Child. p . 609, 

• 
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step towards abstraction, recording and reading were the 

next. When the slow-learning child can speak well he is 

ready f or a task progressively harder, providing the 

indications of psychology and peda~ogy are considered, 

for it must be remembered that the slow-learning child 

reacnes nis ceiling of ability within the stage of abstrac-

tion which reading involvee, whereas a normal child will 

successfully master re ading, and a superior child progress 

to more abstract tasks and concepts. 

"In contrast to the normal child, who at 
twelve years of age has at his command the educa-
tional tools essential to the pursuit of other 
less elementary subjects and activities, the 
mentally retarded child must throughout his 
entire school life strive for tnis command. 
And any de €ree of acnievement in the school 
subjects that t hese cn ildren reach is much more 
dependent on the learning situations provided 
by the teacher than is the achievement of nornal 
children. It is important, therefore, that 
teachers of mentally retardea children of any 
age be fami l iar with the psychology of and 
researcn in the teaching of the fundamental 
tool subjects and with the best methods that 
have been developed on the basis of these." (1) 

Since reading is a ostract and the abilities of the 
. 

low intelligence child practical, reading is a difficult 

task for pupil and teacher. It is essential that some 

skill be acquired for utility purposes and yet undue 

emphasis must not be placed .on the academic subjects. 

It is desirable that the teacher's problems i~ teaching 
. 

should be reduced to a minimum, and that the pupil's 

(1) Ingram, Christine P. Education of the Slow-learning 
Child. p.334. 
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mental energy, which is limited, be directed into usable 

channels so that he learns in the way that is easiest for 

him. The economy of effort thus achieved frees both 

pupils and teacher to devote more attention to practical 

education. 

All too frequently the standard work on reading 

disability dismisses the problems of the slow-learning 

child in a few lines. Few authorities on reading have 

attempted to trace,systematically, the implications of 

their reading research for the child of low intelligence. 

Alternatively, the authors of general works on the 

low intelligence child are concerned with the total pattern 

of education by practical methods and devote little space 

to the specific problems of reading instruction for fear 

of emphasising the academic aspects of the curriculum. 

As a teacher of special class children I feel that 

one is only free to experiment with the practical and 

social aspects of special education when a systematic pro-

gramme, adapted to the needs of low intelligence children, 

has minimised the difficulties of academic instruction. 

Throughout tbu study of educable low intelligence 

children, the dull and the feebleminded have been treated 

as a single educational unit for the following reasons:-



IV. 

1. The whole range of educable low intelligence 

is found in. New Zealand special classes. 

2. In Burt's opinion the dull and the educable 

defectives "must be regarded as composing a 

single group and presenting a single educational 

problem." ( 1) 

3 . There have been experiments and observations 

recorded in both the fields of dull and defective 

intelligence and. since low ·intelligence repre-

sents a continuum o~ ability. results from 

either group contribute something to the under-

standing of the ot~er group and to a concept 

of low intelligence. 

(1) Burt, Cyril. op . C it • p • 82 • 
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CHAPTER ONE. 

THE CHARtCTERISTICS OF LOW INTELLI GEN GE. 

The Limits of Educable Low Intelligence. 

The range of intelligence in any random sample of 

the population is believed to approximate to a curve of 

normal distribution. Intelligence is represented as a 

continuum ranging from idiocy through average to superior 

intelligence with incidence highest around average and 

numbers decreasing rapidly toward either extreme. Tech -

niques have been developed which measure with validity 

about fifty points' of I.Q. deviation either way from 

average a b i 1 i t y , i • e • I. Q. 5 0 - I. Q. 15 0 • 

The classification "low intelligencen for educational 

purposes refers to t nat section of the i ntelligence d istri -

bution f rom I. Q. 85 downwards. The educable section of 

this group is generally agreed to extend from I . Q. 50 to 

I.Q. 85. Below I.Q~ 50 the classifications of imbecile 

and idiot apply to subjects whose mental ages rarely reach 

above six or seven years and whose educational ef'forts are 

directed to the mastery of physic a l habits , speech , and 

routine tas ks. 

No precise distinction can be made between the limits 

of low intelligence and normal intelligence. In the first 
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place a child's intelligence is measured to gain some 

insight into the capacity of that child to make adjustments 

to his environment; in other words intelligence is func-

tional, and tnere is little difference between the function-

ing , of an I. 85 and an I. Q. 80. In the second place 

the basic criterion of low intelligence which is checked 

against a child's intelligence test result is educational 

failure. Many factors, other than intelligence, such as 

emotional and personality development, special mental 

abilities or disabilities, physical handicaps, home environ-

ment and school history contribute to educational failure, 

so that it is possible for a ohild of I.Q. 90 to make 

unsatisfactory progress under ordinary classroom conditions 

while a child of I.Q. 80 may struggle along with sufficient 

progress to remain unnoticed. The upper limits of low 

intelligence may conveniently be set at I.Q. 85 since 

ab.ove that most children make adequate progress under 

ordinary classroom conditions and below it, because of a 

general mental inferiority, most children have some degree 

of difficulty in learning under ordinary classroom conditions. 

A distinction between the wrong and right demarkation of the 

upper limit of low intelligence is clearly made in the 

following diagram. (1) 

(1) Goodenough, F.L. Developmental Psychology. p.630. 
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lncQw-rec t 
The Distribution Of The lt"Tellect'"'°'\y 

lnodeq.uate . 

It is only at the lowest levels of intelligenc~ 

that educational failure, under ordinary classroom condi-

tions, can be predicted with certainty. " ,fun tally 
deficient" is the term custom-arily apolied to all low 

intelligence cases below I.Q.. 70, and "feeble - minded" is 

the term used for the educable section of the mentally 
deficient, I.Q. 50 - I.Q. 70. These limits are, like 
the upper limit between dull and normal intelligence, 

convenient rather than actual; the same gradation of 

capacity occurs at these levels as at the 80 - 85 I.Q. 
level. 

In what ways does a child in the low inte l ligence 

group differ from a child. in the normal intelligence group? 

Physical Development. (1) 

On the average educable low intelligence children 

are only slightly inferior to normal children in physical 
development. Ac t ually tnere is much overlapning for 

many mentally retarded children are average or above in 

(1) Kirk, 0 .A. Teaching Reading to Slow- Learning Children 
pp. 4 - 7. Ingram,G.P. Education of the Slow - Learning Child 
pp. 12 - 14 
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physical measurements of height and weignt. There is 
evidence, however, of a tendency for average physical 
measurements to be sinaller as r.·Q. decreases. 

Almost normal development of sensory acuity might 
be expected among low intelligence children with the 
incidence of visual ·and auditory defects much as they 
occur in the normal population. "Visual findings of 

· the subnormal individual run a very close parallel to 
that of the normal individual." Cl) 

Motor Development. 

Most au th ori ties are .agreed that "The men tally 
retarded child approaches nearer to the normal child in 
sensory acuity and motor ability than in mare definitely 
intellectual processes. He approximates success at his 
chronological age level most nearly in processes which 
call for eye-hand co-ordination and for motor response." (2) 

As witn physical development there is much over-
lapping of normal and subnormal motor performance. In 
early development the age of walking is an important land-
mark in motor development. Authorities seem to agree that 
low intelligence children walk later than normal children 
but are not agreed now much later. Goodenough (3) says 
(1) Dowling, H.E. An .Analysis of the Visual Findings in 

Subnormal children. 
Arner. Assoc. on Mental Deficiency, May 
1936, pp. 165 - 172. 
Quoted Kirk, ~.A. op. cit. p. 6Q. (2) Ingram, C.P. op. cit. p.34 

(3) Goodenough, F.L. op. cit~ p. 636 
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about ,four months; Wallin (1) gives the ·followin g graded 
scale 

Normal 
Borderline 
High-grade 
Idiot 

-1.13 years 
1.53 years 
1. 82 yeers 
2 - 6 years. 

No data are available for other motor activities of 
the low intelligence group, but there are indications that 
tbese children are slightly inferior to their normal co~-
panions of the same chronological age in motor ability and 
that the li kelihood of inferiority increases as I.Q. 
decreases. This inferiority consists of taking longer 
to achieve the muscular co-ordinations required for per-
forming certain acts and might be expected to affect eye-
control, speech control, and tne establishment of habits 
of directional attack in reading. 

Speech Development. 
11 Because language is a symbolic process, 11 writes· 

Goodenough, "its aevelopment in tne feebleminded child is 
almost invariably slow. The idiot never acquires a 
vocabulary of more than a few simple words. Few of the 
feeble-minded begin to talk before the age of two. In 
many cases speech is delayed until much later. At all 
ages the vocabulary remains small in comparison witn tnat 
of normal persons &nd the articulation is likely to be 
imperfect and slovenly. Speech defects of all kinds are 

(1) Wallin, J.E. Clinical and Abnormal Ps cholo y. p.66 
uoted Kirk, S.A. op. cit. p.7 
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more com-11on among the feeble-minded than among persons 

of normal intelligence." (1) 

Mental Development. 

Mental development in tne low intelligence child 

proceeds at a slower rate than in the average child and 

year by year mental age falls further and further behind 

chronol'.)gical age. At 3 years a child of I. Q. 50 has a 

mental age of 1.5 years; at 8 years a mental age of 4 

years; at 12 years a mental age of 6 years. 

Not only does the low intelligence child begin to 

learn later as a result of tne slow mental development but 

also his rate of learning is slower than that of a normal 

child. Over a short period the slower child may appear 

to learn at the same pace as a normal child of the same 

mental age ( 2) but over a yearly period the normal child. 

will advance one year in mental age and the c~ild of I.Q. 

50 will advance 0.5 of a year. 

There is some indication that mental growth stops 

earlier in low intelligence children than the normal age 

of 14 - 15 years. Older mentally defective children 

retested for intellisence usually snow a decline .in I.Q. 

(1) Goodenough, F.L. op cit. pp. 63b-7. 
( 2 ) An exp er imen t by H. foodrow shovved that two groups, 

one normal and one reebleminded, of the same mental 
age, were of equal learning abili t~y over a period 
of 13 days. Quoted trom ~irk, s .. op. cit. p. 9. 

. 
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If allowance is made for tbe increasingly verbal nature 

of the Stanford-Binet scale after the nine year tests 

and the increase in tne standard deviation of the test 

for the older age groups there is still room for the belief 

that, in cbildren of low intelligence, the rate of growth 

becomes slower in the later years of childhood and early 

adolescence and mental growth probably ceases earlier than 

in children of average or higher ability. (1) 

SPECIFIC MENTAL PROO.ESSES. 

In his study of backward children Burt (2) found 

a high proportion of backwardnes-s due to low intelligence. 

He made a detailed study of specific mental processes 

among the. backward group and relates some of his conclusions 

directly to the dull members of his group . (3). 

Percent ion. 

Sense-perception involves the mental act of inter~ 

preting sensations. 

(a) Visual Percept ion. Burt's normal and backward 

groups showed little difference in average performances in 

(1) Winterbourn , R. Educating Backward Children in N.Z. 
pp .281-5. 

Philli ps , G.E. The Constancy of Intelligence Quotients 
in Subnormal Children. 

(2) Burt, Cyril. The Backward Child. pp . 464-537. 
(3) The bulk of the present section is requoted from Hurt as 

his appears to be the only experimental evidence of what 
others nave recorded as observations of the special men-
tal processes of low intelligence children. 
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tests of observation; there was a small positive correlation 
of 0.11 between visual perception and backwardness. No 

clear examples of specific deficiency were noted, and in 
many instances a sharp visual perception indicated ''a fruit-
ful line o~ approach along which the child's instruction 
might hopefully proceed." (l). Some weaknesses among dull , 
children were due to di&ficulties of verbal description ratb-
er than to poor perception. A few c ases of poor visual per-
ception were attributed to temperamental defect among absent-
minded introverts. or to a peculiar difficulty in the percep-
tion of arbitrary symbols such as letter forms differing 
lit Ue in shape. "When the material to be observed consists 
of meaningless objects and arbitrary symbols differing but 
little in shape the dull and bac kward are often much below 
average • ' ( 2 ) • 

(b) Auditory Perception. Burt found a higher proportion 
of deficiencies of auditory perception among his backward 
children, and a positive correlation of 0.28 between back-
wardness and auditory perception. The dull group had 
particular difficulty in connecting sounds with written 
symbols. This may have been a deficiency of association 
and not of auditory analysis but whatever its source this 
deficiency has direct implications for a phonic approach 
to reading. Discussing the'comparative efficiency of 
visual and auditory perception in the dull child Burt states 

(1) Burt, Cyril. op. cit. p. 471 

(2) Ibid. p.472n. 
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thc:.t, "The dullard, when required to discriminate meaning-

less visible material (as distinct from intelligible 

pictures or familiar objects chiefly used in my tests), 

may be almost as poor with the eye as he is with the ear. 

Symbols and lack of meaning in the material studied 

decrease the efficiency of the dull child in visual percep-

tion and auditory association. 

Imagery. 

"Of the backward children in my groups," Burt states, 

nat least 55;~ were predominantly visualizers, and the 

inherently dull in particular appeared far more dependent 

on mental pictures than those backward children who were 

of normal intelligence ••••.. In the backward group the 

form most frequently defective is auditory imagery - the 

images by means of which many of us remember spoken words." 

(2). Low intelli2ence children with weak auditory imagery 

will have difficulty in enlarging their speaking vocabul-

aries and in learning to read, especially if a phonic 

method is used. 

The dull child's imagery is untrustowrthy and unstable; 

it must constantly be checked for accuracy and reinforced 

by repetition. 

(1) Burt, ~yril. op. cit. p. 473. 

(2) Ibid. pp. 516 - 517. 
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Memory. 

In a detailed account of mental growth at various 

age levels Ingram states that rote memory in the mentally 

defective child is good after eleven years, memory for 

images deficient in the 8 - 10 year group, poor in the 

11 - 12 year group but improved at the l j - 15 year level, 

while logical memory remains poor throughout development. (1) 

"Nith the dull child mechanical memory is not as a 

rule mucn below thelow level of his ;eneral intelligence" (2) 

says Burt, discussing speci~ic memory defects. A definite 

inferiority of short or long distance memory was found only 

among specific backwardness oases. This_ implies that most 

low intelligence children can learn by mechanical memoriza-

tion, drill, exercise and practice. 

Association. 

The dull approach nearest to the normal reaction when 

the required association is mechanical apd not conscious. 

In controlled association tests the dull child's response 

is much slower tnan that of the intellir ent child and when 

the association is free his repli es come from a narrow 

circle of ideas relating to actual familiar experiences 

with a marked perseveration of ideas or form of answer. 

In association ·tests his answers reveal a "lack of distinct 

( 1 ) In gr am , C • P • 

(2) Burt, Cyril. 

op. cit. pp. 20 - 26. 

op..._ C it. p. 5 01. 
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El.Ild uetailed organization among his successive ideas." (1) 

easoning. 

"Logical thinking is beyond question the process in 

whicn the dullard's weak intelligeno~ is most flagrantly 

displayed. . ..... . Broadly speaking, the dull child 

seems to fail in three main ways: first, from sheer 

inability to single out and see relations; secondly, 

from inability to combine the relations and the related 

data into~ systematic whole, particularly where the 

whole inv~lves some ctegree of complexity; tnirdly, from 

inability to sustain the directing idea which should g uide 

the evolution of his apperceptive processes, both in 

analysing the whele and in building it up again." ( 2 ) 

UOTIONAL 

~motional behaviour in low intelligence children 

resembles that of children younger than themselves wno are 

tneir mental equals: The emotional reactions are usually 

aroused by concrete stimuli immediately present and not by 

the joys and sorrows of the past or the future. 

Burt's concept of general emotionality (3) is useful 

for describing low intelligence children. The mid-point of 

his scale represents the stability of a well-balanced 

temperament. Low intelligence children selected for special 

( 1) Burt, Cyril. 
(2) Ibid. 
(.5) Burt, Cyril. 

op. cit. p. 493. 
p. 525. 

The Subnormal Mind. pp. 50 - 54. 
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education tend to be rated nearer the extremes 

(a) of unemotional i ty where emotions are feeble due 

to the lack of ready energy and strong instincts or 

(b) af excessive emotionality where reactions are 

impulsive and easily excited, and where instinc·ts are 

very strong or at least too strong for intelligence to 

con tro 1. ( 1) 

But even for the children who inherit emotional 

stability the task of personality adjustment to a normal 

environment is a difficult one. 

As the child grows older the divergent rates of 

physical, motor , mental and educational development 

create a defect of equilibrium in the developmental 

pattern . A child of twelve with an I.Q.70 will probably 

equal twelve - year norms in physical development, ten to 

twelve year norms in motor development, eight-year norms 

in mental development and six-year norms in educational 

develo pment. Physical and motor development create 

interests in sports, such as football , which tend to 

bring the child in contact with normal companions of 

( 1) Factors operating in tbe selection ·of low intelli -
gence children for special education , described in 
Chapter III, tend to cull the "dull but difficult" 
children rather than the ones who are merely dull. 
John Duncan in "The Education of tne Ordinary 
Ghild 11 p.Ui says of entrants to nis school 

"They are both educationally and emotionally 
the poorest of the whole gr oup . " 
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the same chronological age. But wi tb a mental age of 

eight years be is outclassed by his normal companions, 

and if be succeeds at playing football with them they 

will scorn his lack of attainment at school. However 

he is too bi t to mix e a sily with children of his own 

mental age group. The emotional tensions resulting from 

the social effects of these differential rates of devel-

opment and the consequent inferiority and feelings of 

failure and loneliness can wreck educational efforts 

if they are not taken into account. 

personality development and social adjustment qf the 

adult depend as much on the assistance the child receives 

in adapting to this defect of equilibrium as on the help 

he gets in developing his mental abilities to the full. 

Tne personality development of the low intelligence 

child. must re fleet to a greater or less de gree the infer-

iority and dependence he experiences in h~s social 

adjustments. These tend to produce withdrawing patterns 

of reaction of the introver t ive type or compensatory 

patterns of behaviour of the extravertive ty~ e. 

"Mental retardation results in educational 
retardation. Educational retardation ~ay result 
in delinquenc~ sensitiveness, or other defence 
mechanisms. These reactions, to be sure. are the 
result of mental retardation only in the social 
sphere in Which the child lives." (1) 

( 1) Kirt, S.A. Op. C it • p .13. 
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'l1tl.80 ETICAL DI GUSSIONS 01!1 LO v Ii 'l1ELLIGENCE . 

Tne concept of general deficiency in intelligence 

recei?e8 it"' tneoretical .justification from Spearman ' s 

two - factor theory. ccording to this low intellig ence 

is a ae iciency of 'g' , the central intellective factor. 

Performance in all cognitive uctivities will he inferior 

as a result of tci 0 deficiency but variations of attain-

ment may be expectea as a result of differin_ degrees 

of s eci ic abilities required in an .activit/. Burt 

writes that "it is an earl~ arrest in ~ne development of 

this centrul cap~cit that produces the feeble - minded 

~nild. It is a ~ilder form of retardation in tne same 

capac it. tna t produces our most genuine cGse s of bac cward-

ness. 11 
( 1) 

~ pattern of slow develo-ment results from what Burt 

calls IT a cont. en i tal de fi c ienc, in •.•• the original develop -

mental impetus of tne cnild," (2) ana Gesell describes as 

"a fun amental porvBsive reduction of growth pot e . cy. '' (3) 

...... ccording to ..;esell all cases of mental deficienc~ 

~re easily ascertained either in inf8ncy or by the age of 

six ~ears. IL cEaes of dullne8S, where tte deviation from 

nor~al is not so great, low intelli ence ma• not be 

evident until the cnild nas £ailed to progrets in the 

e.cade· ic subjects at scnool. 
(I) Burt, Cyril. Tne 3ac:::ward 0hi1u. n.450 
(2) Ibid. p. 16'3. 
( 3) Gesell, .tcrnold. i'ne Gui ance of ,i.ental rowth in Infant 

and G h i 1 d. • p • 2 3 3 • 



This concept of deficiency of general intelligence 

leads Burt to the conclusion that "the dull and the 

mentally def icient are inferior all round" ( 1) showing 

greater inferiority in the more verbal subjects and less 
inferiority in the practical subjects. This view is 

chal lenged by Alexander and Duncan. 

Alexander (2} claims that tne children wbo yield 

a low intelligence score on a verbal test ( such as the 

Stanford-Binet) have a common feature of low verbal ability 

but have varying degrees of ' g ' which can be tapped by 

practical methods of teaching. He estimates that fifty 

per cent. of children below I.Q.85 would have practical 

quotients above this. Test results from Lankhills School 

(3) show that among the feeble -minded children there, 

practical quotients were considerably higher than verbal 

quotients in most cases. 

TABLE I. 
Showing the relation of V.Q. and P.Q.- on Two Sampleos 
of Low Intelligence Child'ren. ( 4). 

Range No . of Cases. Mean. 
Verbal Quotient 52 - ?5 106 66 

Practical Quotient 63 - 117 106 9-1 
( Sample I ) 

Verbal Quotient 54 - 76 114 66 

Practical Quotient 6? - 119 114 91 
( Sample II) 

( 1) Burt Cyril, · op. c 1 t. p .11. 
(2) Alexander, W. P. The Educational Needs of Democracy. 
(3) Duncan, John. op. cit. p .45. 
(4) Derived from figures quoted by Dup.can, op. cit. p.45. 
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Tnis means that within the low rntelligence group, 

whilst most children nave a higher practical quotient tnan 
verbal quotient, there is a range from practical deficiency 
through to superior practical ability with a mean practical 
achievement of low average. (1) Duncan claims that these 
children have the ability to observe their experiences, to 
discover relationships and to educe correlates at the level 
of concrete experience· but are not capatile of such processes 
when the problem involves symbolised experience. 

This is an optimistio and encuuraging view of low 

intelligence, but Duncan's is the only available evidence 

of lexander's theory related to low intelligence children 

and he ~eaves one or two points obscure. For example he 
does not state the relation of practical ,intelligence to 

age, omitting any reference to the age distribution of the 
· cases tested. Burt favours the theory that practical 
abilities mature~in late childhood. 

" ..•• the general factor was of ~ar greater influence 
at the earlier ages and special or group factors 
emerged slowly into clearer prominence towards 
puberty . Special verbal ahilities and disabilities 
seem to emerge muon earli-.:r than special abilities 
or disabilities in manual and mecnanical work." (2) 

(1) It is to be expected that tne lowest I.Q's yield the 
least increase in P. Q' s and the higher I.Q's yield the 
p-rea te E't go.in ir n. Q' s. child of I. Q. 55 would not have 
a P .Q. of 115 but a child of I.Q.75 miEht. This is in 

· keeping with Alexander ' s theory since the child of lower 
I.Q. would have less 'g' to use even in practical activities. 
( 2 ) Burt , Cyril. Symposim on the Sel.ec t ion of Pupils for 

Di f'f eren t Types of Second a:cy Schools 
British Journal of Educational Psychology 
Vol.XVII Part II June 1947 p ,61. 
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Duncan's results contribute nothing to the issue of 

whether the younger feeble-minded children show comparative 

practical efficiency to the same extent as the older child-

ren. 

· Secondly, if Alexander assumes that 50 per cent. of 

the normal population would have higher P.Q 1 s than V.Q's 

why should almost all feeble-minded children have higher 

P.Q's than V.Q's with a mean improvement of 25 P.Q. points? 

Does this t~ndency decrease up the verbal ability scale 

toward normal intelligence; that is, is the dull child 

(as distinct from the feeble-minded child) less likely to 

have a high er P.Q. than V.Q.? 

While the relation of practical intelligence to age 

and training and its exact nature are not clear Duncan's 

results have demonstrated the usefulness of the concept of 

the comparative practical efficiency of the low intelligence 

child and his methods are very valuable since, whatever 

their theoretical basis , they do provide a graded series of · 

meani?gful experiences creating a maximum of motivation 

and requiring a minimum of the sort of activity that will 

not be useful and applicable in l ater life. 

Thurstone's theory of independent mental factors 

(seven of which he interprets as rote memory, number, 

spatial, perceptual, word fluency, verbal relations and 

induction abilities) would mean that low intelligence 
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results from a short ration of some or all these abilities. 

( 1) While Kirk believes that Thurs tone's investigations 

may one day be of considerable importance in the educat ion 

of mentally r etarded children, his psychological interpre-

tation of the statistical results a~ present do not throw 

any light on the problem of low intelligence. 

THE SIG~IFIC CE FOR EuUCATION OF T.tlE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE CHILD OF LOW INTELL!CEI\CE. 

On the average, in all aharacteristics of low intell-

igence the likelihood and degree of inferiority increases 

as I.Q. decreases. Physical development is al ~ost normal 

and motor development only slightly inferior. Language, 

a symbolic process, is poorly developed particularly in 

the mentally defective. ~ental development proceeds at 

a slower rate (indicated by I.Q.) and stops earlier. 

Mental processes involving symbols and -abstract thinking 

such as association, reasoning and generalization are 

significantly inferior. Low in te 11 i gence means ( 1) poor 

reaS°'1. ing powers, particularly in discovering relations and 

systematising data, (2) poor associations, lacking speed, 

variety, versatility, originality and symbqlic qualities, 

(3) poor logical memory and (4) weak audit Jry perception, 

imagery and association. 

If '\ntelligence is the ability wnen we have some aim 

or question in mind (a) to discover the relevant qualities 

(1) Thurstone, Louis L. Primary Mental -Abilities pp.l -121. 
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and relations of the objects that are before us and 
( b) to evoke other re le van t ideas" ( 1) then low in tell i -
gence child r en ar e to a greater or less degree incapable 
of discovering , unaided , the relevant qualities in com-
plex experience; they have p articul ar difficulty in 
keeping a problem in mind and systematising data to 
determine its relevance; and they have a paucity of 
mental images, memories and ideas from which to draw 
relevant associations. Their meagre powers of associa-
tion, logical memory and reasoning are aided by concrete 
rather than verbal presentation of a problem, but their 
general environment is so complex in relation to capacity 
that it fails to stimulate the inquiry and purpose that 
give rise to intelligent activity. As a result the low 
intelligence child does no t learn from his envi~onment 
spontaneously and incidentally to the extent the normal 
child does, and, lacking sti~ulation , his mentality 
functions below its capacity level. 

The i mplications for the te aching of low intelligence 
children are 

(1) That provision should be made as early as possible 
to sup ply a simplified environment which is stimulating and 
t herefore meaningful. This view is endorsed by Burt: "The 
sooner he ·is detected and g iven the special attention he 
needs the surer is the hope of removing or at least compen-

(1) Y~ight, Rex. Intelligence and Intelligence Tests . p . 17 



sating for his particular type of a·isability." (1) 
Gesell likewise is insistent that ~the earlier the recog-
nition of a develo pmental handicap the greater tbe possibil-
ity of remedy or management." (2) 

(2) That concrete experience is the most meaningful 
experience for low intelligence children, not merely in 
the infant and junior periods, but throughout life. 

(3) That since the low intelligence child fails to 
learn incidentally from his school environment, the teacher 
is responsible for organising and grading his experiences 
and must therefore be fully conscious of his capabilities 
and needs, and of the functions to be developed. 

(4) That mechanical drill and habit formation are, 
for the low intelligence child, economical ways of ]earning 
requiring a minimum of mental effort. 

(5) That reasoning and deduction are so poor that 
all learning situations must be carefully analysed l~aving 
nothing to inference. · 

(6) That since the learning of a low intelligence 
child tends to be specific to a situation and no~ auto-
matically carriei over to another situation, any experience 
to be learned should be presented in a variety o: situations. 

(7) That visual presentation of experience is the 
nearest substitute for concrete experience and is likely 
to be mare meaningful than auditory presentation. 
(1) Burt, Cyril. The Backward Child. p.594 p.l' (2) Gesell, Arhold. op. cit. p. 218 
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(8) That language, spoken and written, is particu-
larly difficult for the low intelligence child and will 
require special attention. 

Apart from academic failure the low intelligence 
child is threatened with social maladjustment because of 
his mental inadequacy. Many of the children segre gated 
for special instruction durin g their school careers are 
capable, in adult life, of independent participation in 
everyday affairs. These children during their special 
training have compensated for two handicaps, (a) an intell-
ectual deficiency, and (b) a defect of the equilibrium of 
development. 

Many educational and personality problems arise, 
not from the mental handicaps of the low intelligence 
child_ but from the defect of equilibrium in his develop-
mental pattern. If . low intelligence was, tnroughout devel-
opment, "a fundamental pervasive reduction of growth 
potencyn then the mental eight year old with a physical 
and motor development of eight years would fit into a 
younger social group and social adjustment, during child-
hood, would be simpler. As physical, motor and mental 
development proceed at different rates of growth the low 
intelligence child has the opportun ity of being accepted, 
on physical appearance, into the normal adult group but 
must in his personality adjustment compensate for his 
permanent inferiority in intellec~ual ability. Otherwise 
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his behaviour may be so aggressive or introverted as to 

become _socially undesirable. 

Good teaching methods and materials in a programme 

adapted to his needs, should help a low intelligence 

child to· use his meagre mental abilities to best advant-

age. But understanding, sympathy and guidance will always 

be necessary to help him to resolve the parallel problem 

of adjusting his social an4 personality deveiopment to 

the variations in his own development and the reactions 

of others around him to his peculiarities and defic-

iencies. 
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'rHE I PLICATIONS OF RE DING Bi:SE.A.RCH iOR THE 
CHILD OF Lmv INTELLIGENCE. 

child of normal intelligenc~ at ten years has a 
mental age of ~en years. At the same cnronoligcal age a 
child of I.Q.70 has a mental age of seven years. Dis-
counting special disabilities and unusual handicaps one 
would expect the normal child to have a reading age of ten 
years and the slow child to have a reading age of seven 
;years . Although correlations between measures of intell -
igence and measures of reading attainment vary considerably, 
ranging from 0.25 to 0.75, most authorities agree that 
nreading age shoulct. and usually could reach approximately 
the level of mental age." (1) firk believes thi is 
true even at the level of low in te 11 igence for "survey s 
have s.tovm tnat mentally retarded eh ildren can learn to 
read up to their mental age level." (2) Robinson al so 
assumed nthat a child·' s reading grade should correspond 
with his mental age," but added the important safeguard 
"if all factors were ideal for his learning to read." (3) 

(1) Gat es, Arthur I. 

( 2 ) Kir le , S. • 

(3) .obinson, Helen 

fHe Measurement and ~valuation of 
chievement in Reading. 

~6th Year Book of tne National Society 
for the Study of Education . 
Quoted in tlobinson (see below) p . 66 
Teaching Reading to Slow Learning Child -

ren . p . 37 
• Why Pupils Fail in Readi~p.69 

The empnasis is her own. 
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Many factors, other than generel verbal intelligence, con tri-

bute to reading success or failure and are responsible for 

the lack of nighly significant correlations between measures 

of intelligence and reading a ahievement. 

Jhen capacity is seriously limited, (as it is in the 

child of low intelligence) it is imperative to match it with 

attainment to achieve a useful degree of reading skill. If 

intellie ence cannot be trained all other factors having any 

importance for learning to read must be as near ideal as 

possible. Unfortunately tne interaction of low intelligence 

and environment usually adds emotional and educational defic-

iencies to tbe reading difficulties that result from a 

deficiency of ceneral intelligence. Educational pr~rammes 

should, ideally, seek to minimise the influence of pbysical 

defects, emotional difficulties and unsuitable teaching me th-

ods, which not merely a~d t? but rather magnify the reading 

disabilities that low intelligence children inherit by virtue 
of their mental defect. 

It is profitable , then, to examine the various factors 

which are held to be important in learning to read success-

fully and to trace their implications in the field of low 
in tel 1 igence. 

·GEl\JERAL INTELLIGENCE. 

As the yardstick of reading capacity intelligence is 

an indication of the point at which a child should begin 
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reading, the rate at whicn he should progreS', and the 
ultimate attainment that may be expected of him. At any 
age we should aim to match capacity with attainment. 

Table 2. 

Nhat snould be expected 0 f successive age and in tell -
i ;~en~ 3 levels ·. ( 1) 

I. Q. Age of Beg- 1:inimum and i • Z. Equivalents inning Read- Maximum Achieve-
inR. ment. 

below 50 14 - 16 only a few words. -Reading in struo -
tion futile. 

50 - 59 10 - 12 1st - 2nd Grade P.1. - s; 1. 

60 - 69 9 - 10 2nd - 4th Grade P.3. - S. 2. 
70 - 79 t3 - 9 3rd - 7th Grade s.1 - S.5. 

Table 2, quoted from Kirk and Winterbourn (1), shows the 
minimum and maximum achievements which may be expected at each 
I.Q. level of the low intelligence group. The age of begin-
ning reacting , al.so given in the table, is calculated on the 
assumption that the low intelli gence child is not ready to 
read until he bas reached a mental age of six years. The 
concept of reading readiness will, be discussed later. It 
is sufficient to note here that mental maturity is a major 
factor in a stete of reading readiness and that many American 
(l} Kirk, S.A. Teaching Reading to Slow Learning Children. 

p.28 Table 9. i/interbourn, R. i;ducating Backward Children in New Zealand. 
p.186 
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writers advise a delay in reading until a mental age of six 

and a half years is reached. ·wnatever the virtue of such 

advice for the normal child tnere can be no hard and fast 

rule for the children of low intelli~ence. Some children 

may not be ready to read even tnough tneir mental age is 

six or six and a nalf years whilst others may be ready to 

read before they reach a mental age of six yeers. 'l1here 

is a likelihood that low intelligence children who h~ve a 

long ·and full pre -reading programme may be ready to read 

before t)ley are mentally six years. It is doubtful whether 

intelligence can be trained but mental responses. in specific 

situations may be facilitated by training and experience. 

If this is so then the low intelligence child who has had 

a good pre -reading programme may be able to use his meagre 

abilities to learn the specific stills involved in reading 

before his general ability reaches a six year level. The 

reading programme must be adapted to the individual needs 

of any child and should be so organised that, in ~irk's 

words, "the teaching of reading can begin as soon as the 

mentality of children has developed sufficiently to warrant 
instruction in reading." (1} 

A me.ntal age. of six years is, however, a tangible 

guide to the time to begin reading with the low intelligence 

(1) Kirk , .A. op. cit. p.48. 
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child. In addition I.Q. is indi~ative of the rate at which 

a low intelligence child will learn. During one year while 

a normal child makes one year's progress tne child of I.Q.70 

will make 0.7 of a year's progress. 

SPECIFIC Y1ENTAL PROC 

Some modes of mental response are more closely assoc-

iated with learning to read than others. Each ie partly 

dependent on feneral intelligence and partly on special 

abilities. Studies of reading readiness and reading failure 

have indicated that the following processes are particularly 

important in learning to read. 

I. Visual Processes such as 

(a) the ability to see likenesses and differences. 

( b) the ability to analyse and recognise complex -
visual patterns. 

(c} the ability to image and remember visual forms. 

2. Auditory Processes such as 

(a) the ability t0 perceive auditory patterns. 

(b) the ability to analyse auditor patterns into 
tne temporal sequence of sounds. 

( c) the ability to fuse or synthesise auditory 
sensations. 

3. Memory 

(a) for words 

( b) for ideas· 

(c) for a series of events. 
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!• Association Processes such as 

(a) associating a visual stimulus with an auditory 
sensation and motor response. 

(b) associating arbitrary visu~l symbols with meaning~ 

5. Gomprehension Processes such as 

(a) acquisition of-meaningful concepts 

(b) abstract thinking 

(c) problematic thinking. (l} 

Deficiencies in any of the above processes, not explain-

able by deficiencies of general intelligence, are usually 

called specific reading disabilities. Many authorities 

believe that the incidence of these disabilities is small 

and of secondary importance if general intelligen9e and 

educational programmes are ideal· for learning to read. 

Durrell , for example, states that "while specific association-

al defects may be significant,at present there is little 

evidence that they contribute much to the solution of read-

ing difficulties." (2) .And Betts: "Practically all children 

(l} Some of the authors 
in re ad ing are -
Harrison, M. Lucile 
Gates, Arthur I. 
Schone 11, F. J. 

Durrell, D.D. 

.onr o e , · ar ion 

(2) Du!rrell, D.D. The 

who list specific processes involved 

Reading Readiness. Chapt. 2. 
The Improvement of Reading. P.248 
The Psychology and Teaching of 

Reading. p. 19. 
Adjusting Basic Instruction in 

Reading to Individual Differences. 
Supplementary Educational ]onographs 

~o .52 University of Ghicago 1941 
p.132 

~hildren .vho Cannot ead, 'hapt .5 
e~pecially pp.105 - 110. 

Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities 
P. 2 84. 
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evidencing specific reading disabilit' can be taught to 
read for meaning.,, ( 1). 

uost of the mental processes wnich reading im·rvlves 

are dependent on the functioning of general intelligence 

and tnerefore evelop parallel to the maturation of mental 

powers but in the absence of stimulating experience situa-

tions tney are not given an opportunity to function, espec-

ially in the low intelligence cnild. He may re quire 
considerable as istance in finding out now to use his 

meagre powers to tne extent ~is intelligence will permit. 

Burt found visual analysis and imagery superior in 

low intelligence onildren to corresponding auditory powers (2). 

Consequently they have difficulty in ma tering tne auditory 

motor associations of speech and the auditory-visual assoc-

iations of reading. This suggests that a visual approach 

to re a ding will be more successful than· a phonic a pnroac h • 

• emory for words, ideas and a Qeries of events is 

poor because oft e verbal and abstract nature of the matter. 

All associations are d iff ic ul t to establish and tend tD be 

slow. To secure any success teacning si t1Jations must provide 

a maximum of repetitions in a variety of situations and the 

value of nrill for low· intelligence children must no t be 

overlooked. 

(1) Betts, ~.a. The Prevention ana 0orrection of Reading 
Difficulties. P.10. 

(2J See Cnupter I, p p . 'f-<1 
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Poor re&soning powers limit tneir ability to see 

relations between words so that knowledge of word- elements 

in one case is not automaticall utilised in deducing a new 

word of similar nature. Independence of word attack will 

be di±' 'icult to establish in low intelligence children. 

They will require constant drill and exercise of word attack 

on material systematised for them by the teacner. 

Comprehension , which should closely approximate mental 

age, often falls far below it since it involves association 

of meaning with visual .symbols; both tne _understanding of 

concepts involved in meaning and the associational process 

may be defective. To ensure a maximum of comprehension 

the association of meanin6 with the visual symbol should be 

as a.irect as possible, not inter ·ered with by associations 
of sounds witn letters . 

Because it involves conscious association processes 

part ic 11 larly in the initial stages and later is dependent on 

a systematic, versatile end rapid word attack (involving the 

seeing of relations either of mea,ning i.e. context clue , or 

oi word elements) and because it deals with symbols and 

verbal concepts,reading is especially difficult for the 
low intelligence child. 

L 1;GUAGE Al;D EXPE.HI NCE. 

A child must be able to understand and use the language 

forms witn which he must associa"te printed symbols . Breadth 
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of vocabulary, accurate enunciation and pronunciation , and 

correct use of simple sentences are very important for read-

ing success , and experiences planned to widen the language 

background are very important in the pre - reading period. 

Verbal inferiority is a normal accompaniment of low 

in te 11 igence . Language development is slow , vocabulary 

small, articulation often imperfect and· speech defects 

prevalent . Chipman found tnat " tne subnormal indi Vi dual 

witnout guidance functions far below his apparent mental 

capacity in nis handling of words and tne spontaneous expres -

sion of ideas." (1) Special education must attempt to remedy 

some of these initial nandicaps of poor comprehension and 

poor expression. 

The Ja ck of specific concepts needed. for understanding 

the material read is anJther factor in reading failure. The 

child cannot learn to read what has no meaning for him , and 

therefore the concepts he acqui res in pre - school and pre -

reading experience are of vital importance in reading situa-

tions. Unfortunately many a low intelligence child comes 

from an inferior home where experience is narrow. Empha-

sising tnis , Kirk writes, "His environment and experiential 

background is usually poorer than that of the average child . 

This background reflects itself in poor language usage and in 

(1) Chipman, J.E. The Vocabulary of kental Defectives • 
.amer . Asooc . on .uental Jericiency 
April, i935 . Quoted Kirk op. cit. p . 48 
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in meagre concepts ." (1) 

Learning results from effort on the part of the learner , 
effort to understand and to master . Emotional instability , 
fear , anxiety , and feeiings of inferiority create difticul -
ties in attending and a lack of interest in or antagonism 
towards scnool work . 

1,any low intellic ence children have emotional difficul -
ties . Some, because of emotional instability are unable to 
direct tneir attention or .consciously control their high 
emotionality . In otner cases emotional tensions are 
symptoms , rather than cau es of Qifficulty . ft er entering 
school at a chronolo~ical age of five years before they are 
intellectually or emotionally ready for school these children 
spend several years among younger or brighter children, fail - -
ing to learn and oecoming more and more socially malaujusted. 
They are apathetic or antagonistic to learning and resist 
remedial work. 

The teecher must spend considerable time dispelling 
fears of failure and developing a desire to read before 
systematic re - training is attempted. 

(1) r:irk , S • • The Slow or Mentally Retarded Learner . · 
Supplemen tar' 'ducat i onal Lonoa-rapns r;o . 52 
p . 272 University of 0rticago Oct . 1941. 
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PHYSIC 1\.0TOR F GTORS. 

general physical state of good health is basic to 
a "good learning set." alnutrition and fatigue will 

handicap the functioning of··innate capacities and weak 

resistance to contagion will result in frequent absences 

from school which interfere with the learning process. 

Of all physical factors vision and hearing are those 

which most vitally affect the reading process. The follow -

ing vi ,ual defects should be ascertained and corrected as 

early as pcesible : defects of visual acuity and ametropia 

(farsightedness, nearsightedness and astigmatism), defects 

of two- eyed vision andfusion of the images , and poor muscular 

control of the eyes. 

·"Hearing is i rJportant as a factor in reading readineos , " 

writes Harrison, "because the child first learns to attach 

meaning to printed symbols tnrough the medium of spoken 

language . " ( 1) A high degree of auditory acuity for all 

parts of the frequency range is required; and deficiency 

will reriously hinder an oral or phonic approach. 

If there is any physical defect of speech organs the 

resulting articulatory defects may result in confusions of 
Word recognition and inaccurate oral readin6 • 

Jn the low intelligence group visual and auditory 

defects and speech deformities probably occur much as in 
( 2 ) 

the ordinary population. ...,alnu tri t ion probably has a 

( 1) Harrison , 1,1 . Luci le . Reading Readiness. p . 26. 
(2) f his refers to sensory defects tnat are physically evident . 

It does not refer to defects of perception discussed in 
Chapter I . 
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higher incidence in the low intelligence gr·oup shown by a 

small positive correlation between poverty and backward-

ness. (1) If these physical conditions are al~owed to persist 

untreated they magnify unnecessarily the reading disability of 

the low intelligence child, 

Severe motor deficiencies restrict the ~cquisition of 

meaningful CJncepts in tbe young child (who learns much by 

motor activity) and may also retard speech development. In 

reading, motor habits of directional attack must be established. 

Some investigators of hand and eye dominance believe that right 

hand and right eye preferences are more favourable to the 

establishment of directional nabits tban left hand and left 

.eye preferences or mixed preferences. In severe cases the 

resulting directional confusion disturbs visual perception of 

the orientation and sequence of words and is one cause of 

persistent reversal tendencies. (2). However, many author -

ities on reading disability believe that dominance apnears 

to play a less important part tnan was once thought. As 

Harrison states "with any type of dominance the teacher may 

very profitably undertal:::e to establish a knowledge of left 

and right used in a directional sense and should establish 

the idea in the mind of her pupils that tne left to right 

movement is used in reading and writing. She may thus 

(1) Burt, Cyril. Tne Backward Child. p.120. Burt found a 
correlation of 0.1 to 0,3 between poverty and back-
wardness. 

(2) lilonroe, u.arion. Children ho Cannot ead. pp. 83-91. 
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reduce a tendency to some types of reversals in reading." ( l) 

I,otor difficulties are o.f minor importance in the 

readin~ situations of low intelli~ence children for , as 

Kirk states, "the motor ability of children mentally retard-

ed whose mental age is six is superior to that of the 

average child of six years. Hence, for this function no 

special in struc ti on beyond that of regular school act iv it ie ~ 

need be used for reading readiness with mentally retarded 

children." ( 2) 

Some cases of severe motor handicap are found and must 

receive individual attention. 

~JUJ TIOhAL I"ACTO S. 

" Poor ta.aching in a large sense is the chief cause of 

retardation in reading, 11 states Betts (3). T.tis is because 

firstly , teaching to be successful must at each stage be 

adapted to the abilities of the individual child and second-

ly, to cite r1 onroe, "learning to read is a prolonred process 

wnich extends over several years and which is subjected to 

many influences of metnods , attitudes, interests, motiva-

tions and distributions of time and effort and almost all 

the factors wbich affect the learning process ." (4) 

(1) Harrison , · M. Lucile. Reading Headiness p .26. 
(2) Airk, S. A. Teacning Readin2 to Slow-Learning Children p .71 
(0) Betts, ~ •A• Tne Prevention and Gorrection of Reading 

Difficulties . p.52. 
(4) lvonroe, Aarion . op. cit. p.80. 
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PRE -READING INSTRUCTION .Af\JD rt ADING READINESS. 

Psy cholog ical and physical f&ctors combine to crea te 
a pattern of development within the normal individual which 
makes him read to read in his first or second year at 
scnool. If instruction is begun before a state of readi-
ness is reached, failure, lack of interest, dislike or 
persistent difficulty will result. 

Harrison f ives a full account of the factors involved 
in reading readiness and of activities for the pre-reading 
period designed to promote a state of reading readiness. (1)· 

She believes, as do many authorities, that a pre-reading 

period is essential to compensate for deficiencies in 

mental, pnysical and emotional development and in experien-
tial oackground, and that a child is not 'ready to read' 

until defects nave been remedied. (2) It is conceivable 
tnat many children come to school with few initial nandicaps 
or perhaps none, and such children require almost no pre-

reading instruction. 

(1) Harrison M. Lucile op. cit. Chapters 2 & 3 . 

(2) ..!or discussion of factors .contributing to a state of 
reading readiness see also 
(a) Betts , E.A. The Prevention and Correction of Reading 

Difficulties Cnapt. 4. 
(b) Bond, G.L. & Bond E. Teacbinp the 'hild to Read. 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
(c) Schonell , ~.J. The Psychology and Teaching of Reading 

. p .2 6. 
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A period of pre - reading activities is of even greater 

importance for the low intelligence child than for the normal 

eh ild . If the maximum sucoe ss in learning to re ad is 

achieved only after the child bas reached a mental age of 

six years the low intelligence child may have to fill in 

several years before he is intellectually mature enougn to 

attack successfully~ complex reading situation . This 

per iod can be put to good use since the pr ogress of the 

low intelli:ence child is slow and his initial handicaps 

great. 

Physical defects , especially of vision , can be de tect -

ed and corrected. Speech defects cari receive attention and 

much can be done to compensate for the initial language 

deficiency by training in the use. of simple sentences and 

the extension of vocabulary . Varied and numerous exper -

ience situations such as excursions, social activities 

(birthdays , entertaining, dramatic play and free play ) and 

construction activities serve both to increase the store of 

meaningful concepts and to extend vocabularies . Exercises 

in the form of games to improv·e the functioning of specific 

mental processes involved in reading are also part of a 

pre.:reading program• e , and the period can be used to estab-

lish a definite handedness and a knowledge of right and 

left which may eliminate directional confusions when reading 

is begun. 
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\/hen the low intelligence child is enrolled in a 

special class he will have spent two or more years in ord-

inary classes failing to make normal progress . Discouraged 

by continued failure he will tend to dislike reading al0ng 

with other school activities, in proportion to the time he 

spent in the ordinary school. It is comparatively simple 

to switch the young entrant of?, 8 or 9 to a pre-reading 

programme where he can re-establish confidence and interest. 

The teacher·can make use of the longer pre -reading 

period for the slow-learning child to record his weak and 

strong activities so that reading can be presented through 

the most appropriate methods, and the weaker activities can 

receive additional attention. 

"Readiness" is a useful concept throughout all 

education. Is the child at any given period ready for 

the next step in instruction? Applied directly to reading 

this means: are the basic vocabulary and techniques of 

word attack stable enough to build on to or are relearning 

and revision required first':- If there is no sound basic 

store of knowledge the child is not ready for the next 

step and there is every likelihood that the low intelligence 

child will fail to mast er it. 
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~iEI'HODS OF .L1E CHING ;. EADING. 

What has been called a 'natural' method of teaching 
reading consists of providing children with a stir.rnlating 
reading environment ana allowing them to learn from this, 
the teacher merely providinf help and instruction that is 
asked for. - Such an incidental reading programme is not 
suitable for low intelligence children, and is probably 
only successful with the highest intelligence groups . 

An activity method presents reading matter construct-
ed by the t eacher based on familiar experiences in the home 
and school. It makes heavy demands on the time, initiative 
and skill of the teacher, especially if the principles of 
pre-primer construction sucn as vocabulary control and 
articulation with later materials are to be adhered to. ,, 
Uhl therefore concludes that above the pre~primer level 
teacners are unlikely to improve upon the product of ,, 
professional text-book makers . (1) 

Unless very carefully controlled the activity method 
presents an incidental rather than a systematic approach 
to reading. 

By the phonic method the pupil is taugnt to identify 
· letters and groups of let te]:'s with sounds in the spoken word. 
Uhl, /illis L •. The aterials of Reading. 

36th Yearbook of the National Society for 
the Study of Education . 

University of Chicago 193?. 



Beginning with shcr t vowels and consonants the children 

progress to consonant blends, vowel combinations and 

recur rent word elements. t first reading material must 

consist of regular two or three-letter wo rds. The method 

is now thought to be too analytic for children under seven 

years of age. Tbe child must "be able to recognise both 

the temporal sequence of the sounds and the spatial sequence 

of the letters, and tnen combine the two in proper order, 

before he can make the logical deduction," (1) required in 

reading. unfamiliar words. 

The method slows down reading at the expense of mean-

ing; and the u·se of regular words for drill in word analysis 

may produce material that is unrelated to the interests, 

activities and concepts of young children. In any case, 

as Schonell points out, "it should be noted that the aid 

provided by tfloe phonic analysis is only suppleme'ntary to 

the cues 01 recognition of words through hearing and meaning. 

Phonic analysis cannott be very effective wi thout the value 

of context in word recognition and the value of verbal back-

ground in reading." (2) 

A whole-word method is favoured by many for introducing 

reading. Words which are interesting and therefOTe meaningful 

( 1 J fonroe, Marion . Children 11/ho Cannot Read. p .96 

(2) Scnonell, F.L. Tne Psycnology and Teachins of Reading 
p .63 . 
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are learnt as a total visua1 impI'ession until a basic sight 

vocabulary of common words with different visual patterns 

is acquired. \lords are remembered for their meaning, by 

dominant features or oy similarities &nd differences of 

general configuration. .Analysis of word elements is under -

taken later from the store of words whicn can be recognised 

at sight. Independent wora. attack is based on a recognition 

of familiar word elements, the larger the better. 

Lletnods of teachine reading to low intelligence children 

usually depend on some nixture of activity, phonic and whole-

~ ord methods. Some teachers favour an activity method, 

building up reading stories from class projects or from the 

particular interests of a difficult child. Ingram , who 

stresses tLe ~nit of experience' approach for the slow-

learnin~ child writes: "There is also the poesibilit that 

it may add notning to his reading skill unless it is care -

fully planned and followed up." (1) The activity method is 

subject to tne two main criticisms mentionea ecrlier, firstly 

tnat it makes beevy demands on the teacher's time and initia-

tive and secondly tnat it tends to become an incidental rather 

tnan a systematic approach to reading. 

Duncan fLvours a mixture of phonic, look- and - say and 

wnole sentence metrrnds but places most emphasis on phonia 

training. He writes, 11 0ur experience of tnese dullest of 

all children leads us to & view that tney make little.pro-

(1) Ingram, C.?. Education of tne Slow- Learning Child p . 339 

------------ - -··--~--- -~-
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gress in reading unless they learn by a method that is 

chie_fly ph')nic. It may be that "wholes" for them are very 

small, that a sentence or even a word is too large a unit." (1 ). 

Duncan does not , however, detail his methods further. (2) . 

greater number of authorities favour a whole -word 

or visual approach. 

Schonell says : " rfy own e·xp·erience is that the whole -

word method of commencing reading particularly when concrete 

words adaptable to illustrations are used is the best method 
to use witn the duller 25~ of the class." (3) . 

Kirk maintains that tne whole - word approach is in 

conformity wi tn t.he psychological processes."Children first 

perceive whole sentences as vague blocks and gaps . To pro -

gress in reading tney must learn the details of the senten -

ces and the details of tne words . " (4). He recommends the 

acquisition of a sight vocabulary but states that the child 

will req11ire assistance rrom _the teacner to not ice the 

details of si=ilarities and differences in words. 

k.ennedy-.t raser also advocates a whole - word method 

but after o signt vocabulary of 144 words is mastered begins 

(1) Duncan, John. The Education of tne Ordinary Child.p.191 
(2) ~~ootnote: In 'l1ne riaies hducational Supplement for June 19, 

194d, Harrap's advertised tne second of a series of read-
ers for backward pupils of eleven plus , in which "phonic 
and ·entence methods are combined." Tnis series is by 
Joh,i .Duncan, O.B.~. and is called tne Duncan Series. 
l11,e l'c:e.uer" and tne Teac.oer' s Handbook prJbably explain 
his m~tnods in ~reater detail. 

(~) Schonell , ~.L . he Psychology and Teacning of Reading 
p . 49 . 

(4) 1 .... irk , S • .A. · Teachin§ .rleading to Slow- Learnine; Children 
p . 10? 
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to break words down to their component parts. firstly the 

initial sound and tnen various word elements. (1) 

In a very carefully planned experiment Burt and Lewis 

set out to discover wnich of the methods of teaching reading 

were most suited to dull and backward children. (2) ~ithin 

twe 1 ve months tne:1 found it possible to bring most of the 

children up to a level of reading corresponding much more 
closely with their CTental age level. Some measure of 
success was achieved with tne · most divergent procedures 

and in comparison with the marked acceleration obtained the 

differences between the results of different procedures , 

though significant were relatively small , The most 

successful method was only ten per cent more effective than 

the least successful. 

"On the whole , it would seem tnat the ~est method 
for teaching dull and backward readers is one which is 
predominantly visual (the so- called look- and - say or 
whole - word method . ) With individual pupils supplementary 
methods may at times be useful but for group work a 
mixed method does not appear satisfactory since for 
muny the combination of different approaches proves 
somewhat confusing . The kinaesthetic by itself also 
proved less satisfactory. the alphabetic decidedly 
poor; the phonic the 1 east of all . " ( 3) 

They found a further important factor in choice of 

remedial aporoach was the method by wnich the children had 

learnt previ')USly ; in most cases a cban~e of method was 

advantageous . 
( 1 l Kenned" - .B'raser , D. Education of the .Backward Child . Cbapt , 10 
(2) Burt . 0 . and Lewis . R. B. Teaching Backward Readers . 

British Journal of Educational Psychology l0v . 1946. 
( 3) Ibid. p . 129 . 
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In an experiment with low intelligence boys, twelve 
to six teen years (M. A. 6 - 12 years) who were serious behav -
iour probleos with st r ong op oosition to school work Glinzburg 
spent six months in. drilling reading for accuracy . (1) . For 
those under a reading age of nine years he used a mixed look-
and- say and phonic method; for pupils over a reading age of 
nine years he grouped two thousand words according to word 
elements and Jrilled the boys on reading these . Three to 
four hours a week were spent on re~ding drill and silent 
readiLg of a library book suitable to the reading age and 
interests . The process was called "double dutcb" by the 

boys since the words were too advanced and technical to have 
any meaning for them . A technique of word analysis was the 
aim. To improve comprehension three and a half months of 
training in short reasoning problems "to aid a methodical and 
thoughtful a pproach" was undertaken after the expe r imental 
period of drill bad been completed . Before this training 
was begun mechanical reading accuracy was as much as f')ur 
years in advance of comprehension. 

The greatest 5ain in six months was 3 . 4 years , the 
average 1 . 8 years , the least~ years . Glinzburg claims 
that mechanical drill was suited to the "dull brains" of 
tne boys and that the main advantage wes the satisfaction, 
mastery and self- confidence the boys gained from the method . 
(1) Glinzburg, H.G. The New Era July - August 1947 

An Intensive Reading Programme in a Special 
School . 
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During tne three montns period 70 per cent. of the boys 
gained one year in re&ding comprehension. 

This was an analytic approach to reading which, 
under special circumstances, achieved considerable Eucce~s. 
It was, however, employed as a means of developing reading 
s lrill after a r~ading age of 9 years had been attained, and 
not as a means of beginnin reading. It stresses the 
v~lue of mechanical drill and the need for systematic prac-
tice oi a technique of word attack w~th dull children at 
the ni her levels of attainment. I think that this need 
for systematic ana1,tic drill for continued progress at the 
higher mental aee levels among low intelligence children is 
probably tne reason that .Juncan stresses a phonic approach 
to reading . . 

ffrom the analysis of tne cLaracteristics of low 
intelligence I have indicated the probable value of a visual 
approach during the early stages of reading instruction and 
the importance of the direct association of visual word forms 
with meaning. Burt's experimental results would appear to 
endorse this. It is not altogether a cont r adiction to 
advocate systematic drill. in tec1.niques of word attack in 
addition to meaningful reading at the higher reading age 
levels. This follows naturally fro . the principles that 
(a) all lea~ning situations must be carefully analysed and 
controlled by the teacher i.e. we can be fairly sure that 
the low intellibence child will not make much profress if 
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we merely hear his reading daily from the Sch~ol Journal; 

and ( b) tba t nothing must be left to inference in teaching 

the low intelligence child i.e. because he can read 1 jump 1 

and 1 clap 1 we cannot infer that he can read 'clump'; we 

must mare the step with him. 

¥hen a basic sight vocabulary has been 1 earnt by visual 

methods improvement in reading skill will come from further 

additions to tne sight vocabulary and from systematic drill 

of word attack on new worQs. Suen systematic drill should, 

ideally, be closely related with the known signt vocabular~ 

and with meaningful experiences involving reading such as 

Duncan 1 s work assignments or Ingram 1 s 'units of experience'. 

Onli in exceptional circumstances is the meaningless double-

dutch wnich Glinzburg attempted excusable. Logically, a 

technique of word attack should retain the visual emphasis 

stressing similarities of word elements (the bigger the 

better) rather than a more analytic association of letters 

·with sounds . 

... ADII~G .iAT IaLS. 

eading for meaning is to be stressed and modern 

reading materials are built from a knowledge of the .speaking 

vocabularies of pre-school and primary school children. 

The vocabulary burden is light and repetition is carefully 

controlled. Books contain small units of work to give a 

eense of power and acnievement but tne s&me vocabulary is 

carried from book to book in a graded series presenting 
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"a planned avenue of advancement in tne skills of eading 

unbeknown to the reader." (1) Colourful illustations 

invite the cnild to read and .nelp to give meaningto the 

context. Size of print, single-line sentences ad 

_natural phrasing in lines are also adapted to thestage 

of reading skill. 

~ord - lists at the back of readers, showing he page 

of all rew words introduced aid the teacher in prparing 

children for reading ahead and in checking progres and 

readiness for the next book. 

1iorkbooks designed in levels parallel to re ders are 

useful (a) to prepare the child for words, conceps and 

experiences to come, (b) for seatwor~ repetitionsand 

recapitulatory tests, and (c) by visual aids, andmeening 

clues they help the child to independent reading or 

m~aning. (2). 

The fOOa features of the best modern readin series 

ma~e tnem useful for teacning the low intelligenc child. 

(1) tlutcnison, 1.E. The Nature and Variety of Redin~ 
Materials l'\eeded in the Primary Graes. 
Supolementary Educational onograph No.61 p.65 
Unive:r:sity of Chicago Dec. 1945. 

(2) Other references on Reading Materials are -

Scbonell F. J. op. cit. p .13-14, 19 52-56. 
Uhl, tillis L. op. cit. 
Betts, E.A. op. ·cit. Chapt. IX. 
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(a) selected vocabularies 

(b) a few new words per page 

(c) repetitions carefully controlled 

(d) a graded series of books witr revision readers 
as well as pro6 ressive readers 

(e) 6ood colourful illustrations (placed at the 
top or bottom of a page) 

(f) seatwork activities 

(g) and taachers' guides 

a good set o2 readers is the best substitute for materials 

specially prepared for low intelligence children . 

Iaterials prepared for normal children have one 

serious handicap. They are gradea at the rate of average 

progres Bnd are planned to lead the child by successive 

steps to a standard of average adult reading skill . The 

low intelligence child pro~resses at a slower rate and in 

proportion to his I . Q. falls furtner and further behind 

normal in his ultim· te reading expectation . Gates gives 

the following estimates of tbe readirig vocabularies of the 
LQ. 

lower ~_roups after certain periods at school. (1) 

(1) Gates, Arthur I. Interest and bilit;v in Reading p.15 
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TABLE 3. 

Showing the Estimated Reading Vocabularies of Five Lower I.Q. 
Groups after certain per'iods at School. (l} 

Mean I. Q. Years in Estimated Reading fords Learned 
Sen ool. Vocabulary. Per Year. 

82 3.1 1'400 450 
73 4.U 1300 32b 
66 4.6 1030 225 
b5 5.5 770 140 
43 6.5 225 35 

A cnild of I.Q. 82 bas learnt 1400 words in three years 

at school, a child of I.Q.55 nas learnt 770 words after five 

end a nalf years at school. hile these estimates _appear 

optimistic tney do show tnat tbe ultimate reading vocabular-

ies of the lower intelli~ence groups are very limited. If 

reading instruction is to be of any use to these children in 

later life it must follow a selected utility vocabular,. 

;..uthorities suggest public signs such as EJ\TR.A.NCE and EXIT 

and self - protective labels such as POISON for the reading 

vocabularies of cnildren below I.Q. 50. Some extension 

upwards of this idea is required for all low intelligence 

groups , but particularly for the 50 - 60 I.Q.· group , as the 

first 750 words of basic reaaers will not necessarily be of 

(1.) Gotcs. Arthur I. htscest ~r"d Ab-Hty ,~ Be!?d,ns· p." '~ 
: l1he estimate of words learned per year is unreliable 

as ne nas not taken into account the age at which the child-
ren are ready to read, e.g. a nypotnetical child of 13.7 years, 
I. Q.4Z, attending school for 6 .5 years bas a reacting vocabul -
ary of 225 words; be will only nave been reading for tne 
last two ye&rs at the most and tnerefore will have learned 
about a hundred worQs a year. 
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[reat use to them in later life. The teaching o: vocab-
ularies tnat are not automatically usable in real life 

situations ar~d therefore do not receive unconscio1s stim-

ulation and extension is probably responsible for much of 

the fading in reading attainments after sc~ool da~s reported 
by fin terbourn. From a follow-up study of some special 
class leavers he concludes that "a considerable anount of 

academic material leam'ect in special classes is not retained." 
( 1) 

He believes this is due to the mental mate -up of the 
cnildren who are unable to retain academic learning, ana to 
faults in the methods by which the academic subjects are 

taught. "There is an urgent need to determine minimum 
essentials in the different subjects tai:ing into consider-
ation both the child's ability and nis future requirements 
and then to develop some really good teaching methods." (2) 

Unfortunately in reading we must await research on the 
age at which low intelligence children (at different I.Q. 
levels)are,ready to begin reading, the number of words they 

may be expected to learn per year, the ultimate sight vocab-
ulary tney are likely to attain and, most elusive of all, 

the utility in adult life of various parts of the English 

language. 

(1) Vinterbourn, .R. Educating Backward Children in New 
Zealand. p. 175. 

(2) Ibid p . 176. 
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In Duncan's subject schemes reading is a means t0 the 

child ' s doing and thinkine, a means to problem solving and 

enables the individual to proceed at his own rate through 

a graded series of written exercises. (1) ~,un dame n ta 1 

reading skills acquired by the child are used for purposes 

similar to those required in later life i.e . for problem 

solving,and wit~ such meaningful use are probably retained 

lon 0
er and extended further. ~ scheme such as Duncan ' s 

might well proviue a tangible starting-point for the con -

struction of a utility vocabul ary for low intelligence 

children . 

One . further difficulty with reading materials construct -

ed for normal cnildren is the unsuitability of tne matter 

because low intelligence children are much older and resent 

being turned back to "baby work" of interest to infants. 

There are three partial solutions to this problem . If 

instructi~n is begun as earlj as the children are ready to 

read even children of eleven years whose mental age is ·only 

six and a half years will not mind infant readera . Trouble 

is encountered when a child requires remedial trainin~ becau~e 

his chronological age is 12 years bis mental age is 9 years 

and bis reading age six years. If the best modern reading 

materials, well - constructed and well - illustrated, are used 

and these are a new experience for tne childr~n they are often 

(1) Duncan, John . The ducation of tne Ordinary Child . 
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content with tne subject-matter even if they are remedial 

cases , providing their ascent is as rapid as their capacity 

alloWE . The third solution is the construction of read-

ing materials using utility vocabularies allowing scope for 

the interests of the children ; and rapid extension of 

reading activities to meaningful tas~s such as Duncan details . 

Until further research is to hand the teacher must 

rel;y on a good basic series of readers , and must supplement 

these with other reading material for spontaneous individual 

readin~ . and witn readine activities , connected with 

' experience ' or ' project units' in the classroom. 

PRI JIPLES 01!1 READIJ\JG I1STRUCTION :b'OR THE L0 1i 
Il\TELLIGENC.u CHILD. 

'rbe mental energy of the low intelli·ence child is 

valuable becuuse it is limited . It is aesirablc to use it 

as economically as oossible and not to divert it into efforts 

whicn are unproductive or which do not yield the maximum 

results. Reading instruction should follow·the methods 

most suited to his psychological nature and the earlier such 

teachinc: is begun the less effort will oe wasted in re -

learning. 

The principles of readin8 instruction for the low 

intellicence child can be enumerated as follows:-

( i) Since "the emphasis of the reading prcgramme 

should be on prevention rather than correction," (1) under 

(1) Betts, E.A. op . cit . p.9 
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ideal conditions the slow- learning child should be trans-

ferred to special education while he is still requiring a 

pre - readinb proerarnme . This pirevents a child from being a 

remedial problem on entr , and J ermits correction of or 

co.npensation for physical , langual:e, experience and emotional 

handicaps. 

(ii) Stories based on clas s experiences worked out 

by pupi_ls and t eacner may serve to bridge the gap between 

pre-reading and book- readin r stages and may provide highly 

motiva~ed work throughout a reading course if connected 

with organised experience units or clase projects. But 

such stories do not provide sufficient graded repetition. 

Frequent reading periods with scientifically constructed 

materials are necessary if the cbilu is to increase bis 

vocabulary and develop proper reading habits and skills. 

(iii) Initial instruction in reading should be by 

a whole - word method wnich uses a visual approacn and emph -

asises eaning froQ,the start. rew words from a basal 

vocabulary list must be introduced slowly and extensive 

repetition provided . Gates estimates the number of 

repet iti Jns required fo- new words at each intelligence 

level as follows:-
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TABL 4. 

stimatin· the Number of Re etitions e uired in a Readin 
Course for Six different I •• Croups. 1 

Range of I. Q. C. A. bet. I\o. of Re p e t it i ons to be 
6.1 and 7.5 years at provided in ... ead ing Course, 
beginning of term. aside from incidental 

reading. 
120 - 129 20 

110 - 119 30 

90 - 109 35 

80 - 89 40 

70 - 79 45 

60 - 69 55 

(iv) In the initial stages word recognition will be 

dependent on striking cnaracteristics or 6eneral configura-

tion of words and context or picture clues. It is not 

sufficient, however, merely to expose low intelligence child-

ren to a number of repetitions of certain word images. 

Ingram makes tnis point quite clear: 

"Perhaps our failur·e to teacn some of the 
mentally retarded to read is due to the fact that 
we have thought of reading as a matter of word-

orm and phrase-form me~orization and have not 
aided the child in acquirin€ skill in the di f-
erentiation and recognition of words. Children 
must be definitely taught to look for differences 
and likenesses in words and to find context clues 
to tneir meaning." (2) 

The teacher of slow-learning children may have to 

point out striking characteristics of new words and devise 

methods ·to assist pupils to distinguish likenesses and 

(1} Gates, .Artnur I. Interest anu bility in Reading p.35 

( 2 } Ingram, G • P. op. cit. p.341 
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d iffe:rences in words of similur configuration. She should 

ma~e constant inventories of thechild 1 s sight vocabulary 

to-ensure that he masters the readin6 vocabulary of each 

unit before proceeding to the new vocabulary of another 

unit. 

(v) Hth -the low intellisence child methods used for 

learning a ~ight vocabulary in the first few years must be 

continued for a lon~er period than with the normal child. 

Since these children do not absorb unconsciously and have 

limited ability to apply in one situati?n experiences 

learned in another it is important to continue to build on, 

consciously, to a controlled sight vocabulary for a much 

longe~ period and to continue exercises planned to overcome 

difficulties , to give repetition , to drill certain essen -

tials and. to check tne a~tainment of each step • . 

(vi) The· sight method must become more anal-tic with 

visual attention to iriitial letters, striking characteris-

tics and similarities of word elements after a sight vocab-

ulary of 60 to 100 words is gained. The low intelligence 

child will not use methoQS of word attack as independently 

as tne normal child and will need much more practice and 

guidance in their application . Well - motivated drill which 

is closely related to a known sight vocabulary and with 

meaningful experiences is probably essential for continued 

progress at the higher reeding age levels . 
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(vii) Schonell ~nd Kirk both point out the importance 

of oral reading. Schonell writes: "The hearing - saying 

a£pect of word recognition is so essential in learning to 

read that young pupils should be allowed to say aloud or 

half aloud tneir readin5 material as long as they have need 

" for this aid. (1). Kirk is in agreement. "Silent reading 

should not be introduc~d too soon and •...• oral reading 

should probably be stressed particularly during the earlier 

stage." (2) Oral reading allow the teacher to check the 

pupil ' s learning methods and faults , and this 
1

is very nec -

essary with the low intellige·nce child. 

(viii) Seatwork activities are very useful in special 

education because so much of the instruction is individual , 

proceeds at individual rates and requires so much well -

motivated repetition . Gates employs what he calls "an 

intrinsic device" for word perception and comprehension 

exercises which is "a type of organization of a reading 

situation wnich guides or impels the pupil to read · in a 

desired wa while his efforts are directed to accurate 

interpr~tation and normal enjoyment of the content . " (3) 

Ingram favours this type of exercise for the mentally 

retardea because they require exercises which stimulate 

{l) Schonell, F.J. op. cit. p.15 
(2) Kirk , S. • Tue Slow and l<Ltentally Retarded Learner 

SuppleCTentary 3ducational Monographs No . 52 
University of Chicago. p . 227. 

(3) Gates, A.I. Tne Improvement of Reading. pp.27 - 29. 
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tbought to prevent them becoming en5rossed with the mere 

form and mechanics of reading at the expense of meaning. 

(ix) Many cases admitted for special education are 

:problems of remedial instruction 

(a) simply because of bad reading nabits 

and emotional attitudes bcquired in ordinary classes 

(b) because of specific reading difficulties. 

ILen tne low - intelligence child nas ~ mental age above 

six and a nalf years and has already le am ed to read to 

some ·extent, realisino bis inabilit .. • and failure , the diff -

iculties of instruction are increased. 

Confidence must be re - established either by beginning 

at a level of boo~ - reading at which th e child can succeed 

from the outset or by makin remedial ·nstruct ion a new 

experience, aband~ning boots for a time, and by some other 

means acquiring a basic vocabulary of words. The pro:ramme. 

must be adjusted to the accelerated le arnii:g rate until the 

child has caugnt up to his mental age level. So e meaus 

of recording progress, tangible to the cnild , should be 

devised to increase motivation. The reading vocabulary 

of each unit must be mast ered before tne new vocabu~ary 

is - introduced , and work must be 1 argely individual until 

the child, can fit into a reading group in the class where 

he is socially anu emotionally at home. 

(x) Cases of specific reading defects are difficult 

to distinguish from the low intellicence child who has 
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failed to learn to read because of the unsuitability of 

tbe reading programme. Tney are usually found among the 

higher I . Qs. 75 - 85 and frequently have a high practical 

intelligence. Tney are distinguished by the lag of their 

reading attainments behind their mental age in the face of 

a reading programme adjusted to their mentality and a 

desire and effort to read ; that is a reading difficulty 

persists when all other factors influencing reading have 

been estimated as satisfactory ~ 

Authorities are not agreed as to the existence and 

nature of specific reading disabilities . Broadly they can 

be classified under the previous headings for mental 

processes affecting reading i . e . visual, auditory , assoc -

iational and memory difficulties . Burt found evidence in 

a few cases of a peculiar difficulty in the visual percep-

tion of arbitrary symools such as letter forms differing 

little in snape , and found defective auditory perception 

an important factor in cases of specific backwardness. (l } 

Other authorities have linked defective auditory and visual 

pereept ion with associat i on difficulties as audit)ry 

aphasia and word blindness . (2} In such cases o~ aphasia 

and alexia the subject is thought to nave normal sensations 

of hearing and seeing but is unable to associate ;hese 

(1) See Uhapter I 
(2) See Orton S. T. 

p p 7- 'I 
Reading , '·1riting and Speech )isorders 
in Children . 
p . 69 Developmental 
p . 111 " 
p . 118 11 

Alexia 
Word Bl i1dne ss 
!Yotor p1asia 
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sensations with the meaning of spo~en or written language. 

Severe auditory aphasia, unrecognised and untreated has 

the symptoms of mental deficiency since the child fails to 

comprehend meaning that becomes conscious and systematised 

witn verbalization. In less severe cases a subject might 

be expected to pick up familiar verbal responses and 

concepts but to have exceptional difficulty in learning 

from verbal material. ord blindness is a more specific 

disability restricted to the reading process and resulting 

in great difficulty in establishing meaning associations 

to verbal symbols. 

Burt found delayed mechanical memory an impar tant 

cause of specific disability but says, in suggestions for 

treatment, "memory depends, as we have seen, upon associa-

tion. Hence multiply associations, devise as many differ -

ent cues andreminders as possible for promoting subsequent 

recall. 11 (1). The main requirement for a poor memory is 

a greater number of repetitions. 

Special disabilities, not soundly established in 

theory or experiment, are difficult to distinguish in 

normal children but they are more difficult to isolate in 

mentally retarded crildren with the cloakin6 effect of low 

intelligence. 

It is only possible to provide a reading programme 

adjusted to apparent c&pacity and carefully graded. /hen 

(1) Burt c. The Backward Child p.533. 
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this fails to produce des ired progress we must 11 find out 

what is the fundamental nature of the process that is 

sp ;Cifically feeble and then seek some alternative process 

whicn may be counted upon to lead to the S&!lle result." (1) 

le are thrown back on a process of intellig ent trial- and-

error to discover the best means suited to the individual 

child. ,lhen t .,is proceeds parallel to a re [ ular graded 

reading programme at least a minimum of pro~ress ma• be 

asfured. 

(1) Burt , 9~ Tne Backward ~hild p.537. 
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OHAPTER III. 

PROVISI01'J .i!'OR THE 10,V INTELLIGENCE CHILD 
IN N E,i ZEALAND. 

There are two types of provision for the education 

of the low inteliieence child . the special school and the 
( 

special class . special school is a residential 

institution attended by children regarded as mentall~ 

defective. Usually it draws from the 50 - 70 I.Q. group 

with some borderline cases whose social capacity is 

further lowered by temperamental traits or delinquent 

tendencies. It has three major advantages -

(i) The child ' s entire environment is controlled so 

tnat educational efforts are not neutralised by home and 

neighbourhood influences. 

(ii} Tne child has no cause to feel inferiority through 

comparison with normal children . 

(iii) Administrative advantages such as ability gr uo-

ing, correlated activities in and out of school, specialist 

teaching and liberal supplies of equipment , are available . 

The special· school has"a unique opportunity to carry 

out some fine educational work" (1) and an inspiring example. 

is described in Duncan ' s book "Tbe Education of the Ordinary 

Child 11
• One criticism of the special school is that it may 

(l} Winterbourn, R. Educating Backward Children in N. Z. p . 258 
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create an artificial atmosphere . The child is trained for 

social adjustment while ne is sneltered from knowledge of 

his inferiority. Similarly he is trained in an optimum 

environment although ne must return to his home environment 

when he leaves school . 

The alternative is a special class within an ordinary 

school usually drawing its members from a wider intelligence 

group, I.Q. 50 - 80 . It may be &ssembled from within one 

school or may serve a district . Its main advantage is 

that it does not segregate the children entire l but permits 

them to mix for games and other activities with normal chil -

dren , and to make tbe'ir social adjustments within the 

influence of the home and neighbourhood environments .in which 

they must eventuall live . A special class has the disad -

vantages of more remote control ove r health and emoti9nal 

factors in bad home environments , of organizational problems 

due to small numbers and wide age and I.O. ranges , and of 

the possible labelling of the special class children as 

"looney s" by tne ir normal school - mates. 

There are arguments on botn sides. An administrativ·e 

solution is usually to have special classes in urban areas 

where pupils are numerous and travelling easier and to use 

residential schools to proviae for scattered country 
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d i_s tr ic t s. ( 1 ) . 

In New Zealand in 1946 the total roll for 47 special 

classes was 905 and for the two special schools 192. ( 2 ) 

Thebulk of provision for the low in', ell igence child in New 

Zealand is made in town and city areas in special classeq . 

AGE A.ND SEX DISTRIBUTION. 

Table 5 gives the numbers of boys and girls in each age 

group on the roll of special classes at the 1st of July, 1946. 

The median age for each sex is just over twelve years. Between 

seven and fourteen years the proportion of three girls to 

five boys is fairly evenly maintained; below seven years 

the boys predominate and above fourteen years the proper t ion 

of girls increases , showing tnat the older girls are not ~s 

!men to leave the classes as tne boys. It is probably the 

low- Erade cases of both sexes tnat stay in the classes long 

after tte scnool - leaving age oi fifteen years. 

(1) . Special chools in New Zealand have a slightly 
different function as the following quotation points out -
nof the pupils enrolled at the time of investigation 79 . 210 
came from cities and large towns and only 20 . Sfe came from 
small towns and rural areas . 'l 1his shows that the smaller 
centres, whicc do not have special classes are not being 
well catered for by the special schools either. Since 
the special schools tend to provide for the unstable and 
delinquent rather than for the feeble - minded and dull 
children as such , the fact is not surprising , os the 
urban areas commonly contain the majority of such children , 
but it does emphasise the very marked need for furtbe r 
provision for dull and feeble-minded children now living 
in tne rural areas and small towns." - · intetl:bnlU'm· R. 
Educating Backward Cnildren in 1'1 .Z . p . 271 

( 2) ~dices to tne Journals,l.9.47 • w~.a ... Report of the 
Minister of Education . 
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Table 5. ( 1 ) 

The .dge :lis tribution of New Zealand Special Class Pupils., 
J 1 1946 u :I ... . 

Ages Boys Girls Total Sam~le 
1946 194 

5 8 1 9 -6 8 2 10 -7 10 6 16 1 
8 "34 19 53 14 
9 55 32 87 28 

10 67 38 105 59 
11 88 b2 140 75 
12 103 60 163 95 
13 104 55 159 .. 75 
14 64 40 104 47 
15 13 14 27 6 
16- 4 5 9 -17+ b 17 23 -

Total 564 341 905 400 
!Je d i an Ag~ 
in Yrs. & 12 .1 . 12.4 12.3 
.Months . I 

The increase in numbers up to tne twelve- year- old , 

group can be explained by the banking - up of older pupils 

who continue to frnter the special classes till the end 

of their thirteenth year . Only a few pupils begin in 

special classes after they have turned thirteen . As the 

scnool leaving age is fifteen years numbers fall rapidly 

after tne fourteen - age - group . Between twelve and fifteen 

there is a gradual urop in numbers due to transfers to 

otner euucational institutions . (2) 

(1) Ibid . cf . Winterbourn, R. op . cit . pp . 55 & 58 Tables I & V. 
The column headed " sample" shows t he age distribution of 
the sample group of 40_0 special class children whose read -
ing ages were tested for the results quoted in Chapter IV . 

(2) linterbourn, R . op . cit. p- . 241 
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Tne typical special class is fo imd in a large :own or 

city school. It serves the suburbs around it. Wh«re there 

is only a single~unit class in a school the age ranie will 

be between seven and fifteen years with the possibi~ity of 

one or two children beyond tnese limits. Sometimes a class 

is divided into junior and senior classes, the former taking 

the your1ger children and the older ones o.f very low inte 11-

igence, the latter taking older and more capable ch.ldren. 

The rolls are kept as low as possible; fifteen is tlought to 

be ideal but they are frequently above this. 

SEL CTIO~ OF PUPILS. 

When a class teacher and headmaster agree that a 

certain child appears unable to learn under normal «la~s-

room conditions the headmaster asks the Supervisor if 

Special Classes to come to test the child. A child is only 

placed in a special class on the Supervisor's advic, after 

consideration of intelligence, temperament and schol 

attainment, and with the parents' consent. 

As many primary sch0ol teacners are not awake o the 

difficulties of these slow children it is the 11 dull but 

difficult" children who are selected for testing ra·her 

tnan those who are just dull. The children may bediffi-

cult 

(a) because they are extremely slow in the lowst 

I.Q. groups. (Example: Case I in .Pa~rt ' Il.:I} 

(b) because they are emotionally unstable as wll as 

dull or feeble-minded (Cases 1 and 2) 
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( c) because they are behaviour problems (aggressive . 
disobedent or given to truancy) as well as dull or feeble -
minded (Cases 3 and 6) 

( d) because tbey are particularly slow in one subject 
as we 11 as generally backward in school - work ( Cases 10 and 
11) . Less noticeable. quiet children with more stable 
temperament who try hard even without much success tend to 
drift or struggle in an ordinary class for a much longer 
period before their need for special attention is realised . 
(Cases 7 and 9). 

That "subnormal boys are on the whole more troublesome 
tban subnormal girls of the same age and same degree of dull 
ness" ( 1) is suggested as a reason for the higher proportion 
of boys than girls in special classes. Sup part for this 
idea comes from tne figures of the ages of special class 
children in 1946. In that year there were sixteen boys 
and three girls in special classes in the unaer - seven -years 
group . Since it is not usual ·to place very young children 
in a special class. because the teacher 1 s task is made 
harder if tne age - ranee is increased. there must have been 
some strong reason why these children could not be kept in 
an infant room. It might well be that the boys were 
troublesome as well as slow. (Cases 1, 2 and 3). 

(1) Llarrington,H.J • .An Inquiry into the Problem of 
Backwardness. 
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There are, nowever, other reasons suggested for the 

predominance of boys. In tbe population as a whole there 

are more male than females at tbe extremes of the intelli-

gence distribut ion scale (1) and it nas been found that boys, 

more frequently than girls , have a special disability in 

reading which handicaps all academic scboolwor~. (2). All 

three factors are probably operative in selecting five boys 

ior every three girls placed in New Zealand special classes. 

From those who are reco~~ended for testing thesuper-

visor must elact the most deserving cases because special 

provision is made for 0.67 per cent. of the population 

wnen probably at least 8 per cent. require special assist-

ance;(3) tnere are too few vacancies in the classes for 

the number of cases available . First she must cull tnose 

wno ai'e of normc.l intelligence, I.Q.85 and over, and who are 

not making progress in school for other reasons. She will 

reject also anyone whose I.Q. can, , with some certainty, 

be set below 50 since sucn cases are too low to be 

educated in the special clas 0 sense and their inclusion 

in a class only widens the intelligence ran e for which 

the teacner must provide adapted prqgrammas. 

This leaves the ran~e between I.Q. 50- 85. A child 

wn ose I. Q. falls between 50 and 70 can be certain of place-

( l) Hnterbourn., rt. O.'.J. cit. p . 85. 
(2) Burt, C. The Backward Child. p. 462. 
(3) iinterbourn 9 R. op. cit. p.75. 
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ment in a special class 

(a) wnen he is over seven years, 

(b) when there is room for him, 

(c) when he becomes too maladjusted to his school 

environment to continue in it. 

Children between I . Q. 70 and 80 theoretically re~uire 

some reason , in addition to . low intelligence., which is calcu-

lated to hinder , further, educational efforts, (such as 

personality deviations, school maladjustment, severe 

retardation behind capacity level or specific disabilities , ) 

before they are placed in a special class . There are , how- ' 

ever , few o: thee children who make good progress under 

normal classroom conditions ~nd an examination of the present 

I.Q. distributions suggests that a fair proportion of such 

eh ildren rec om.nen ded for testing are being placed in special 

classes . 

As the I . Q. rises above 80 the subject must show clearly 

an inability to progress in tbe ordinary school. As the 

number of vacancies are fe~ and the percentage provided for 

low , the Supervisor must not fill up the classes with child-

ren of the c igher I . Q. groups to the exclusion of those for 

whom provision was initially intended . Children over 

I . Q~ 80 are likely to have some special disability, physical , 

academic or emotional . 

Some cnildren over I . Q. 85 are pladed in special classes . 

This is sometimes necessary because of the present inadequacy 
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of provision for remedial training. In thirty-four cases, 

Winterbourn (1) found the following reasons for admission, 

other than intelligence. 

1 speech defect 
4 physical defects with long absences 

11 problem children with defects of character 
18 general or specific scholastic disability. 

He adds that ''a thorough examination of the sixty-six 

children with recorded I.Qs. of 80 and over on the Binet 

Scale would probably show that a considerable number of 
n 

them were cases of specific disabilit also. (2) 

As a result of all these facto~s operating in the 

selection of special class pupils there will be a wide age 

and intelligence range; a hign incidence of behaviour prob -

lems due in some cases to emotional instability and in others 

to a comparatively high practical intelligence compensating 

for academic and social failure; and c6.ses of specific 

disability or severe retardation especially among those 

children above I.Q.75. 

The duties of tne Supervisor have been so extensive 

that some have, of necessity, been n gleoted. One supervisor 
f 

for thewhole country 11 has been expected to select pupils for 

the special.classes (the process of selection often includes 

the interviewing of their parents); to re-examine these 

pupi'ls annually, and to advise and help the special class 

teacners." (3) As a result selection has been made on a 
(1) Ibid. p. 145 
( 2) Ibid. p . 145 
(3) Ibid.. p. 93 



Binet intelligence test result alone and a brief report of 

this with any observations the Supervisor has made . is for -

warded to the class teacher as the sole information of the 

incoming pupi l. rletests of intelligence are rare , although 

"the prognostic value of an i~itial Binet I . Q. is .•..• lim-

ited , and retests ere necessary . " (1) Tests of academic 

progress are confined to a brief test in reading and the 

Supervisor ' s advisory function is restricted to a discussion 

with tne class teacher during the annual or bi - annual visit . 

AGE OF Ei'TR CE TO SPECIAL CLASSES • . 

From figures relating to the increasing proper tions of 

special class children in the older age groups Dr . Winterbourn 

con cludes "that·tbere .has been an increasing tendenc• to 
-admit older rather than y '.:mnger pupils to the Special Classes;' 

(2) . Iy results are not in agreement with this view. 1ihen 

the ages on admission to Special Classes of my sample group 

( 400 children in the classes in 1947) are compared with the 

aees on admission of Dr . 'iinterbourn's 769 children in 1942 

the figures show a consistent tendency to earlier age o·f 

admission. (See Table 6). The mean age of admission 

appears to nave dropped from 1942 to 1947. This may be due 

to some selective factor in thesample group or may be 

indicative of a trend to admit pupils earlier . It still 

leaves 68 per cent. of the children tr~nsferred after eight 

years of age which , I believe , is leaving them too long in 

tne ord L'Ylar~ classes. ( Ce.ses 7 1 9 1 10} . 
(ll Ibid . p. 104 
(2) Ibid. pp. 58 - 59. 
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'.Pable 6 • 

.Ages on Admission to Special 0lasses . (1) 

Age 6 7 B 9 10 11 12. 1'3 14 l5 f"\e.on 

Per C.e.ni, l7·l_ o. 2. vJ,,....te,bourn. 0.5 J+_. 2. 15.4- 13. 5 1?, 12 ·4. t:b 2.0 /Ors. 

Per Ce. ..... 1. 
1.0 11.75 "'· 75 2.J....75 2..1.. 15-75 l,..•S t. 0 'l-7-5 

~°"""'Pie.. yrs. 

I~ TELL I GEl.\iC E. 

In New Zealand special classes about half thE children 

can b classel aE feeble-minded and half as dull . Low 

grade c a s es below I . Q. 50 are rare. Even the numlers between 

I. Q. 50 and 60 are small ; on the whole there are not likely 

to be more than one or two in any one class . The majority 

of cases fall between I . Q' s 60.and 80 but the 80 . 85 group 

is quite extensive and there are likely to be · as nany child-

ren over I . Q. 80 in a class as are below I.Q.60 . The dis -

tribution spreads fairly evenly around the 70- 75 :.Q. group . 

Table 7 . 

Distribution Of il Q. I $ • ( 2 ) 

1.Q. 40 45 50 55 bO b5' : 70 75 zo J5 90 

w,"'te~-
2·9% 15.'J.!. 35•!/o 31,..1,% 10.7% bat.A<n 

l<fl,.')_ 

5a-rle 
, . 0%, 3. 75. 

. 
lf.0.15 l'f % ''1"-7 

So""'f'\e , .01o ,. 7.5) <,. o'X, 5..,.b-
c1;.,;cled 

r:,.oi. 11.1.s: t'J.-15: /7. 5_k 1l% ~% 
. ( 1 ) See Cnapt er IV and 'l1able 5 for further dis cuss ion of 
tne sample • .,,.1so t3ee Winte r bourn R.op.~it . p . 149 Table XX . 

(2) •./interbourn R. op . cit . p . 144 Table XIX . 

'15 

/./;. 
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There may have been some selection in thesamp.e 

omitting some- of the lowest intelligence children who 

could not read sufficiently well to test although the 

four cases reco rded as scoring nil in reading but having 

all other uata complete have ~een included. The sample 

should be fairly reliable for the middle eroups of the 
I.Q. distribution. If this is so there seems to have been 
a tendency to admit more dull cnildren, over I.Q.70, to 

special classes since 1942. 

The mean I.Q. of tne sample group is 73.18 (P.i. 
± .298 , S.D. 8.86). In terms of Kirk 's table (1) the 

average age of reading readiness in a New Zealand special 

class is 8 to 9 years and the average attainment to be 
expeuted in reading between S.l and S.5. This average 

picture must not cloud tne issue; there is the possibility 

of any one class having an intellieence range from I.Q.45 

to I.Q.95; but the average standards do indicate that the 

educational possibilities of these children are promising 

even in tne academic subjects. 

SPECIFIC 1.lENTAL ABILITIES. 

To my knowledge no investigation has been made into 

the specific disabilities of low intelli• ence children in 
New Zealand . As I pointed out earlier it is difficult to 

isolate and label specific disabilities, partioularly with 

tne cloaking effect of low intelligence. Yet an &nalysis . 

(1) See Ccapter II Table 2 p. 2S 
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of tne f actors operating in the selection of special 

class cnildren indicates that specific-disabilities are 
likely to be found in the higher I.Q. groups . 

In the lignt of Burt ' s comm~nt that more boys than 

girls tend to nave spec'if i c reading disabilities it is 

interesting to note that among tnose of my sample group 

with I . Q's . 80 and over tnere are three boys for every 

girl; and in tne I . Q. 70 - 79 group two boys for every 

girl . Behav~our difficulties are partly responsible for 

this nigh proportion of boys , but these are frequently 

symptoms or results of underlying causes of failure to 

learn . 

I. Q. 

90 - 99 
80 - 89 
70- 79 
~0 - 69-
60 - 59 
~0 - 49 

n.1ot al 
No . 

Table 8 . 

Distribution of I . Q' s . among the Sexes 
in the Sample Group . 

BOYS GIRLS 
No . Per L;en t No . Per Cent of 

of I . Q. Group . I . Q. gr oup . 

1 33.3 2 66 . 7 
58 76 .3 18 23 . 7 

109 67.7 52 32.3 
68 5t).4 53 46.6 
20 57 . 2 15 42 . 8 

4 100 . 0 . -
260 140 

Total 
r~o . 

3 
76 

161 
121 
35 

4 

400 

It seems probable that specific learning disabilities 

have a high iµcidence among the ' dull ' bhildren in New 

Zealand special clusses and that tnerefore teaching these 
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higher intelligence children is not as comparatively 

easy as tneir I.Q. 's. would indicate. (Cases 4, 10 and 11). 

LANGUAGE AND EXPERH:1CE. 

Dr. Win teroourn found some oefre e of speech defect 

in 37 per cent. of special class children in New Zealand; 

4 per cent. stammerea, 3 per cent. had hesitant speech, 

6 per cent. were baoy talkers, 2 per cent. were cleft 

palates and 22 per cent. nad other defects or faults. (1). 

The iLc1dence of speech defects is high but this estimate 

includes all fo rms of mild defects, and the special class 

population, as a selected group , cannot be taken to 

represent tnewi,ole low intelligence population . Yet, 

because of tne diiLiculty of low intelligence children 

itn speecn, auditory perception and verbal material the 

incidence of minor speech defects may be even higher earlier 

in life, at the infant scnool period. (2). (Cases 1, 2, 8 

and 9 ) • 

bile speech clinics do train some low intelli 6ence 

cnildren in New Zealand the argument is put forward that 

there are too many children of normal intelligence ~aiting 

for clinic attention for them to enrol many special class 

children, who tate Jonger to train to a lower level of 

efficiency. It is probable that most of the speech train-

(1) linterbourn, rt. op . cit. p. 152. 
(2) In the 0ase Studies of 11 children guo ed in P~rt 

III eigct nad some history of speech difficulty. Four 
of these w.d cleared up without clinic training, 
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ing falls to the cla~s teacher and only the severest cases 

receive clinic attention. 

Dr . linterbourn estimates that two- thirds o.f special 

class chiluren co . e from iair or eood home~ &nd one - third 

from nomes that are poor in economic or moral and discip-

linary aspects. (1). 

E1.-1uTI O AL .i.i.ND SOCIAL DEVELOP EI>:T . 

". any of the pupils nave no special peculiarities 

of personality and their problem is just the straight -

forward one of finding difficulty with school work . A 

considerabJe proportion however have complications in the 

form of unfortunate character tr&i ts. 11 
( 2). Of these 

"almost one - tnird are c.haructerised by wi tndrawing or 

sensitive types oi reaction, nearly a quarter by aggress -

ive types , a twentietn by apathetic or ' weak ' reactions, 

and nearly a tenth by a lack of concentration." (3) . 

Iany of the difficulties in emotional development and 

social adjustment result from failure to discover the 

chiloren at an early age leaving them too long ir the 

ordinary school, (Cases 7 and 9) and from failurf to pro-

vide nrogrammes of work adjusted to individuals' cap~cities. 

(Cases 2 and 3) . 

(1) Hnterbourn, B . op. cit. p . 155. 
(2) Ibid. .P• 153 - 4 
(3) Ibid. p. lb4 
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PHYSICAL .ti.bJD .MOTOR 1!1 ..1-i.CTOBS . 

No initial medicc.l examinatioij is made before a child 

is tr nP.ferred to a special class. 1:.xarnination during his 

special cla~s ccreer is dependent on co-operation between 

the class teacher anct tne school medical officer. The 

following are estimates of the incidence of physical defects: 

"Undersized 13 per cent., defective vision 9 per cent., 

'delicate' 7 per cent., very thin (including some cases of 

malnutrition) 7 per cent., pale 5 per cent. Smaller per-

centages ')f cnildren suffered from weak chests, cncr ea; 

epile~sy, oefective hearing, thyroid or pituitary deficiency, 

enuresis, poor musbul&r control, sores, weak hearts, anaemia , 

paralysis , nasal trouble, kidney trouble, asthma , hare-lip, 

sleepy sickness, eczema or rheumatism or were listles8 or 

crippled." (1). 

The variety is rather appalling if the teacher receives 

little meaical co-operation in diagnosin6 , treating and 

compensating for pnysical defects . Not only do these child-

ren require a tnorough initial medical examination and 

report, but also they should have a regular.re-examination. 

Any observations of motor deficiency or .handedness 

depend on t.he cnance observation or remarks of the p revious 

class teacher, the supervisor or the special class teacher. 

No provis i on is made for a record at the time of examination. 

(1) ~interbourn, R. op . cit. p . 156 
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EDUCaTIONAL :B\&.CTORS . 

Reading Readiness . 

Discussing the age at which reading should begin 

Dr . Winterbourn su6gests "that in New Zealand a mental age 

of somewnat under six is nearer tne mark" { 1 ) tnan the-

American standard of six and a half years . If this is 

true, as I suspect it is , then the approxima~e ages at which 

the various I . Q. grQups are ready to begin reading are 

as follows :-

Table 9 . 

I. Q. 40 50 60 ?O 80 

Age of Reaching 15 12 10 8 . 6 ? . 5 
J.~1 . a . 6 years. -

If the average age of entrance to a special class is 

10 years then most of the children of 60 , ?O and 80 I. Q. 

have reacned a mental age of six years before they enter the 

s pecial class . Tney nave missed a valuable period that 

could have been devoted to preparatory training , study of 

the individual cnild , anu attempts to remedy physical and 

emotional difficulties . ~ot only does the child suffer 

through being left longer in the ordinary school but also 

the special class teacher ' s task is made more diff icult . 

If all children over 60 I . 0 • have a mental age of 6. ears 

before they are ten years old (this embraces 81 per ceLt, 

(1 ) linterbour n, B. op . cit . p . 18? . 
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of special class populations on Dr. interbourn's figures 

for 1942, see Table 7) and nal f of these are admitted to 

special clasees a Lter ten years of ~ge tnen at least 40 

per cent. of special class entrants will have passed a 
' mental age of six years and most of tnem will be ranedial 

reading cases on admission with anything up to three years 

lag of readin~ age behind mental age to start with. (Cases 
3, ? and 10-L 

Even sucn c~ses may need some aspects of a reading 

readiness programme. Emotional attitudes, faulty concepts 

of the nature of reading, and physical aefects must be 

adjusted, and confidence and a desire to read must be 

re-established. The problem of providing reading readiness 

activities ior tbe child whose mental age is over six years 

has alreaay been discussed and I noted that the approach 

nas to be largely individual until the child is adjusted to 

a social group in tne classroom working at his level. This 

places additional strain on the teacher's time and initiative. 

A reading readiness programme in the ordinary sense 

could be provided f or other special class entrants, coming 

in Defore they reacn & men t al age of six years. Comment-

ing on tne need for reading reactiness groups Dr . Winterhourn 

states: "Too often the first of the ~roups is missing in 

our New Zealand classes. The concept of reading readiness 

has been slow to reach our schools but teacnors are now 

becomine acquainted with it." (1) 
(1) Winterbour~R. op. cit. p. 187 
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Referring to tne "post-readiness stage" wherE an actual 

start is made in teachin o the mechanics of reading and the 

early stages are worked through. Dr. 1A/interbourn coJJments: 

" Iany of our teachers handle tne work of tnis second stage 

in a satisfactory way, partly because it is a stage for 

Whicn experience of infant room work, which many teacbers 

nave nad, ne.s been a useful preparation." (1) 

Reading I, e tb od s. 

"Tbe opinions and practices of New Zealand special-

class teacners regarding tne place of tne phonic and of 

the loo1r and say methods vary considerably." ( 2) 

"A large proportion use both phonic and 'look and 

say' methods. Some of these begin with the 'look and 

say' method and in traduce phonics at a later· stage ~here as 

others reverse tne process. Some use the phonic method as 

the basic one tnroughout, others consider it harmful and do 

not use it at all, wnile still others use it just a little. 

There are some wno use a combination of the sentence and 

the 'look and say' method; others use both of these and 

the phonic method as well. Several teaoners use every well-

knom metnoct, changing from one to another as seems advis-

able with any given pupil." (3). 

'onfusion, better named vari e t;y, is cnaracteristic. In 

the light of the results of Burt and Lewis we, in New Zealand, 

( 1) .1 inte r bo.ur G, .d. op. ci t. p . 188 
(2) Ibid. p . Hi9 
( 3 ) Ibid. p • 181 



are placing too much emphasis on phonic training and we 

are givin~ many low intelligence children a mixture of 

methods, wnich Burt f:-&ys induces confusion. He found that 

a change of method tended to be bene ~ ic ial for the ch-ild. 

Up t i~l recent years the emphasis in He, · Zealand infant 

classes has been phonic and the child trans~erred to a 

special class, havin_ already failed on a phonic meth0d, 

has been led back to it again . Although phonics have 

far from disappeared the latest tect:nique in infant classes 

is a 'look and say' method followed by visual deduction of 

new words from an analysis of the word ele~ents. This 

method is conducted on the old 11 Progressive Readers" which 

have a phonic basis so that a compromise of 'look and say' 

and phonic attack is achieved. On the whole it may be 

said that few New Zealand infant teachers ( and few special 

class teacners) have had much experience in teaching a truly 

visuul method of reading with scientifically prepared 

material planned to fa cilitate a visual approach. 

Reading Material . 

:ain re~erring to Dr. Winterbourn ' s observations we 

find that initial reading instruction is usually conducted 

with the primers of the ordinar u· schools, Th.e Pr ogre ssi ve 

Series, the Beacon series, and the Live Readers. 

"Some teachers continue to use the primer the child 

· was learning from prior to entering the special class. 

Otners discard it in favour of one of the other series in 
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order to remove from the business of learning to read 

the unpleasant or boring associations it has too often 
acquired. Others again get away from the primers al to -

gether as quickly as possible for the same reason. At 

least one teacher regularly uses all three series in order 

to secure more repetition of simple vocabularies."(l). 

lnile these are worthy objects showing insight into 

the attitudes of the children towards reading the defic-
iency lies in tne inadequacy of the materials available. 
The danger of getting too far away from a ~raded series of 

books is that progression is not assured but the series in 

use are too difficult, too steeply graded , without vocab -
ulary lists. with poor illustrations and with uninteresting 

ma.t ter, for the· eh ild who bas already spent more than two 
years failing to read them . 

Tne position is just as bad at higher stages of 

attainment. 

'
1 Tbe 11 SC~IOOL JOURNAL" is widely used as reading 

material. It hos the merits of being provided free of 

cost, and of being issued at monthly intervals thus ensuring 
a regular supnly o·f matter. • .••• It does not adequately 

meet the requirements of attractiveness, carefully-graded 

vocabularies, repetition of simple vocabularies etc., .•••• 

which are essential both to achievement in reading and to 
interest in it. 11 (2).-
(1) Vlin terbourn,R. op. cit. pp. 181 - 182 
(2) Ibid. p. 182 
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Supplementary readers are used in most c l usses but 
many o.f the readers available in l ew Zealand are not part ic -
ularl.., sui t~ble for this t pe of child. As Win terbourn says 
" •••• in spite of the div_ersity of methods in the classes 
the picture is often one of bored pupils reading orally from 
grubby unsuitable books and "Journals 11 or pretending to 
read silently from the same sources . " (1). 

The Education Department is considering tne publication 
of a bulletin designed for remedial work with backward 
readers . Such material could be valuable at the pi~her 
levels of attainment in ~ew Zealand special classes. 

The Teacher . 

The teacher , as teac~er, in the class for low intell -
igence children, is more important tnan the teacher in the 
normal class , if that is possible, because all that her 
pupils will learn, at least in the academic subjects Will 
proceed from her conscious direction and organization of the 
learning sit rat ions , whereas the teacher of a normal.class 
can depend upon a certain amount of unconscious absorption 
and reinforcement from the educational environment. 

~s no training course was available for New Zealand 
special class teachers until 1945-6 and that has since been 
discontinued very few teachers nave had specific training 
for the work they are doing. Both young and old teacners 
are found in special classes with the majority having had 
(l} ',1interbourn, R. op . cit . p . 185 
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less than five years experience in the wor!~. Since the 

work, properly done, is difficult and exacting and· 

training, guiaance and supervision are aL ost non - existent 

"mo t of the young special - class teachers are feeling their 

way and [radually disc overing techniques that work and 

~ • · . • J1ost older teachers are using the metnods they them-

selves came to adopt after & similar experience." (1). 

(1) 'iinterbourn, .B. op. cit. p . 125. 
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TATUS OF L0 1V INT LLIGENCE CHILDREN . 

I. 

In theory the low intelligence child should read 

up to nis Iv • • level; in practice it has been found that 

he may read above his mental age 1 evel . 

One study which shows tnis ~endency was conducted by 

Hss A. Benne tt,a Supervisor of Spee ial Cl asses in Yonkers , 

New York . ( 1) Seventy - nine cnildren were given Stanford-

Binet intelligence tests and Gates Primary Reading Tests 

for word recognition , sentence reading and paragraph 

reading . The data was analysed into ten - point I . Q. divis -

ions to obtain information on the readin~ attainments of 

pupils of different mentality. It is to be suspected 

that the 79 cases were in some manner a selected group . 

The range 0f mental ~ge · from 5 . 93 years to 7 . 84 years is 

very small and the gradation of mental age and chronological 

age with the 80- 90 I . Q. group as the youngest suggests 

that the children were selected to provide a graded mental 

age range against which reading attainment could be checked. 

The data g iven in Table 10 show clearly the following 

tendencies: 

(i) The . higher the I.Q . the nigher the reading attain -

ment at a lower cnr?nolocical age . Despite a steady 

increase in time at scnool the lowest I.Q ' s. are the poorest 

in read i.ng . 

(1 ) Gates , .Ji.I . Int erest and Ability in rleading p .14 . 
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(ii} The mean reading age for each I. Q. groi..:p exceeds 
the mean mental age for that group. 

(iii) The lowest intelligence groups have tte greatest 
gain of reading age over mental age , and the highest groups 
nave the lea t 6ain; tnere is a gradation between. 

TABLi 10 ( 1) 
The Beadin_: .,~ttainments of Pupils of .Jifferent .entality 

!Kumber I. Q. ean iean Mean ean Mean [ean · of Range . I. . Chrono - Years Mental Read - Read -Pupils logical in Age . ing ing 
Age . School. Age . Grade. 

5 80- 89 82 9.56 3.1 7 . 84 8 . 15 2.65 
20 70- 79 73 10.62 4.0 7 . 75 8 . 10 2 . 60 
34 .60- 69 66 11.28 4.6 7.45 7.93 2.43 
15 50-59 55 12 . 34 5.5 6.79 7.67 2 .17 

5 38- 49 43 13 . 77 6.5 5.93 6 . 76 1.36 

It is interesting to compare Bennetts figures with 
Duncan ' s hypotnesis of a reading lag. ( 2) He argues that 
reading acnievement is zero with a gv ability of bO~ that a 
Reading Quotient tends to be 100 when I.Q. is 100; and 
therefore "there is a gradually inoreasing lag of reading 
attainment behind g v aoility as descent is made in the 
intelligence scale." (3). In Bennett's fi?ures tne lower 
tne I . Q. the greater the advance of reading age over mental 
(1} Gates, A. I . Interest and Ability in Reading p . 14 . (2) Dunc an, John . The Education of the Ordinary Child p . 184 ( 3) Ibid. p . 185. 
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age, i.e. the mean R.Q. was 49 for the mean I.Q. of 43 and 

the mean R.~. was 85 for the mean I.Q. of 82. (1). 

Duncan assumes that children witn I.Q's. below 50 

will have no reading attainment and that therefore their 

R.Q's. will be 0. child of I.Q. 50 when be leaves school 

has a mental age of ?i years. Theoretically he can be 

taught to read up to this level so that he should leave 

school with a R.Q. 50. If he has learnt to read only a 

few words and has a R.A. of 5 years then his · reading 

quotient will not fall below 33 . 3 . Bennett's results 

show that even among the lower I.Q. groups children read 

up to their mental age level. If we agree with Kirk that 

it is 'futile' to a~tempt the teacning of reading to child-

ren below I.Q. 50 because their ulti ~ate attainment is so 

poor this is merely a matter of convenience. It gives no 

grounds for the assumption that the lowest I.Q. groups will 

fall further benind their capacity level in at tai.:iment than 

higher I.Q. groups. 

( 1) .dead in 0 Quotients w.ere calculated from the cb:-onologi cal 
ages and reading ages in Table 10 . They ar~ as follows: 

I. Q. Mean Mean 
Groups I.Q. R. Q. 
80- 89 82 85 
70-79 73 1tG 
G0-69 66 70 
50-59 5.5 b2 
38- 49 43 49 I 
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TABLE 11. 

Showing Duncan ' s hypothesis of a reading lag compared 
with actual attainment in New York and ~1ew Zealand. 

R.Q. 

100 

90 

70 

5 0 

J... O 

/ 

ft . 
,r / / 

/ ; I 
/ / I 

~/ I , . I 
./'/ I /: / . / 

· / I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

-RQ. ... I.Q • 

--- Duncan '(:> hypotnesis 
of a reading lag. 

-·-Benne tt ·• s data. 

r-.. z. deta 

Duncan's attainment. 

Table 11 has been constructed to show the non-

existence of :Uuncan's 'reading lag' in Bennett ' s e:perimentaJ 

data and to show a completely opposite tendency in data from 

four hundred cases in New Zealand special classes, obtained 

under conditions desuribed later in this chapter. The 

erican figures show no lag of reading behind captcity; 

the New Zealand figures show the greateet lag in tie nigher 

I.Q. groups and no lag in the lower I .Q.. groups wh,re attain -

ment equals capacity. 
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In his own special scbool Duncan found no lag . The 

mean reading age of sixteen year ola school - leavers was 

11} years , the mean I.Q . 66 and the mean R.~ . 72 . In 

addition , the yearly figures throughout the school , includ-

ing 20 per cent . of new admi ssions generally educationally 

retarded y i elded a mean R. Q. never in any year over a period 

of twelve years lov.er tnan the mean I . Q. His sample included 

approximately 90 children with an I . ~. range of 52- 77 . (1 ) 

Duncan's and Bennett ' s figures indicate that under 

ideal conditions it is possible for a low intelligence 

child to read above his mental age level . In practice 

it is probably true that reading age lags behind mental 

age in many special classes , not because such a lag is 

inherent in reading abilities of the low intelligence group 

but rather because educational conditions and methods are 

not good enough . One cannot assume , hoiAever, that the lag 

will necessarily be greatest in the lower I .Q. groups . 

In an experiment in 1918 Merri 11 ( 2 ) determined the 

percentage of special class cnildren reading at expectancy 

(i . e . at v1 . A. level plus or minus one year), the perce~tage 

readir-g above and the percentage below expectancy. 

(1) Duncan , John 
(2) l,errill , ,1aud 

op . cit . pp . 185 - 186 
• Tne bility of Special Class 

Cnildren in The Three R' s . 
The Pedagogical Seminary Vol . 25 pp . 88- 96 
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'.11able 12. 

Tne Reading attainments 177 Special Class 
Cr..ildren. ( 1) 

I. Q. at Grade advanced Retarded Total. 

40- 50 3 2 3 8 50 - 60 17 6 14 37 60- 70 22 13 44 79 70-75 12 2 11 25 75-80 8 1 7 16 80- 86 3 1 8 12 
Total 

TTos. 65 25 87 177 
/0 37 14 49 

A similar method was used by Thomas (2) in a study of 
erican children in the public scnoo:J_s and by urrell (3) 

in a study of 1130 fifth grade pupils. Compared, these 
afford the following conclusion · ( even when allowance is 
made for improved methods of teaching and testin~ reading 
between 191d and 1940). The special class children showed 
excessive retardation in its true sense, i.e. far too 
many were . ::ailing, to attain the reading standards wnich 
tneir intelligence warranted. · ( See '11able 13). 

(1) Ibid. p. 92 
( 2) Thomc:.s , G. I. .d .. Stud;v of Ree.ding Achievement in 'l1erms-

of 11en tal 11.bili ty. 
The Elementary School Journal, Sept. 1946 (3) Durrell , ~.D. The Improvement of Basic Headin~ bilities . p.46 
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Table 13 . 

The . d.tte..inments of Some S ecial Class IJhildren 
Jompared with Normal Children. 1 2 3) 

In 1..dvance At ,i.ental Below 1, en-
of •. 1ental ge Level tal Age 
A;e (± one Level ( + one year} ve ar. ) (- one year} 

Merrill 
Lov In t e 11 i gen c e 1410 3770 49,11 
Children 

Thomas 
2918 6th Grade· 21. l;o 65. 510 13. 4,o 
Children 

Durrell 
1130 5th Grade 28;o 5710 15;o 
Children -

Al though t1erri 1.1 ' s figures show approximately 38 per 

cent. of ti1e 40- 60 I. . group retarded this is the loviest 

percentag:e of all the I. Q. groups; the 801Q-e-roup shorn 

66 per cent. retarded. H~re again is the tendenc for the 
lower I.Q. groups to mate relatively better r,robress tban 
the higher I.Q. groups. (See Tables 10 and 11) . 

1'/hile tne first two e..zample s present the reading 

status of low intelli ence onildren as it could be under 
favourable teachin_ conditions, tne tnird- is probably 

nearer t .e actual position that exists in ~any special 

classes. Burt and uncan both assume tnat attainnent is 

( 1 ) ,fer r il 1, •h A. o _p • c. i t . J • 9 2 
(2) Thom&s, G.V . op. cit. 
(v} )urrell , D.~ . op. oit. p. 46 
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lo er in En:liEh special schools than it could be . (l) 

O~CLUSIOI\S. 

{i) rne special clafs child with an I •• from 50 to 
85 ma be expected to read up to his mental age level 
providing conditions are favourable for nis learning to 
read. 

(ii) Survey results indicate that it is not unusual 
under good learning conditions for a child to read at a 
level in advance of his mental age. 

{iii) If I •• 50 is the lover limit of special class 
entrants then theoretically at 15 years sucn a child could 
hove a readin 0 age of 7 ~ years . \/nile r.ot high, reading 
facility of 7~ years with a tnorouch knowledge of a 
selected vocabulary and a working technique of word 
attack could be useful in later life. A child of I . Q. 80 
could have a reading age of 12 years. 

{iv) It is probable that ideal conditions for learning 
exist in only a few special schools and classes , and that 
usually the attainments of most special clas children fall 
fuxtner tnan · one year behind tneir mental aee level. 

(v) The data of two surveys quoted snow a consistent 
tendency for the lower I.~. groups to do better in compari -
son with t •. eir innate capacity than the hicher I.Q . groups . 

Duncen , John op . cit. p . 184. 
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II. ~El Z~AL 'D ~PEJIAL 

Source of Data. 

The following statistics were derived from four 

hundred cases • ested for readin6 during 1947 by the Super-

visor of Special Classes. Complete data of I.Q. , reading 

age, chronolo~ical age and age of entrance to a special 

class were available for 411 cases. One class of 11 

children was withdrawn leaving 400 cases, just under 50 

per cent. oi tne children in Special Classes in ·e~ Zealand 
during that period. 

Factors Entering Into Selection of This Group. 

1. child was omitted if his I.Q. validity was 
doubted 

(a) because the child was not EngJish (e.g. ~ori , 
Chinese, etc.) 

(b) because o f severe speech defect 

(;) because, temperamentally, the child was too 
unstable to test. 

2. Time did not permit tne Supervisor to give a 

reading test to all classes during 1947. 

;:., . 'l'bere were sone gaps in records because a child 

was absent wnen tne leading te 0 t was taken, or because 

cnronological age at tne time reading was tested was not 
known . 

4. Since the sample figures give tne chronological 

age of cnilaren whose reading was tested, most children of 
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six and seven years of subnormal intelligence, bing at 

e pre - reading st~ge are not includeo in tne sam1e. 

( See Table 5 > Chapter III.) 

5. Tnere aas possibly been some seleot~n in the 

sample omittini some cnildren in the lowest I.Q.groups 

who could not read sufficiently well to test altough the 

four cases recorded us scoring nil in reading bu having 

all other data complete have been included. (Se Table 7 
Cbapter III.) 

Intelligence. 

Approximately 90 per cent. of the inteligence 

tests were given by the present Supervisor from he 1937 

Revision of the Stanford-Binet Scale. A small ercentage 
of the children were tested by the previous supevisor and 

another group by an Education Department psycholgist. In 

order to compare M.A. with R.A . it was necessaryto work 
I backwards deriving an approximation of M.A. froman I.Q. 

recorded im1ediately prior to entrance to a specal cla~s. 

This meant in an extreme case taking an I .Q. rec,rded in 

1943 and deducing the probable · •• in 1947. Merrill 
admits, 11 this methoa. in troa.uces a factor of erro. due to 

different mental growth rates and tbe fact that he mental 

test scale is not an absolute index so that I.Q.may vary 
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slightly from one examination to the next.n (1 ) 

Two extremes of error may r e sult f rom such a calcu-

l ati on : Ml un table c h ild may yield a low I . Q. on initial 

testing but may settle down in a special class and make 

rapid reading progress; conversely a child testing com-

paratively high initially may reach a maxL'll.um me·ntal age 

early and on retest his I . Q. may anpear to fall . Such 

case under· the present method of calculation would appear 
to have a greater discrepancy bet we en capacity and attain -

ment than actually exists . 

The translation of I .Q. into an appr'Jximate . . at 

the time of testing reading was , nowe·ver , the only means 
of obtaining a_ mente.l age other than complete retesting 
of the 400 cases. 

eciding. 

Watt ' s Metropolitan eading Scale ( echanical) 

found in the appendixor''Tr1e Education of Tne Ordinary Child" 

(2) was used by the Supervisor . Since the test is not used 

bv Duncan as a mecnanical test no direct comparison of 

results can.be made . It is a sentence reading test. As 

such it rises r&pidly in the initial stages ~nd thus is too 

( 1 ) Merr ill , Maud A . The Pedagogical Seminary Vol. 28 p. 249 
The Relation of Intellieence to Ability in the 
Three rl 1 s In the Case of Retarded Children . 
See also Pb ill ips , G. E. Tne Const anc:y o:: the Intel 1 - -
igenc e Quotient in Subnormal Children . Phillips 
states that "I.Q . becomes less and less effective 
as a basis of prognosis of scholastic or mental 
progress with increase in length of interval ••••.. 
•• In at least 23; of the cases studied the prognasis 
was unsatisfactory after an interval of approximately 
4 years 8 months . 11 op . cit . pp . 76 - 77 . 

(2) Duncan
1

Jobn op . cit . p . 230 
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difficult to 'Ileasure the meagre reading attainments of 

five and six mental years . It was supplemented at these 
lower levels by Schonell ' s Graded Readin~ Vocabulary 
Test (1). This latter was g iven to all children whose 

reading attainment was obviously low and to others whose 

score on the Metropolitan might be doubted . 

Of the 400 cases only 48 had been given botn tests . 

The correlation for those tests was .856 S. E .038. Al -

though the correlation between the two tests is high the 

cases are so few that where possible the two sets of 

figures nave been treated separately giving 306 ~~tropolitan. 

Reading Ages and 146 Schonell Reading Ages. (The four cases 

of nil. score on reading test have been included in both 
groups) . 

All e.ata would have been more reliable had a planned 

investigation been made wi tr1 a retest for intelligence and 

a single reading test administered . As it st ands this 

available material can only s~rve as an indi cative prelim-

inary survey of trends and tendencies in the reading attain -

ments of New Zealand Special Class children. It has one 
advantage; the two groups t ested with different reading 

tests provide a basis for comparison with each other . 
Results . 

glance at the mean mental age and the mean 

reading age of eacn group shows at once a lag of reading 

(l} Scnonell , F . J . The Psycnology and ~eaching of Reading. 
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age .behind mental age. 

Table 14. 

Comparison of 1· ean en tal Ages and Mean Reading .Ages of 
New Zealand Special 0lass Children. 

Test 1o. of !.'1. M.A. ~ 11. R. A. 
~ 

M. Differ -
Cases. .ence. 

.etropol- 306 8.74 1.32 7 .4 1.1 1.34 yrs. 
i tan. 

Schonell 146 7.94 1.24 6.62 1. 07 1.32 yrs. 

Correlation8 of mental age and reading age were 

Table 15 . 

Test 1i O. of 0ase s r. P. J. 

ketropolitan 306 . 361 .005 

Schone 11 146 • 585 .038 

These correlations are neither more, nor less, signifi -

c~nt tnan correlations found by investigators with samples 

qf ordinary school population. (1). Tbey do show, however, 

a nigher correlation for the Schonell test either bec cuse 

it normally correlates higher with intelligence or bec &use, 

for these low intelligence children the correlation is 

higher at the lower mental age levels. 

T&ble 16 sets out tne ·data divided into I.Q. groups. 

Schonell eading age::, t. nd 1,.etropolitan reading ages are 

grouped together; where both tests had been given the 

(1) See Chapter 2, p. 2~-
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Schonell score was discarded. (1). If the 90-99 I.Q. 

group of 3 children is disreearded the table can be 

compared vith that of Gates quoted on page 85. 

Table 16 deals with five times as many cases; the 

mean I.Q's. of groups are almost identical. H th one 

except ion the r,ew Zealand eh ildren are older gm ups. The 

mental ag es consequently are much nigher for the New Zeal-

an d chil ren; yet in no case is the mean R.A. for the 

New·Zealand group greater than the erican one. 

Important to notice is the deviation between u.iil •• 

md 11.R.A. In all but the lowest group the k.H.A. is lower 

than th e l •lVu • (Compare tnese figures with Bennett's, 

quoted by Gates, in whicn the r .•• R.n.. is gr.eater than the 

1v1.1~. A. for every I. . group.) ( 2). Tne greatest discrepancy 

(1) Tnis 6 ave o.:J4 coses tested witn .1 etropolitan Reading 
Test and 94 with Schonell's Reading Test; tne correlation 

between tne two was .854. 
(2) Fo0tnote: Too muon empnasis must not be laid on a compar-

ison of Bennett's figures with N.Z. figures because in 
Bennett's investigation Gates Primary Reading Tests were 
used. Norms for these tests allow 6.5 yrs. as the a~e of 
begin.ing reading. This means that, at least in the early 
~tages, Gates' norms are 1 to 1.5 years ahead of equiva-
lent reaoing attainment on Englis_ tests, such as Scho-
ncll's. For example in Gates Word Recognition Test was 
i iven to 9 N.Z. special class children (see Cnapter 5) 
whose mean mental age was 7 yrs. 6 mths., their mean 
readin~ age was 7 yrs. 4 mths. The same children on 
Scbonell' s Graded Reading Vocabulary Test had a mean 
reading age of 6 yrs. 7 rnths. 



!Number 
of 

Pupils. 

3 

76 

161 

121 

35 

4 

Table 16. 

Data on The Readicg Attainments of 400 New Zealand Special Class Children 

I.~. Mean tiean l,·.ean Mean Mean 1lean Diff- foean 
Range. I.Q. C .A. Yrs. in Age of Mental rtead- erence Readt:g 

( Binet ) Special Entrance Age• ing between Quot-
Class. to S.C. Age. 1~.M.A. ient. 

&. M. R. A. 
in Years. 

90-99 93 12.5 3. 72 8.78 11.64 7.75 - 3.89 62 

80- 89 82 11.21 2.66 9.59' 9. 82 .7.17 - 2.65 64 

70-79 74 11.94 2.34 9.74 8.84 7.34 - 1.5 \ 61.5 

60- 69 65 12.2 2.46 9.89 7.84 7.04 - 0.8 57.7 

50-59 56 12.18 2.61 9.61 6.7 6.61 -0.09 54.2 

45-49 47 14.12 3.02 10.83 6.29 6.75 -t-0. 46 47.8 

I 
~ 
a;, 
I 
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is in the hi~hest I.Q. group decreasing down the scale of 

I.Q 1 s.; that is, the most nopeful cases in the special 
I 

classes are profitin~ least, as far as reading is concerned. 

There is a mean retardation of 1.5 years for the 70-79 

I.Q. group ond 2.6 years for the 80- 89 group. The mean 

retardation of 0.8 years for the 60.69 I.Q. group is quite 

consiaerable. The two lowest groups are working . approx-

i~ately at their mental age levels. 

To compare ~ew Zealand attainments with Duncen 1 e 

figures readinl quotients were calculated, and are given 

in Table 16 (1). In a comparison of the mean I.Q 1 s. and 

R.Q's. for each I.Q. group in Table 16 the same retardation 

of brignt pupils is evictent. In all but the lowest group 

tne R.Q. falls below the I.Q. (Compare this with Duncan's 

statement.that tne ~.R.Q. was never in any year lower than 

theM.I . • Q..) (2). 

Since Duncan 1 s figures are derived from test results 

of scnool-leavers at 16 years the M.I.Q. and M.R.Q. for New 

Zealand special class children over 14 years (I.e. due to 

leave witnin a year) have been calculated. Tney are com-

pared with Duncan's results in the following table. 

( 1 J Dune an, John •. op. c it. p. 
Duncan calculates R.Q. as 

I. Q. = ~ X 100 R. Q. 
c • .a. --r-

( 2) Ibid. p. 186 

follows 
=_B.!~ 100 

C.A. -1-
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Table 17. 

Reading Quotients of School Le·avers. 

~v:J.. I• Q. 11 •• R. Q. 

Duncan ( 1) 66 72 

New Zealand bt) 53 

Table 18 details further the failure of a higher 

percenta0 e of New Zealand special class children to read 

up to tne Je vel of tneir capacity, and especially the 

failure at the higher mental age levels. In this table 

children are classified as reading above, at or below 

expectancy, when expectancy equals mental age plus or minus 

one year. The correspondence between i.1etro ) 01 · tan and Scho-

nell statis t ics is close. More than 50 per cent. of the 

children were readin g more than one year below their mental 

age level. lrom 5 years to 7.5 year& imental years) read-

ing progress is almost apace with mental growth; after 7.5 

years tbe percentage reading below expectancy incre~ses 

rapidly. According to the figures it would be rare to 

find a child with a M.A. of 9 2 years whose reading age 

was more than 8~ years. (2). 

( 1). Ibid. p. 186 
( 2) Tnis attainment can be comparea. with that of 

1errill's children and normal children in Table 13, 
p.90. 
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R eau i ng At ta.1nmen ts 

Table 18 . 

f th s 0 e 
Seecial Class 

1,:etroooli tan 

Mental Age Pupils Readir~ 
Yrs . & 11ths . .Above ..c;xpect -

anc:v . 
No . 12 

12 . 6 - 1 . 5 
11 , 6 - 12 . 5 
}0 . 6 - 11 • .5 

9 . 6-10 . 5 
8 . 6 - 9.5 1 1.1 
7 . 6 - 8 . 5 4 5 . 9 
6.6 - 7 . 5 3 6 . 7 
5 . 6 - 6 . 5 1 '7 • '7 

Below 5 . 6 

TOT L 9 2 . 9 

ame l'I 'lWO G roups 0 f N Z 1 d ev ea an 
Children . 

Readin"" Test. 

Pupils -q<>nd ing Pup il , Reading 
b. t Expectan cy below Expe c t a ncy 

No. B. No . '70 
1 100 

.5 100 
2 8 . 3 22 91. 7 

13 21. 7 47 78 . 3 
24 27.0 64 '71. 9 
29 42.6 35 51.5 
._:5 7'7 • '7 '7 15.6 
11 84.6 1 7 . 7 

1 100 

115 37 . 6 182 59 . 5 

Sch or:e 11 - Graded Reading Vocabul a7 Test. 
~ 

Mental .age rup il s Re ad i ng Pu p il s Read i ng Pupili He ading 
Yrs . & ,Itns . .n.bove Expect - at .1;,xpe c tancy . be l ow Expe ctancy. 

anc:v 
- No. e. l\Jo . i£ . .NO . C!.. . 

10 . 6-11. 5 8 1 00 
9 . 6 - 10 . 5 1 7 . 3 13 92 .7 
8 . 6 - 9 . 5 8 29 . 6 19 70 . 4 
7 . 6 - 8 . 5 1 2 . 3 16 38 . 2 25 59 . 5 
6 . 6- 7. 5 1 3 . 9 15 57 . 5 10 38 . 6 
5 . 6 - G. 5 2 7 . 4 23 85 . 2 2 7 . 4 

Below 5 . 6 2 100 

TOTAL 4 2 . 7 65 44 . 6 77 52 . 7 
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dhile it would be absurd to ex.1,)8ct R •. to correspond 

exactly with M.A. the foll owing table'is useful to clarify 

a point. If reading exp ectancy is ta en to be exactly 

mental age then over 80 per cent. of New Zealand special 

class children are reading below their mental age levels. 

Trtus a large proportion of those classified as reading at 

expectancy level are reading at their M •• level minus 

(rather than plus) some fraction of a year. 

Table 19. 

No. ot Reading at Reading be-
Test 0as.es or above low I .A. 

M.A. 

1 etropoli tan 306 16 • 31~ 83. 770 

Scbonell 146 16. 4 10 83 . 65', 

Lastly the New Zealand figures are compared with 

h:errill's (1) showing those in advance, retarded or at 

expectancy level according to 'r.Q. groups. (Merrill's 

cla,ssification in five points of I.Q. has been converted 

to a ten-point grouping and her figures worked out in 

percentages. Her figures have already been quoted in 

Table 1~. p. 89. ) . 

(1) errill, Maud A. The Pedagogical Seminary vol.25 p.92. 



Table 20. 

A Co:nparison of the ..i.Jata of .,1errill with that 
for 1ew ~ealand Special Class Children • 

/U in 1; dvance -;o at . A. 1o retarded 
of ~ .A.+lyr. :t. one year. more tban M. A. -

1 :vear. 
. M. 1. Z. M • l\J. z. M, N. Z. 

I 

80 8 . 3 . 25 13.2 66.7 86.8 

70-79 7 . 3 1.8 48 .7 34.8 44 63 .4 

60-69 16.5 4.1 27.8 45.5 55.7 50.4 

50- 59 16.2 2.9 46· 82.7 37.8 14.4 

40-49 25 25 37. 5 75 37.5 -
TOTAL 14 2.5 37 39 . 75 49 57.75 

, 
1 /hile there is a fairly close correspono.ence in general 

totals between 1errill's figures and New Zealand dat a the 

latter show a hi8her attainment at the 40- 59 I.Q. levels and 

greater retardeti0n at tne 70- 89 I.Q. levels. Throughout 

there are fewer ~ew Zealand cnildren reading in advance of 

their expectancy level t an Jiierrill found. It must be 

remembered that I,.errill ' s figures are based on testing in 

1918 and that New Zealand attainments to- day, witn the 

benerits of improved techniques in the teaching of reading 

. compare unfavourably with I1innesota, 1918. 



Conclusions. 

1. The mean reading attainment of New Zealand special 

class ~hildren is l.~ years behind their mean mental age. 

Conditions in New Zealand special classes cannot be ideal 

for the c '.ildren to learn to read up to their mental 

capacity. 

2. While overseas studies show that low intelligence 

childr n can be taught to read in edv ance of their mental 

age leve 1 only 3 per cent. of I'\ew Zealand special class 

children are reading Qoro than a year above tneir mental 

age level. About 40 per cent. are readin= at their mental 

age level plus or minus one year, and the remainder are 

readin mor e tnan one year behind tneir mental age level. 

3 . There is a tendency, in overseas studies, for the 

higher I.Q. groups to make less favourable pro:ress , 

relativeto mental age, tna~ the lower I.Q. groups . This 

tendency. is most marked in the New Zealand figures. The 

greater the capacity of a special class child in New ...,zeal-

nd the smaller nis cnance of reading up to his capacity 

level; the lower tne capacity of a special cl~ss child 

the greater his cnance of re&din~ at or above his mental 

age le ve 1. 

4. In the ~ew Zealand ata the discrepancy between 

mental age and reading age incre~ses us mental age increases; 
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it is greatest at the highest mental age level:3. Thus 

the older brighter pupils have relatively poorer attain -

ment than the younger or duller pupils. 

s. 
1. Organization. The picture is one of forty - seven 

scattered special class units each dependent on one teacn-

er's initiative, ability and trial - and- error experience 

for any progres~ among its varied assortment of entrants. 

2. Teacher Training. The inadequacy of training 

CQUrses for teacners before tney take up special class 

work and of in-service training tnrough refresher courses, 

discussions, or advice from supervisors or ins_fectors 

points to a considerable amo.unt of wasteful effort in 

trial-and-error procedures. 

3 . Select ion. 

(a) Primary school teacners usually recommend 

children for testing or:ly after they hare _pronounced c1iff -

iculties in teaching them because of scholastic or behaviour 

problems. 

(b) There is inadequate provision for low intelli -

gence children so that only the most pressing cases can be 

admitted. 

(c) ntrants usually have other handicaps in addition 

to low intelli 6ence, sucn as pnysical , emotional, speecn or 

academic disabilities. 
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4 • .Age of ntro.nce. The average age of en trance , 

between 9 and 10 years means that ·entrants spend four 

to five years in tne orainary school failing to learn , 

acquiring bad work habitR and becoming behaviour. problems 

through maladjustments to the youn6er or brignter groups 

in which they are placed. 

5. ~xamination. v'foile the present examination with 

a Revised Stanford Binet intelligence test appears to 

select with some reliability those deserving special class 

attention it does not provide tne special class teacher 

with a picture of the pupil she is to teach. There is no 

systematic report of 

(a) reasons for admission 

(b) home background 

(c) scnool history 

(d) medical examinatiou 

(e) academic attainment (including diagnostic 
study and rec ommenaations of where to begin 
remedial work) 

(f) specific aisabilities end abilities, includ-
ing practical intelligence, muscular develop-
ment and specific intellectual processes 

and for tne teacher who does not fully understand the con -

cepts of I . Q. and A.~ . tnere is no discussion of these in 

terrn'S of wnat could be expected of the child. There is 

rarely any retest of intelligence or any s,;stematic record 

of academic progress . 
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6. Single - class units. Within an~, single - class unit 

(a) wnile tne bulk of pupils have I . Q' s between 

GO and 85 tne range may be anything from 45 - 95 

( b) the age range is usually between 7 and 15 

years but may extend above or below 

( c) and pupils enter the class at any time of 

tne year, at different aze levels and different levels of 

attainment. 

It must be noted here that most of the special classes are 

of tne single unit type; junior and senior classes in one 

school are the exception. 

The direct implicat·ions of these administrative condi-

tions for readin5 instruction are 

( a) Tne pro~ress is any one class is largely 

dependent on the initiative, ability, and trial - and- error 

experience of tbe teacher wno runs it. 

( b) Similarly the progress of any one pupil 

depends largely on the insig1t of his teacher into his 

whJle pro~lem situation . 

(c) However the teaaher bas little training to 

assist her study of individual pupils ,' and examination 

re ports prove little assistance in this matter. 

(d) Yet the children admitted to special classes 

have often some handicap in addition to low intelligence 

which makes teem ~ore difficult to teach. 



(e) Also mahy children are remedial reading cases 

when they enter special classes because they nave been un -

able to learn 'l)nder ordinary classroom conditions yet have 

been left there long after tney have re ached a mental age 

of six yeS.rs. 

(f) Finally, a wide I.Q. range, a wide age range . 
and wide variations in attainment on entry make the provis-

ion of ; rogramr.aes adapted to individual needs difficult. 

Under such conditions it is not surprising that New 

Zealand special class cnil ren , on the wnole, fail to read 

up to tneir ental age level. There are however further 

pedagogtcal conditions wnich do not improve the situation . 

B. PED COGI!JAL GOl\iDITim~s. 

· 1. Pre - eadin~ Instruction. Althou %h this is most 
~ --

important for the low intelligence cnild many New Zealand 

cnildren reciive none 

(a) because their teachers do not attempt any 

s ste atic p re - readin g proe ramme 

(b) because they are ··a1reudy 'reading ' on 

aamission and pro ·ably in the majority o f ca ses no effort 

is made to check their rec.1diness b..7 referen e to mentel ·ge 

or a readiness test. 

2. Readiug Methods and Materials. Reading· instruction 

m&y be by pnonic, look- and- say or mixed methods but the 

materials used are particularly unsuitable for low intell-

igence children and for a thorough look- and-say approach. 
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Since a predominantly visual approach to reading is 

only now being introduced into inf&11t classes it is unlikely 

that ~uch sp ecial class instruction presents a truly visual 

approach which i8 suited to the abilities of low intelligence 

children. 

READING 
GROUPS. 

ILURE IS MORE PRONOUNCZD r:N TH' 

1 . ge of Entrance is delayea too l0ng. I f a chila 

of I_. ". 50 is 1 eft in the ordinary school t i 11 he is ten 

years old he will have a mental age of only five years 

when he is admitted to a special class. child of I.Q . 80 

tr~nsferred at 10 years will have been . ready to read for 

two and a half years . By tne time he was ready to read 

at 7~ years he had probably been promoted.for social reasons 

to an upper primer class and tnerefore bad missed all system-

atic beginning instruction in reading . y reading facility 

he has will depend on a patchy sight vocabulary and bad 

habits of word uttack. Thorough remedial training will 

probably take him back to a basic sight vocabulary. The 

alternative is to let him continue at bis . level of reading , 

and attempt t ·) nfill in" the gaps in his knoydedge . The 

second metnod is more difficult to carry out effectively . 

In either case his ultimate acnievement is likely to fall 

short of his mental age level as he is two and a half years 

"retarded" on entry . 
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2 . Specific Disabilities. The higher intelligence 

groups tend to i-:ave a gr ~, ater incidence of specific ·dis-

abilities. 

3. Greater ~motional Stress. The brighter child 

tenas to be more conscious of the normal standards about 

him at an earlier age than the mentally defective child. 

Accordingly t b e consequence of delayed age of entrence 

and specific disabilities for a brighter intelligence (at 

an earlier age) is a beigbtened. consciousness of failure 

and the r e sulting emotional stress produces forms of 

compensatory behaviour together with attitudes of timidity , 

indifference and resentment towards sccool work. 

4 . Techniques of Teaching . It seems probable that 

while the elementary stages of reading up to a reading 

age of seven years, corresponding to infant room work, 

are well taught, beyond tnat , the teaching of reading is 

n~t all that is desirable . This may be: 

(a} bec &u.se teachers fail to realise the extent 

to which reading sl:::ill must be consciously controlled and 

directed for the low intelligence child above that reading 

age 

(b) because materials at present available do not 

make conscious controlled direction of reading skill possible 

(c} because the inifial stages fail to ~cad on to 

more advanced work that is meaningful for tbe low intelli-

r ence child 
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(d) bec&use motivation of reading for the low 

intelli6ence child at the higher mental age levels is 

lacking; they should feel the use of reading not for 

securing pleasure but for solving problems. 



C1 • .rt.PT..... .t<1 IV '. 

I. dministrative Prerequisites. 

II. A ~escription of a eading Course. 
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iJ Hal?T ~R V. 

I .PROVED BEaDI1G INSTtUCTIOb IN D 
S1BCIAL CLASS.r.:S. 

I. 

Reforms of the administration of special classes have 

been detailed by Dr. Winterbourn. 1vhile I wieh to empha-

sise the importance , for the improvement of teaching effic-

iency, of certain administrative changes, I will confine 

the bulk of this chapter to a discuEsion of the class 

teacher's problems and a description of a readin course 

used in my class. 

The uverage special class entrant is ten years of age; 

he has been in the ordinary school five yectrs facing failure 

and nas five years left in which to be retrained academic-

a11, und soci&lly. By tne time he is ten a low intelligence 

child will have piclced up some shcr t cuts to mask his 

inability; in reuding he may guess from the pictures or 

any known letter; in arithmetic he may be quite accurate 

at finger-counting. /hat is more he commonly resists 

efforts at retreining firstly because he does not like to 

admit resorting to the nebart cuts" he u~es, and secondly 

because he feels even less secure and· competent without 

them. new boy in a new class, tbe ten year old entrant 

ma find that his cless-mates ere still his superiors in 

reading not now bec~use of their innate ability but because 
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tney have haa ar:. earlier start on relearning. Hth a 

primer or low staLdard attainment his reading skill will 

require patching. and reinforcing before it is advanced. 

Llotivating reading for a ten-year-old who has ·failed 

miserably for five years of school and who requires material 

at the infant level, rs not easy. The boy scorns the 

reading mrtter of an infant reader but stumbles over, and 

practices nis bad reading habits on, more diffi~ult matter. 

11 110h valuable teacning time is lost when a pupil enters 

into a 'don't-care' mood and refuses to co - operate for the 

next hour, to sa;y nothing of the effe et of tb is on the 

otoer children and tbe disorganization of planned work while 

tne teac1er deal with tne proolem. But for even the most 

· co-operative, ea6er oupil the ti.1e is short and the chances 

are toat attainment at fifteen years will be meagre. 

One soluti~n to these ~roblems is an earlier age of 

entrance. 11he lowest a2e of entrance is 5 or G years, the 

mean lO·yearc-. How many problems have been avoided if a 

cDild enters in bis seventh or eighth year? He may still 

be fru~tr~teo by failure , he ma still have formed bad 

nabite of wor ing and behaving, ~ut eacn of tnese patterns 

of behaviour ls eaaier to eraaicate because it has not been 

practised for so long, becau8e ~nere i8 a longer ti~e in 

whicn to ef.fect a remedy , and because tne young child still 

looks to tbe teacner for nelp and ·guidance to a greate r 

extent tnan doeR the older cni.,ld. Since testing techniques 

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OP 
WEI' L INGTON LIBRARY. 
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and psychological knowledge present little difficult• in 

selecting tnese children ~tan earlier age we are dependent 

on tbe insig~t of infant school teachers in r e commending 

these cnildren for testin~ and on a more ample provision 

of educational fccilities 1or those recommended , to achieve 

an earlier age of entrance . 

In :he c&se of a child whose initial low I •• rating 

may be doubted I think it is better to place him in a 

special class early End transfer him back later if attain -

ment warrants this ratner than to leave nim in an ordin ry 

class until he has proved hime,elf aeficient , by five years 

of failure. (See Case 2) . Similarly I think ~here are 

some children in the higher I . • groups (i.e . 75 - 85) who , 

a£ter two or three years of speciel class teacning in the 

early stages , would oe capable of returr.ir.g to the ordinary 

classes prov ia.ed their d if f ic ul ties are fully understood 

by their Lew class teacher and their progress carefully 

watched . (Se e Case 8). There is almost no transfer back 

to the ordinary school at present because entrants are too 

old &rd teacners , in general , are unable to adjust their 

te&cning tecnnique to the needs of tne older backward 

child and so provide the required remedial training and 

social adjustment . 

It would appear that seven or eight years would be a 

good time for transfer since by then the cnild ' s failure 

should be evident and most slow- learr.ine children are , at 
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that ate read• to embark on a pre - reading programme. (It 

should be noted that earl, entrance is most impPrative for 

the higher r .~. groups to prevent their becomin~ remedial 

cases; the lower i~tellitences especially below I . Q. 60 

probably would not suffer from a slightly lon"'er stay in 

the ordinary school . ) With an earlier age of entrance . 

the teacher would have time to ascertain individual needs , 

be watchful for signs of reading reaainess , provide a rich 

experiential and language background and begin reading at 

the crucial time . 

Or vi.ould she? Would it be easier for a teach er to 

teach tne wnole span of reading stages from pre ..:reading to 

Standard 4 or 5 reading within one class simply because the 

entrants were younger? The teacner ' s task would be more 

difficult with tne wider age range to provide for. An 

improvement would be the organization of ::no st special classes 

into double - units , with junior and senior classes , to prevent 

the age and ability ranges from being too wide . Burt 

SU"9ports ·such a view : " In schools that are still organised 

on the older basis , tne institutions of a single backward 

class to cope witn all backward children ranging :rom age 

~even to age fourteen is certainly inadequate. Two backward 

classes will always be morre than twice as effective as one .n 
( 1) 

( 1 ) Burt , C: r i 1. Tne Backward Cnild p . 596 
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Iaeally , then , we would have tne entrants coming into 

a junior class at the ac:-e of seven or e i~ht years , learning 

the fundamentals of reading tnere and passing on to a Senior 

Class ready for more aavanced and applied work at eleven or' 

twelve years . Would this be sufficient to guarantee an 

improvement in the mean reading status of our classes? It 

is still possible for a child to enter the Junior Class at 

e ignt years, to muddle through it for four years , to have 

very little reading attainment and just as poor emotional 

adjustments through continued failures and special - class 

stigmas by the time he is ready for a senior cl&se. Unless 

in a Junior Class learning situations allow the cnild to work 

up to .t1is capacity there is little va1 ue in improved organ-

ization and a lower age of entrance may even aggravate the 

present_ position , leaving the child in a poor special class 

environment for a longer period. 

Two £actors will help the teacher to bring attainments 

closer to capacity (a) a tcorough examination and report 

which gives a clear picture of the cnild, nis abilities, 

disabilities ~nd academic expectation, and (b) improved 

materials and metnods for the teacaing of reading~ 

II. .1 D SCRI PT ION OF .11. R.1...c.1.DING COURSE. 

In my opinion a good series of scientifically graded 

readers is the first essential of a good reading course. 

Tne createst improvements in teaching methods and results 

will proceed from a course based on good readers. The 
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criteria of good reading materials for the normal child 

have been given in Chapter 2. Tbis section attempts to 

evaluate tne suitability of a modern series of readers 

for Junior Special Class children in New Zealand. 

The Class. 

Tne Junior Special 0lass is situated in a city 

scnool in a poor area. It is housed in t h e ard inary scnool 

bvildirg with no separation from the rest of the school. 

The children assemble with the normal pupils and use the 

same playground. There is probably ~16ser contact between 

the Junior Special Class and normsl classes than between it 

and the Senior Special Clue' s . 

The Children. 

There were ttirteen cnildren in the class but 

since tne beginning of t _e year one h&s left , one has been 

admitted and one spent two months in hospital. Eleven of 

the children have bad systematic instruction in reading 

from Maren 1948 when schools opened till the end of the 

second term. 

Detailed case studies of these eJeven children have 

been included in the ~ollowin? chapter as illustratione 

of the problems discussed throu ghout this thesis and of 

individual r esponse~ to the reading course. Briefly, the 

cases cover the following stae es and types: -
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Pre - Reading . 

I. T01,.LY - ~. ,.. 6 yrs . 11 mtbs. , 11 . A. 4 yrs. 1 mth. I. .• 60 • 
.He&diness ..:,core 81oile ( l) 
Speaks very little; unmanageable at home;. 
no previous school instruction . 

II . ~~  Y - G.A. 7 yrs. 6 mths . M.A. 4 yrs . 10 mths . I . Q. 64 
He&d in ess Sc ore 20 / cl e.. 
Speaks indistinctly iL monosyllables; severe 
emotion&l introversion; two years in an infant 
school allQ at a speecn clinic without improve -
ment . 

Beginninc Reading. 

III. EDWARD - 0 . a . 7 yrs. 5 mtns •• • A. 6 yrs . 4 mths. I. . 85 
rleadiness Score 81oile ; Schonell Reading Age 

5.1 yrs . 
Spent two years at school; attainment almost 
nil; difficult behaviour problem. 

IV . ~EITH. - J . A. 7 yrs. 7 mths ., E. A. 4 yrs . 11 mths . I . ~ . 65 • 
... "ieadiness Score 25 1oile ; Schonell Reading 

~e 5 . 8 yrs . 
Is reading fairly well; interest and desire to 
read; bas had strong phonic tuition; presents 
a contradiction in terms of ability and attain -
ment . 

Primer ~eading Group . 

V. LmErTE -

VI.DL.,ZIL -

VII. KAY. -

C. a . 9 yrs . 4 mths ., M. a.6 yrs . 6 mths.I . Q. 70 . 
Re ad ine ss Sc ore 9 7 1oi le; Sc.none 11 Re ad ing 

Age 6 . 1 yrs . 
Just behind capacity in attainment; has verbal 
facility· and poor muscular control . 

' •. ,l.9 yrs.3 mths. , . •• 6 yrs . 7mtbs . I.Q. 72 . 
ead iness Score 95;oile ; Schonell Reading . 

Age 6 yrs . 
Seven months oehind capacity in attainment; 

·nas practical ability and verbal difficulty . 

C. a. 12 yrs. 3 mths. , i• . A. 7 yrs .6 mtns . I.Q. 56. 
Readiness Score 84~ile ; Schonell Reading 

ge 5 . 9 yrs . 
riemedial problem; 1~ years behind capacity 
on admission at 12 yrs . 2 mths ; :ood muscullr 
control but lacking confidence . 

(1) The .11 ... etropolitan eading .Rec:1diness Test was used 
, in tne form standardised for Jew~ 1 '-'eel. and . 
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Standard Reading Group! 

VIII. D01'111.LD - C.A. 9 yrs . . 5 mths., ••• 6 yrs.6 mths.I.Q.69 
Readines· Score 98~ile ; Schonell Reading oe 7.2 yrs. 

- neadin;,., as all scbool work, in advance of mental age; 
good muscular control and good practical intelli ence; 
cleft _palate , very difficult to under~tand. 

IX. KEl~ - C.a. 12 yrs.8 mths., M.A. ·7 yrs. 1 mth. I.Q.56. 
Rea.dine ss Score 75;oile ; Schonell Reading Ac_ e 7. 6 yrs. 
Reading well, in advance of mental age; not admitted 
till 11 yrs. 8 mths; very poor muscular control and. 
stammer; very dependent, lac 1::ing self-confidence. 

Severe ~etardation C&ses. 

x. 

XI. 

BR I &\J. C • • 11 yr s • 5 m t h s • , M. A. 9 yr s • 4 m t h s • I. Q. 8 2 • 
Schonell Reading ge 5.7 yrs. 
Pearly four years retarded in reading; high average 
in practical intelligence; verbal difficulty; trans-
ferred to Special Class at 7 yrs. while still at pre -
reading stage • 

.OYCE. C •• 12 yr. 5 mtns., LA. 11 yrs.4 mths.r.Q.92. 
Sch0nell neading ~e 6.9 yrs. Nearly four and a half 
years retarded in reading; no special verbal difficulty; 
average practical intellifence. Transferred to 
Special Class at 9t years; then 2 years past reading 
re t..d ine ss stage. 

The iaterials. 

Tne reading books came from a series entitled 1'To-day's 

\lorr:: -Play Books, 11 (1) which are ndvertised as follows: 

"This is a very carefully graded geriee of readers •...• 

It contains nineteen books - five for teachers and fourteen 

for tr.:e pupils . Tne firs-t book is a general introduction to 

the series dealing with the tneory of teaching reading and 

( 1) rodn:y 1 s forl::-Pla:y Boo ~s by Arthur I. Gates 
L,iriam 8 . ~uber 
Qi e s t e i..; • Pc ar· d on 
Jlrank s. Salisbury 

published by The ~acMillan 0ompany, New York. 
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diSCU.fSeS methods of devel)ping ·basal reading skills. This 

is follov:ed· by a teacher's book and a pupil ' s book for the 

readinL readiness sta6e in the development of the child. 

The pre -primer and tne pri~er periocts are covered in the 

next ten books and the last six books are deeigned to help 

ch i ldren to decipher new words for themselves . All the 

pupils ' books arc beautifully illustrated , many of tnem in 

colour. 11 (1) . 

ly so e of the books we.re av tlable with accompany -

ing workbooks , and only one copy of e£.ch reader and each 

workbook were purchased . 

The workbooks were cut up and mounted on cards ( 5" by 

6 11
) with envelopes for pictures , words , or dissected stories 

for matching; this transformed th nature of the tasks from 

reading and writing to reading and matching . Since a com-

panion ooor to the second pre -primer waE not available a 

set of sixteen cards was constructed similar to the others , 

introducing the new words in that book and providing repe -

tition of the vocabulary up to that sta~e. 

T.e repared series was then as follows -

Pre - ead in ... 
Pre - primer~One 
Pre - rimer Two 
~rimer 

"All board" 
"Come cl.Ild Ride" 
"Now de Go" 
"Jim and Judy" 

Cards 28 :rew Vocab.~O 

First ... eader 
Second Reader 

flDown Our Street 11 

"Friends and Workers" 

16 24 
57 146 
76 2."-2. 

430 

Supplementary readers, story books and other reading 

series books were obtained from the I\ ational Library 

(1) Toe Ti we s Educational Supplement, 1ar. 20 , 1948 . 
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Service, ten eacn montn , and were re&d by the children in 

class or taken home when it was qot a child ' s turn to bave 

"tne reading book" from the bbsic series. 

In the second term olackb oar d reaaing was taken daily 

with the wi10lc class using 'Tne Escalator Reading .Booklets " 
( 1) 

c. series eraded for remedial work with backward readers . 

These provided si6ht material simple enough for the poorest 

readers to be able to read with help , difficult enough to 

try the word attack on new words of the better readers , and 

interesting for all because of the everyday incidents 

described . 

Iv1e tnod . 

Pre - reading Group. Both children in this group with 

poor speech , emotional instability and menta} ages under 

five years were not even reaay for a systematic readiness 

pro0 ramme. ..t1.t first they we.re 1 eft to play and draw as 

tney Je 1 t 1 ike it but as tney ad just ed to classroom routine 

tney were given ten minutes of each reading period with 

the pre - reaaing cards. Consid~rable nelp was ~iven by 

older pupils reading tnem stories , talking to them &nd 

playing with tnem . By the end of tne three months tney 

were only recognising tneir own names. 

~eading Groups. The other nine children all began 

at the beginning of tnecpurse. This was done for two 

reasor1s . 11 but two cnil ren had reading ages under 

seven years and their sight vocabulariee and wrd - attack 
(1) ~ne ~scalator Reading Boo~lets. Bland , Phyllis M. 

and Dalby, Una W. published by Oliver & 
Bond , London . 
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methods were too unreliable to build on to . None of the 

childr en· were used to working independently and reading for 

comprehenRion as the "intrinsic device" of the workbook 

exercises requires, so it was thought advisable to start 

tnem all . with the simple material and simple cards. 

All new words were introduced f irst by the cards. 

Tne c nildren began on the "Come and ide" cards and each 

new word, introduced and _practised by reading and matching 

tasks, was recorded oy the teacher in the child ' s reading 

notebook . These notebooks had a record of .the vocabulary 

covered by the chilQ and were very useful for revision. 

The typical procedure was for the child tD come to the 

teacher ' s table, take the next numbered card in the series 

ne was using, find out the new words, have them recorded 

in his not eboolc and then take the card to his place to do 

the reading and matching required. The card was then 

brought back to the teacher to be cnec 1{ed, read aloud and 

correct ed if necessary. If the words were known the 

child proceeded to the next card. Previous ~ords were 

revised. ~rom the notebook and cards were repeated if the 

words were not known . 

In the pre - primer books words were learnt by total 

visual patterns children recognising on sight words such 

as ~which , rigct, buildings, animals." In the second pre -

primer some Qiscri~ination was required to distingaish 

" ·mnt" and "went" or "buildings 11 and "biggest:' but the 
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context rather tban the letter socnds provided the clues. 

By the primer stage some attention to initial sounds was 

necessary w~en long n~uns of similar meaning such as 
11 birthday," "surprise," or "presents" were not so easily 

guessed from th.e context. t this stage some new words 

on the cards not ?Uessed from context or picture clues 

were deduced from known words e.g. "to, do;" "car, are;" 

"all, call. 11 Others sucn as "airplane 11 11 air_1ort 11 and 
11 know 11 ",ere learnt by sight recognition with attention to 

any special feature . fter the primer Qtage the emphasis 

was on visual analysis of new words by deduction from known 

words, learning for rapid sight recognition and the use of 

meaning , context and initial letter cues. s most of tne 

cnildren had had phonic training previously they were 

allowed to use a phonic att&ck where it helped them but 

emphasis was placed on large word elements. 

When a large enough vocabulary hact been learnt the 

reading of tbe book was begun. Book reading was taken 

orally and individually each child reading one to six pages 

daily. Word ~tudy through the oar~ aer ies was continued 

so that new words were introduced aLd 1-arnt before they 

were used in book- reading. By this means a new word was 

repeated ten to fifteen times before it was introduced in 

a story. Although vocabulary was chec ked all along and 

special attention given to any word a child found difficult 

a thorough chec : was made when the child completed a boo~. 
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No record was kept of words introduced in blackboard 

read in;:. ifficult or new words were compt..red with known 

words in the 11 iorz-Play Serie s 11 to find out their pronun-

ciation. Very little emphasis was placed on the phonic 

approacn for which this material wa 0 desiened but occasion-

ally it was useful for grouping several words of similar 

word elements or for drill on troublesome letters such as 

'· p 1 I b I and I d I • 

Reading instruction was not alloted any extra time for 

this study; it was taken, as in most infant classes, between 

pla time and lunchtime, a period of one and a quarter hours. 

A quarter of an hour was devoted to blackboard .reading and 

the rest to reading cards and individual reading. This 

meant tnat eacn child was taken individually for only six 

minutes each day or thirty minutes a week. 

Progress Through The Scheme. 

The progress of eacn group during a three months' period 

from the end of April till tne end of the second term was 

as follows:-

Pre-reading - from inability to distinguish similarities 

and differences of pictures to some degree of skill in this 

and wider speaking vocabularies. 

Beginning Reading Group - progress tnrough two pre -

primers and besan the primer. One whose initial progress 

was faster than the other was given an 11 Alice and Jer:ry 11 
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pre - primer for a month to revise and consolidate vocab -

ulary . 

Primer rleading Group and Severe Retardation Cases . 

Steady progress through pre- primers. Three proceeded to 

the primer and first reader; one was diverted to Alice 

and Jerry pre-primers and then to a slower primer reading 

group; the best of the severe retardation cases skipped 

the primer book ( but did all the cards and 1e·arned the 

vocabulary) and joined the advanced reading group . 

Advanced Readin6 Group - rapid p~oeress througn pre -

primers and prirr:er cards, skipped primer book , completed 

first reader cards and book and began second reader and 

companion book exercises . (Time did not permit mounting · 

these on a card series . T.qe three children were given the 

boo!{ and did tneir exercises, as written ork, requiring a 

minimum of setting andSUfervision . ) 

t the end of three months different rates of progress 

had distributed the cases in three reading groups.each 

showing "homoc.eneous attainment" on Schonell ' s. Reading Test . 

Pri~er Group. Two beginning readers and one from old 

primer group . Schonell Reading ages 5.5 yrs., 5 . 9 yrs. 5 . 9 

first Reader Group . Two primer reader and one severe 

retardation case. Schonell Reading Ages G.5 3,rs . , 6 . 6 yrs . 

6 . 4 yrs . 

Second Reader Group . Two advanced readers and one severe 

retardation case . Schonell Reading Ages ? . 3 yrs . , 7. 5 yrs . , 

? . 6 yrs . 
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Ieasurement of Progress . 

Five word recognition tests were given when the 

case studies were begun at the end of pril and ·one con -

tinuous reading test from Gates Diagnostic Tests . 11 

six were given for retests ft th e beginning of ugust 

after approximately three months of instruction. 

Judged from a knovvleage· of the en ildren ' s ever, _ 
p) (2) 

day reading e.bilit~ Schonell s nd Burt ' e tests probably 

gave the truest e s·t ima te. of re o.d ing age below seven years; 
( ~ ) 

Vernon ' s test was too difficult in the initial stages for 

these low 'in te 11 i 6 ence children , e spec i all;y those who 
(4) 

fonnd read ing particularly difficult; the . C. E • .a . test 

based on~ pnonic approacn f& ve nigh initial scores.because 

the cbilaren had nad some pnonic training previouslr but 

showed little improvement in retest scores since little 

instruction in nnonic analysis was given; norms for both 
( 5 ) 

tne Gates' tests w~re 00nstructed with G. b years as the 

oe 0 inning re~din~ a~e . and tnerefore t~ese teste rate 

reading ages about 1 . 5 years ahead of tne other test 

s cores with fDir con i .. tencu. A calculation )f proe2'ress 

0n ates ' testQ was interesting, however, a8 tne children 

were taugrt on Cates ' reading material b. a visual approach . 

Tuble 21 give· tne average nrogress of a l l nine cuses 

on eLch test and the ran e of )ro~ress in month . 
Tll Scnonell, F.J . Tne ~sycnolo~y a.nd Teachin~ of 
(2) Vernon, •-'-' • rne Standardization of a Gr ded 

Ibid. p. 32 . 

ine Teet. p. 36. 

( 4 ) ond ( 5 ) 
~ 

see over 

.ctead ing. 
ord Read -
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Table 21. 

The ~ean Heaoing Progress Of The Nine Children On ~ach Test. 

T ST 

Schonell's radect rlead -
ine vocabulary Test 

Burt's \ ord Re&dii:i.g Test 

Vernon's Graded ord Head-
ing Test 

... i.. V. ~. R. 

ates Primary ~e&ding Tests 
- i/o rd 1 cc o .::nit ion 

Gates ~iagn'Jstic rests -
Oral Recdi1 g 

J.e" n Reading 
.Procress in 
I1ion t ns. 

.5.8 mtns. 

3.96 mths. 

.3. 77 mths. 

2.2 mths. 

5.4 mt .hs. 

7.5 mtbs. 

... ange of 
Progress in 
Months. 

- 2.4 to 8.4 

- 1.2 to 7.2 

1.2 t ') 6 

- .5 to .5. 5 

- 1.5 to 11. 5 

1 to 11 

All minus scores were btuined f rom two cases, one of 

wn'Jm was reading oey::ma .is ent&l age level and w1:.s used 

to a phJnic attec k , and botn ·o~ wnom were diverted to Alice 

and Jerry '-'re-primers becE.use tney did not know the basic 

vocabulary of tbe primers well enou~h. I think tneir low 

scores ~ere aue rather to the fact tnat tney did not pro -

gress far en0uih tnrougn tne course t~ s~ow much reading 
. ,, 

pro6 rese t1-: ar to interference frol!l the .t~lice · nd Jerry " 

rec1.Jin..., m· terial. Table 22 gives tne mean i •nprovement 

for e E!cn c &Se oe ing aL avera:..,e of t.i:1e improvement ( or loss) 

snowr:: on e&c;; test, wi tn tne re2.sons for rapid improvement 

(4) ustralian Jouncil of ~oucutional Research - Individual 
neuding Test Lower .r.rimery Grades. :ford ... eading. 

(5) Cat , rimar ... -1eadir$ Test~ •. lord Recognition. 
rteai~ng Dia~noftic Tests. form II. 



Table 2~ . 

Jean Fr~,ress o: ~ach Child on Tne Beading Tests • 

CASE I.Q . R..E.11...LJI1'G CLASSiiI- .B.X.L..,Cl'..i:.,D .2.du- I,1E.til~ PRO - REAS01S FOR RAPID 
J.nTI01'1 . G.rlESS fo Gtl.8$S IN Ort SLOW ?ROGRESS. 

A,er i1 Au~ust. . :i1I01', I11iS • ( 1 ) iviur. T.J.l S • 

3 . :Edward b5 Begin - Primer 2.5 mths. 4 . 3 mtbs. Retarded 1 yr. 
ning at en tr:v • 

4 . Keith o5 Begin - Primer 1.9 II 0 . 9 " Re ad ing an e ad 
nin&:- of M. 11. 

5. Linette 70 PrL1er 1st Re&der 2 .1 " 4 .7 " Retarded 6 mths. 
wnen course stbrte( d 

6 . De1,zil ?2 .i?r i ,ner £rimer 2 .1 " 1.8 II Pronounced verbal 
di fl:icult:v. 

7. h ay 56 Priiller 1st ... -1eader 1. 7 7,0 " lt yrs. retar ded 
c t en trv. 

8. Donald 69 Advan- 2nd .rlc e.d er 2 o l II 5.0 " Suits visual 
ced anoroach . 

3. Ken oo Adve.n- 2nd Reeder 1. 7 " 2 . 1 " Already 6 mths . 
r>Pd a.need of M. A. 

10 . Brian. 82 Sev . 1st Reader 2. b ., 6,0 " Sev.Retardation. 
:Jet ard. 

11 . Ro~ce J2 Sev . 2nd He a der 
Retard . 

2 .8 II G.6 " Se v . Retard u t ion . 

( 1) Calculated f rom the I.Q . me a surement ~' expected progress" indicates the 
amount of mental muturation over the tr 0e - month period . While the 
"expected progress" for a child of I . Q. 100 during tnat period is three 
m,Jnths, for a child of I.Q. 70 it is only 2.1 months. , 

I· 
I-' 
N 
(XJ ., 
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Cene·ral Evaluation of Progress. 

1 . .t 11 eh i ldren but one progre ssea as much as tne rate 

of development indicated by I . Q. suggested , in Spite of 

tne ~act that they were taken back ~o the begi~ning of 

the reau in6 course; t.r.e except i ')n was a boy wh cs e 

mental aee of 4 years 11 rnon ths and readinese:: score 

of 25 i'(le indicated that if ne was reading not much 

rogress could be expected for a while . 

2 . Of tne six cases whose reading ages were behind 

mental ages five shov.ed an accelerated rate of progress , 

more tn~n twice tDe increase in mental maturity. The 

sixth made progress equal to his increased mental 

maturity but did not recover any of tne six to nine 

months ne was retarded. 

3 . Of the three cases reading anead of mental age 

· all made some progress but one continued to improve 

at an accelerated rate. 

dvanta~es of the Course . 

1. It 1as syst ematic; the materi a l available provided 

a graded course fr )ffi wnic h it was possible to say that 

any one cb ild knew so many words and could read material 

01 a certain level of ifficulty . One could be sure 

tnere were no patchy parts in their knowledge. 
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2. It was self- instructive. A drawback of most new 

material is that the teacher encounters its difficulties 

with tne chilu instead of preparing tne child for them , 

as it takes time to become uccustomed to the new vocab -

ulary . But this material was so well constructed and. 

graded tnat little preparation was necessary; tne books 

and cards taugnt the cnild in spite of any oversights by 

the teacner. 

3. It wus indiviuual. '11he course allowed all children 

to proceed bt tneir own rate of learning, except that 

some at tempt was made to keep the cases in fairly homogen -

eous groups for organizational purposes. 

4. It was interesting. 11 children, even the cases of 

sover.e retardation of 11 and 12 years witn nhigh" mental 

ages, found tne matter and f orm of the reading boo ~s and 

cards interestin_. In this connection the pre - primers 

of the "Ji ,1 and Judy ! series are more interesting for 

older children tnan tne "11.lice and Jerry'' preprimers .. 

T.e matter of the first "Jim and Judy" books covers riaing, 

tne farm , tne cit~ , tne zoo, tne beacL , wnile the "lice 

... 

snd J~rry'' readers deal with toys, pets , mothers and 

fathers , etc. /bile botn series nre constructed to appeal 

to the ) ur, g child the "Jim and Judy" series provides oppor -

tunity for reLding into the stories' more mature concepts , 

and presents tne material with more ction and more prob -

lematic situatioLS. 
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5. It acnieved considerable progress. r;ot one child 

could be said to have wasted lecrning time during the 

tnree mont4s. 

6. It increased oasic ~iJht vocabularies, developed 

nabi ts 01 reading for meaning, and created an interest 

in read i:r.g whicn carried over to individual reading 

wheL the chil ren read library books. 

Disadnntages. 

1. JhanPe of If.e thod. The cnan.ge to sig 1t rne thods of 

learning worus wnen previ~us isstruction had been mainly 

phonic was somewhat confusing, ma kedly so in one cese, 

but at least seven or the children definitely learned 

better by visual ethoo.s. 

2 • .1..s supplies were insufficient children could only take 

the boo~Q nome every tnird nignt to pr&ctise their reeding. 

They could hovever take their reading notebooks home every 

night to ~evise vocabulary. 

3. IL t erest. oward s the end o £ tne period the two cases 

of severe returdation shov,ed slight signs of decreasing 

interest in tne matter 0f the books and oid not attempt 

any readin2 of boo'rn from the library. The.., still practised 

their own rec...ders as these sno·•.ed ~angible p_roRress but 

thei~ interest were in bookQ beyond tneir readin~ capabil -

ities. All children were more interested in American 

readers than in the stories from "The Escalator B00 1:s. 11 
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,hile these were quite interesting as blac board stories 

th ey rrnre never ta 1,;:en for silent reading boom or borrowed 

to take home . 

4 . 1rhe card activities , v•i th careful supervision , were 

excellent f or tne older children , over ei 0 ht years . Ho -

ever t hey were ti:ne consuming from the teacher ' s point of . 
view , ~ difficulty which could only be overcome if each 

child had an individual workbook . ~~ain the two children 

of seven years needed too much supervision and personal 
-

attention to get purposeful work from the card ~ystem . 

COI,CLUSION • 

In a .junior special cla['s where children are ·admitted 

at seven or eight years a scheme of reading bcsed on· 

'''Toda;y' s ~Vork-Play Books'' with workbook exercises 

assures coneiderable pro ress witb a minimum of teaching 

effort , based on some of tbe best princip~ s for the 

teac~ing of re&ding tnat research hos unearthed. 

The scheme described carries the children to the end 

of tne second reader ,hen , ~ith a reading age of eight 

plus years , tney can be transferred to a ser.ior class. 

Those who must be trsnsferred on eccount of age before 

the;y reaC!! triis attainment can continue the same course in 

the senior class. o at t e mpt has be en me.de to prescribe 

the reading course in the senior class , but I think it 

would probab~, continue wi tb the same reading series pro-
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viding extensive use of readiflg still acguired ) in hand-

work , woodwork and arithmetic scbemes similar to Duncan ' s. 

Even with remedial reading cases in special classes 

tee scheme offers some Auccess but becomes less appropriate 

ac tbe discrepancy between mental age and reading age 

increases. The only remedy in this case is earl, ascer -

tainment, tnorougn diagn~sis and eystematic in8truction 

from the beginning. 



P R T T H R - - - - - - - --

CAB~ STUDIES. 
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CHAPT .. R VI. 

ILLUSTnATIVL CASE STUDI~S. 

The eleven children wno received the svstem&tic 

instruction described in a.apter 5 Nere tested for intelli -

gence ana reading ability during tne last week in .pril , 1948 , 

at wnicb tL e tr1ey also received a :physical examination. · Dur-

ine tne second week in iugust, at the end of the second term , 

they were reteQted witn the same reading tests. 

I~ te 11 i,.:,ence 

(a) Verbal - The evised Stanford - Binet test was 

re - administered to e&cL child. Sub - test results ere analysed 

int1 vocrbulary, non-verbal and ~emor scores, according to 

tnemethod and n1rms given b I,icl\emar ( 1). 

( b) Non- verbal - T .. 1e Alexander Performance Battery was 

administered to sone cases. On.l., the briP;"hter and older 

cnildren £ained sufficient score to be rated on the norms or 

tne buttery. Some of tne ounger children f,cored well on the 

~assulong test but could not pass any Ko~'s Bluck Design Test. 

On tne wnole tne batte w&s not satisfactor,. for testing tnese 

Junior Special JlaLs Children. 
Read inP- . 

'11ne ,.etropoli tan ead iness 1rest w given to all but 

tne two brightest chilaren. It distinguished quite clearl 

(1) I.:c!\emar, Quin. Tne ... evision 0.1. the 'tanford- Binet Soule. 
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between the reading &.nd 1 ,re - re&ding ea es but, in many 

individuai cases, c )pyin5 and number scores swelled the 

tot&l score unduly , wbile verbLl test results were not 

o good . It seems a useful test for young special class 

entrants to distinguish 

(a) tnose who require a complete fr:: - reading programme 

(b) those wno snow particular verbal inferiorit , even 

though tney are ready to read. 

'11 e five word reco ni tion tests used .. ave alreadv 

been discussed on age ii~ . Results indicate that 

Scnonell's ~raded eading Vo~abuler: Test is probab~ as 

p.ood as any for comparing those children with children in 

the normal ·chools. It snould be meLtioned , however, tnat 

tne children found tne Gates ' Word Recognition Test muon 

more interesting . ( In tnis test a picture is presented 

with four word. besiu.e it an<1 the child must find tne 

correct wor • It.is one of L hattery of _thre e paper an 

pencil tests but as copies were not avuilaale only the 

worct. recogr~ition could oe e;iven indiviaually witb:mt changing 

tne nature of ne test ituation.) 

Gates' Dia~nostic Tests - ~s Gates' reading material 

was to be used the onildren were civen tnese tests in· pref -

erence to· Scnonell' s. The results were not of great vclue 

(a) becau e the attainment WbS too low to allow 

adequate analysis 

( b) because the norms were too high ; reading is not 

be~un till 6~ years 
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(c} beccuse Cates' norms require a high attainment in 

alP.habet tests at an early a6 e and a low attainment on phonic 

tests wnereas New Zealand cnildren, taught primarily by 

phonic methods, are better on sounds tnan on letter- names 

at anet..r10, age. 

Tne Oral Reading Test w, s a good measure of ability 

to rebd continuous m~ter as it was gentiy graded. The other 

test results have beeh interpreted in the light of the child's 

everyda progress at sch0ol. 

1. Intelli~ence. 
-

Verbal Intelli i ence ranges from I.Q.56 to I.Q.92. 

Llental oe ranges rom 4 yrs. 2 mths. to 11 yrs. 4 mths. 

The two pr&ctical quotient obtained were 100 and 113. 

(Cases 10 and 11). 

2 • S p e c i a 1 1 en t a 1 Ab il it i e s • 

No aefinite information was obtained for these but 

t nere are indications in s,me cases of specific nandiceps. 

(a) Ca:::e to.2 - p')or visual perception due to emotional 

state. 

( b) Jtl.se s Nos. 3 and 6 (brothers) - -poor auditory anal -

ysis; confusions of seque.q.ce and difficulties with synthesis. 

(c) Cu.se No.10 - weak immediate me 1or, on all types of 

material. 

(d) C&se ~o.11 - possibly a diff iculty in association, 

particularly as~ocietin~ meaning witn meaningless symbols in 
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3 . Languac e. 
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(a ' ) Speech Defects . 

Case No . 8 - cleft palate 

Case ... o. - stammering 

Cases I os. 1 and 2 - very 1 i tt le speech. 

Cases Nos . 4, 5, u, 11 - history of speech 
difficulty which h' s cleared up. 

(b) Verbal Inferiority.-. lag oehind practical ability 

Jbses Nos . 3, 5, 8, 11. 

(c) Verbal Bacility - eqDal tJ or in advance of prac -
tical ability. 

0ases ~os . 5 , 9 , 10. 

4 • .t::rnoti'onal '::maitions. 

Instabilit - Cases 1 , 2, 3 , 4 - ail entered at seven 
years. 

gressiveLees - Cases 1 and 3 . 

Introversion - Gase 2. 

Stron~ Inferiority - Cases '7 ~na 9 - entered at eleven 
and twelve years. 

Ji~ficulties in Attendin - vases 2 and 4. 

5 . Ptysic~l onditions. 

1. VerJ p0or sig.t - se '7. 

2. 0left palate - Case 8 

eformed jaws and palate case 

Slight deafLess - Jase 8. 

a 'e s 2 and 11. 

6 ... uscular Inieriori ty - vases 5 m.d 9 botn comparatively 

good rea ers. 
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7. ge of .t.dmission to JU!.ior Special Class. 

8 . 

Be f ore 9 years - ~ases 1, 2 , , 5 , 6 ,· G , S, 11 

~fter 9 years ~ Cases 7, 9 , 10. 

tage on admission, 

Pre - re&ding - J&Pes 1 , 2, 5. 

e dy to rtead - G ses 4 , 6 , 11. 

Jildly retar ~ed - Cases 3 , 8 , 9. 

everely retarded - ~ases 7 , 10 . 

9. ases suffering from lack of systematic in~truction 
while in tne Speci· 1 ClaPs. 

Sligttl, - 0asea 5 , 6, 8 , 9 

Sel{erely -. " 10 , 11. 

10 . Level of Reading Instruction . 

:Pre - reading Cases 1 and 2. 

Beginnine reading - C&ses 3 and 4 . 

Primer reading - ase s 5 , 6 , 7. 

Lower Standard reading - 'afes 8 &nd 9. 

Severe rtetardation - Case~ 10 and 11 . 
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Pre-reading~Level~ 

Case No,. l. 

Name. Torrnny. 

~~ 6 yrs. 11 months. 

r. Q. 60. 

Problem. Tommy is a feebleminded boy whose pattern of 

slow development and I. • indicate t.hat he is, 

without doubt, a fit pupil for a special class. 

Two important characteristics of his case are : -

(1) that he is at the kindergarten stage of 

development. 

(2) that very high innate emotionality,. at times 

uncontrollable,. has been evident throughout 

develo11ment. 

Home Conditions. Tommy comes from a semi-sldlled worker 's 

home. There are four in the f ly, the father, the 

mother, a hal.L'-brother aged ten, (the mother' s 

illegitimate child before her present marriage, )~and 

To1mny aged seven. Both the mother ' s and the father ' s 

histories suggest temperamental instability; the half 

brother has made normal progress at school. 

The material conditions of the home were very poor 

until the farnily moved into a government house very 

recently. 

The psychological conditions of the home are 

important. The mother achieves an impression of care 



and respectability; she tries hard to be fond and 

understanding but is unable to control Tominy or to 

give him an intelligen_t lead to aid development; 

she retires wealcly when he turns on a display of 

temper in public. 

Al though the father has at times attempted to be 

strict he now refuses to discipline TommJ' and leaves 

him entirely to the mother. 

Developmental History. Tommy had to be taught to suck by thE 

nurses in the maternity hospital. He is reported 

to have sat up at ten moThths, walked at eighteen 

months and spoke two wo~ds at two_years. At four 

and a half he still used only two words, " , um.11 and 

Educational History. Pre-schoo~. The home envirorunent was 

very poor. During six months at kinder,;arten Tommy 

was unco-operative and destructive. 

Infant S~~h He entered an infant room at five 

years for six months. 
Templeton. To.mny was certified for the ental 
Hospitals Department farm school and spe t six l!IE 

months there, showing rapid imp:;-ovement i spe eh, 

and learning to dress himself. He was withdrawn 

owing to pressure frrnn the father's family. 

Infant School. The teacher found him destructive 

and ummanageable and requested his vii thdrawal after 

two weeks .. 



Special Class. Tommy was certified a second time 

by medical officers of the Mental Hospitals 

Department but was then offered a place in a special 

class.- The :parents agreed to try this. Mother 

brought the child to school each day and collected 

him at night~ Although at first he was quite 

oblivious. to school routine, in a month he learned to 

obey school bells, to assemble and march in with the 

other childreru and stay within the school gates. He 

was very friendly and sociable and was liked by all 
s 

He was taken care of by the older girl the children. 

No fomnal work was attempted; the major part of'. 

his training was in respecting the :property of' others, 

tidying up his playthings and most important, obeying 

any instructions, as his usual reaction was to do the 

opposite while watching me slyly out of' the corner or 

his eye. If his temper was aroused he would stamp, 

bang his desk or scream~ The lessons of the o.ther 

children were not unnoticed and both at home and at 

school he showed himself' an able mimic of bothteacher 

and children. He added to his vocabulary by untiri 

questions, chiei'ly, 11 Call 1 at? 0 ao.d made every at tern 

to include himself in, the cla~s activities claiming, 

0 My turn now 1• or Me can't do that one 11 • t times 

he surprised me with statements such as "You didn ' t 

change the date a-day Mi-Darmin", and during a word-

study lesson on the i-e words, 11 that a lazy 11 e 1• 

Mi-Darmin that dont say anything. 11 By the end of th 



three month period he had definitely shown himself 
educable in the special class sense within the 

limits. of'. his temperamental instability. Since his , 

behaviour at home had shown little i mprovement his 

parents again had him certified for the Ohildreds 

Mental Hospital. 

me .i ce,l exani 1 _i,i.o 1 ,1 _ s ~. 'c: i:' cL J:J ; ·: 1 '- j 

unable to test hie eyes with the available material. 

Tormny is very small 'f:or seven years:; he has the 

physical appearance of'. a 'f:i ve year old. Ha cannot 

hop ( Gesell' a mot.or development norms a£ 41' years) 

or button his clothes,(4yrs.). He skips on one 

foot~ the alternate foot taking a walking step 

forward, takes a standing jump with both feet and 

walks downstairs unaided with only the last few stairs 

a foot a step; these e.re activities at a four year 

level. 

Mental Development. At four and a half years Torrnny was 

impossible to test due to his negative attitude and 

complete lack of verbal expression. At five years 

while still difficult to test he gained an I.Q. o'f: 57 

on the Merrill-Palmer Scale. t 6yrs. llmonths a 

Revised Stanford-Binet I.Q. of 59 was obtained. 
While· still difficult to test he showed effort and 

keenness in most of the 48 tests up to the six year old 

level. The scatter or successes was wide as he 
passed all the test at the three year old level, .... 



some at the and 5 years. His mental 

age as 4 years l month .. 

enperamen:t and Behaviour. At £our years a behaviour.- report 

runs as followst-

" Uncontrollable; wanders away and has no :reeling 

~f being, lost; tears up things, breaks cups and plates 

t:emper tantrums. ,t 

Six months later his mother reported:-

n he . is always seeking attention, spitting,, 

belehing; is jealous of parents kissing; everyone 

gives in to Tommy a~d he gets concessions everywhere 

simply because he t s Tommy. n-

Tommy probably has very hig4 emotionality, with 

intense impulses and insuffieient intelligence to 

controll them. He has angry outbursts of temper, 

when he cries, screams and stamps. He destroys 

things he could play with and seems to derive pleasure 

f'rom shouting and banging. He wander s away; he 

collects papers, stones and rubbish indiscriminately. 

He is sharp enough to ~valuate social reactions to his 

behaviour, and timeshis outbursts to bring a maximum 

of' attention. He will wait till the room is almost 

quiet , and, slyly watching me waiting f'or him, uill 

tap his f'oot on the floor or bang his desk loudly• 

While he has become more manageable at schoolx 

this does not seem to have had any carry-over to 

behavior at home. 

This appears to be the emotional development o:r a 



three to four a very unstable 

temperament who has developed behaviour techniques ~o 

bring; him~ desired attentions and concessions. 

Reading Readiness. Tommy's score on the Metropalitan Tes,t 

summary. 

was 8%iie, hia highest attainment was in copying and 

his lowest in sentences. He was not nearly ready ~o 

read,. having an ina<iequate: irocabulary,. little sentence 

skil1 o~ ~emmatical control,. a narro experience 

(with his: sole outs1.de interest intrains.) 

He was not however unconcious o~ the reading; activity 

o!f the class and would listen to simple stories; he 

learned to read his own name and wouJ.d remember 

single specific words from one blackbo,ard reading 

lesson to another and prompt other children. 

Metroplitan Readiness Test. 

sente nces 5%ile. 

Numbers._ l~hle. 

Similarities 20%ile. 

Information 2CY%ile. 

-Vocabulary 3()%ile . 

Co'.Pying 40%ile. 

Total s%11e. 

While educable in a special class Tommy had two 

major handicaps. 

(1) very high emotionality. 

(2) a poor home that was little help to him in 

establishing a more stable adjustment. 

He was far f'rom ready for school work having mental 
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motor and pl~ysical development of under five years . 

,.lthough he wes a problem in the cl&ss , upsettin~ 

formal work and aemanding a great deal of the teacher ' s 

attention ne ~as getting a wider experiential back-

ground tnan at h::)(ne and wes gaining some self- control . 

Ideally he would have been catered for in a kindergar -

ten class . 

re - reading Level . 

Case ... o . 2 . 

Name . Henry . 

age 7 yr~. 6 months . 

Problem . Henr: is & seven -year- old boy who has· ~ompleted 

two ~ears in the in~ant school . The im~ortant charac -
\.-, 

teristics of the case are 

(1) severe speech _etardation. 

(2) strong e!Ilotional stress , vi th rail - biting and 
inger sucking . 

( 3) an I.Q . measurement which must be doubted in view 
of his emotional state . 

Home 0ond it ions . Henry co. es from a sem t -Skilled worker ' s 

home . Tnere are fnur cnildren in the family, a girl 

of nine years who cannot be boihered with Henry , tnen 

Her:ry , then another f·ister of five years , and a baby 

brother of one and a half ye&~s . The mother runs a 

bourding nouse in cramped living quarters in a poor 

city area with only tne streets for pla~ing on . Henry ' s 

father enc0urabes nis boyishness by supplying footballs 
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and cricket bats but nis mother doec too much for him 

and ne is over dependent on her . He spends most of his 

f ree time wandering about t'ne streets alone . 

Developmental Hi s tory . 

Birth and early development appeared normal . 

Henry be [ ~ to wel t at twenty months, was slow 

teething and did not attempt -to talk till after 

two ears; even· then pro sress was slow . A 

plun ket report states that he just missed being 

a cleft palate , and ·has aver• nigh r of to his 

mouth . 

2ducational Historv . 

Pre -School . Henry had n J kindergarten training 

and played with the family in the home environmen t . 

In ...: an t Sci.ool . He entered sch ,)ol at five yeers 

and spent two &nd a half years without pro_ress in 

reading , number or writing and without speaking 

voluntarily at school . He is re orted unhappy 

in this infant class right from tne time be started 

school aLd tnis cuused truancy during the secor. d 

year. 

,oeecn Clinic. Henry spent eighteen months attendin~ 

the spe ech clinic once a week . He did not , chieve 

voluntary s pe eh and was di~char~ed without improve -

ment . E.e was observed taP::ing f reely to pla mates 

in str , et but rarely spoke at school . 
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Special Class . The only resu lt of wo months is 

that he appears hap 'Y in the class , (lfother endorses 

this , ) enjoys games , ph sical education and play 

activities and makes so ne effort to speat wnen ,I 

ba ve tne t im_e to help him. He pla.:s we 11 with other 

young childr en in t ne class but if 1 eft to himse 1 f 

is never lost for something to do . 

to weave and nas completed a belt. 

Physicel CoLu..ition and .fascular Control. 

He hc;s learnea 

The scnool ctoctor reports eyes normal and h 0 alth 

satisfac t ory. 

Henr 1 is a ve r y well - developed seven- ye~r - old , 

physica11~, out of place in an in f ant room . Bis 

motor development is probably between five and 

seven 1 ears; he can 'cick and throw balls and has a 

fair degree of manipulative abilit but his ineer 

control is not very good . He showed a tendenc. to 

left - nandedness in pre - school yeurs and now , while 

usually cnoosing tr.e right nand to draw or aint 

with is liable to use ei tner .hand . 

•1ental Development. 

a vocational guidance office report stated that 

Hen.ry was approximately averac e (his mental ae:e was 

only a few months below his chronological age) but 

accuracy of mecsurement was doubted as his attitvde 

1as negative . Tne Supervisor of Special Classes 

rep0rted that lacl: of confidence and co - operation 
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prevented a mental age estimate . In .. pr il 1948 

he scored a mental age of four years ten months on 

a Binet test with an I . Q. 64. He was di~fident but 

not negative. His answers were one or two vords 

onl,. The scatter of tests was Jide as he _pa$sed 

all at 3: years, 4 a.:t 4 years , 4 at 4:... year~, 2 at 

5 ye&rs and 3 at 6 years. He coula· only repeat 

three. digits and while .getting the meaning of · 

sentences coula not repeat the correct syllables. 

In view of his emotional state an I . ~. esti -

mate could not be considered final . It is uncer-

tain whether he is of low , dull or average intell -

igence tnough I am inclined to thiok he is a dull 

or borderline case. 

Temperament and Behaviour. 

hep.ry bets been a severe case or nail - biting for the 

laRt two years and a bad n~bit of fipger sucking 

pers~sts but has decreased lately. During a 

problem period last year he played truant, and howled, 

sulted or wet the flJor when he was at school or at 

the speech clinic. ~e is a ratcer spoilt cnild 

with a haoit of wail ina for tnin°s ~ntil be gets 

them; mother reports temper tantru~s at nome 

especi~lly when he cannot make himself understood . 

t sch nol hP i8 diw f ident, nervous, restless, and 

solitE.!ry. On one occasion at school ne fled in 

te(rs from a cocjuror's snow, articulsrly at tne 
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presentation Jf u knife , ~n anotner time isfolvea into 

teurs on tne appearance of a new teacner in the clnse room . 

He became very embarrassed a.na blushed furiously wnen he 

tipped over nis cnair durin, a quiet period in sc·hool. 

He ap~ears to be a nienly-strung child of intro-

ve1tive nature witn some emotional stre s based on insec -

uri ty . Tne emotional stress is of such a aegree as to 

definiteiy handicap scnool progresP • 

. e&diness. 

enr"'s score r. the .etrop0lit n rrest was 20,.::,iJe; 

his hi_best attainment in copyinf 75,.:iile . This 

snows nim not read, to read . liis ifficulty was 

poor attentiJn to instructions and poor visual 

e.nalysis oi the material presented . 

~iietropolitan. eadiness 'l1est. 

ILformat ion 10,oile 

Numbers 2 0 1oi le 

S i m il ar i t i e s 2 O 1u il e 

Sentences G ~ile 

CorcYing 75,.,ile 

Total 20,.,ile 

.Suosequent exercises on rebdin readiness material 

confirmed nls poor visual analvsis; he was slower 

to improve on these exercises ·tnan Case No . 1 . 

A comment on nis cpeecb is not out '1f place . He 

wastes no words; any answer that can be given in 

one word is rarely longer . If asked his na~e be 
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ruh Cnristian and surname together very rapidly 

as if tLey ,ver~ one. In (.C,.nswer to three questions 

" vhc.1 t a oes a dog, a cat, a car say·: 11 Henry gave 

"fow" " ow" "beep" all ""ingle S' llables , hereas 

11 0., ny ga.ve 'bow- wow", " e-ow", and "be-beep". He 

frcquentl;y shows an initiel bloc1.in'g as in stammer-

ir _, findtng it hard to get out wnat ne wants to sa 

Sue1mt.ry. 

Intelligence and readi1g readi~ess test r efults 

indicate tn~t enr is a fit pupil for a special 

class pre - reading group . Such test results are to 

be doubted in vi w of 

(a) nis eevere ' spe~ch difficulty, 

(bJ Dis emotional ctate. 

Im rovement in his emotional conoition and speech 

must precede academic le~rning and ne is more likely 

to acnieve these in tne special class wnere he is 

napp? t ,an in tne r inary school where he was most 

unna~py. He has already shown improved adjustments 

in har.dwo~k and phys ical education activities. 
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Bepinn ing Reading Level. 

Case Ko . ~) . 

Ni::.:ne - ""a ·•,e.rd 

~ - 7 yrs. 5 months. 

I. . 85. 

Problem . 

Edward is a dull - normal child who bus had two 

years instruction in an infant claEe without sny 

attainment in rea~ing or number. The cbaracteris -

tics of nis case are 

1. that ne is a mild remedial CLSe with a mental 

a[e of 6 yrs. 4 montns BLd nil attainment in 

read in_, 

2. thut he is a severe oehavi~ur problem. 

Home 0on<1itions. dward comes from an uns' illed worker's 

home. There ere four children in toe famil, , a hal.f -

eister aced 16, a brother (Ca~e 6) aged 9, Edward, 

and a brotner aged 5. The family live in a small 

slum nouse, and tne children are dirty , untidy 

street artibS roamin~ aroun<1 while both mother and 

fa tner are at work. T.he motner, dirty and unkempt 

nersel f f ina s little wron2 with her children but 

both she ana tne atber admit that dward is iffi -

cul t to manage. Tne father oft en tnrasnes h irn but 

cannot reduce nim to tee.rs an he n s run away from 

home for a uay to avoid punishment ~ 
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Developmental History. 

Tnere is little helpful information in this. Birth 

and physical evelopment were norm-al except tnat 

Edward rad an operation for tongue - tie. He walkea 

at 11 montns and tal~ed normally with no speech 

defect. He has hc.,d diphtneria, mea les and mumps • 
• 

Educational Eistorv. 

Pre - school. Ed~ard had no kindergar ten trainin • 

Infant School. He ente~ed scn ol at cive years and 

was ~een to eo , out soon became friendly with a 

badly behaved chil in the class and copied his 

teQper tantrums. When cnanged to nis present school 

after a year ne ~rev unhappy as he was unpopular 

with tne other cnil ~en and tne teacher. In spite 

of efforts to include him in class activities he 

began to hold nimself apart from other chilQren and 

delignt in annoying tr.em. He refused to work witn 

others and time diQ not permit inaivi ual attention. 

S)ecial Class. Transferred three months ago becRuse 

a crowded infant room prevented individual attention 

he still remains a difficult problem . He will not 

do anytning in class that he cannot do well and 

dislikes jJinin in class activities . He is 0nly 

really content wb-::n .he is allowed to do ·.ivhatever he 

want to. Tne slichtest setback or restriction 

will produce a temper outburst in which he retreats 

into a sullen mood, refuses t~ speak, and awaits his 
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op ,or t un it· to sp<bil someone else ' s wor'~ , to break 

th int,S , or to te ar up his boo ... s . In between these 

sullen moods Lnd book- tear ing episode he · nas 

learned to reaa the pre - primer .boo .s but only wi t h 

completel .. indiviaua1 attention. He is a good 

printer but the novelt;· o.: being pruised for this 

soon wore o:rf; rte has a £air lmowled e of money f rom 

outside school activities . 

Pnysica 1 'ond i tion and .. u cular Control . 

The scnool doctor reports him healtny with normal 

e esignt but ~ave some nutritional advice as tne 

children have a very poor diet of pies ana fish and 

chips . 

Ldward has the pn ~i cal ~ppe·rance of a 0 even- year -

old and nas good motor development , e videnced in nis 

~l~y . drill an d printing s kill. 

Mental ~eve lopme n t. 

I nitial testin[' b, tne Supervisor £lave an I.~ . of 83 . 

etested for this caFe stud? he ained a mental a-:e 

of 6 ears 4 montts end an I . Q. of 85 . A.11 

a~ulys s of intelligence test . results sno nJn -

vcrbal attainmen t over seven years , vocabulary under 

seven years and memory failure at six and a half years . 

lbile intelligence is on the borders of normal , sugg -

estiLg that he was not ready for form 1 work wnen ne 

e1 tered ~chool , he should nave begun to Je rn some 

reading by tne beginning of his secocd year at 

school . 
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Tempen ... men t and Behaviour. 

~award is a suller , self - assertive cnild , bu1lying, 

un.sociaole and fearlAes. He has stron~. aggressive 

tendencies and will defy authority. 1l1r1e origins of 

cis bad moods u.re ctiL'icul t to trace but may result 

from experiencin~ f&ilure in echool - work or failure 

to secure some desired attention. 

Reading . 

Test .. iee::ul ts . 

r.:etrooolitan Readine"'S Test. 

Vocabular:y 

Similarities 

In for mat ion 

Sentences 

:[umbers 

Co!Jy ing 
Total 

99,oile 
80,vile 

ford ecogLition Tests 

lame . 

Sc none 11 

Burt 

Vernon 

.1 .. J .E R 

Gates 

Ir1i t ial Score 
~ril 
5.1 ~·rs . 

not eiven 
IT " 
" n 

nil 

Gates ' Jia~nostic Tests. 

ral Reading 6 yrs. 9 months 

Sounds 6 yrs. 9 months 

udi tory Tests - .failed 
completel • 

Retest Score - u ust. 

5 .5 yrs. 

o.5 yrs. 

5.3 yrs. 

under 6 yrs. 

G yrs . 8 mths . 
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Readiners - 1vt1ile t e totul score nas been m elled bv 

aoility in numbers and cop ing , te.·ts involving 

verbal material and visual analysis were inferior. 

This poir.tC" to a verbal ·deficiency (vocabular;u is 

tI'-e lo est score) wbich is of major importance in 

reauin g reaainess. 

~stimate - Ir, . 1.pril Edward had virtually no sight vocabular 

in .ugust ne hba a voca bulary of 50 words R eci ic 

to t he reauing materialb usea. 

lord Attack - He looks at new words ma in_ no atte pt to 

sound tbem and guesses from tny dominant letter or 

from the context. he efinitel favours a visual 

rather tnan en auditory approacn, altnougn nis_ vi...ual 

an lysis is Lot very reliable. 

xamoles of Errors. , LI.u..... for JILL 

Y for I (' ... 
! .u 

IT for Tt!I 

PLAY for H.t~ ,y 

ile sh)uts nn di 'ficnlt words ana reaas ir. a bigh -

pit.cned unnatural voice. Heh· s dif ic lt, with "ed'' 

\ ;ords :.ite 'ju r:e d' c.nd 'pla,•ed' LS he never uses this 

con~truct.ion In hi s speech. · 

lord S~ill - hesitant word for word recdini. 

easor..s for , etid ir...p ..:'ai 1 ure. 

( 1) ILi tit lly r!lent· 1 i:nmaturi tv at school entrance, 

(2) V1:;rbtl inferiority (with)ut speech di ficult ). 
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( v l Stron~ emotionality expressed in self- assertive -

ness anaoefiunce of authority . 

( 4) ..11. benav iour oblem in school as a result of the 

ca.bove fact ors. 

( 5 l pnon ic emphasis •H:!en he naturally favours a 

visual approe.cn . 

(6) programme too steeply graded for bis mental 

level with a verbal no.ndicap . 

Sumr:1ar,Y • 

dward remai s a remedial reading case with a mental 

age of 6:... years and a reading age of 5: years . y 

improvement in this posi tfon ~ill be dependent on 

fewer behaviour upsets , adjustment to group activity 

in tne classr'oo,.'l , ~reater opportunity for verbal 

developmen\ and the continuation of 0 ystematic instruc-

tion in a ~ently greded reading course . 

Be~innin~ eaQina Level . 

Case ro . 4 . 

~ - Leith 

~ - 7 ye rs 7 montns. 

I. . 65 

Problem - after a two - year period iL un infant department 

Keith has been tran2ferred to a special class because 

tne Binet test rates him as feeble - minded . The 

· i ·portant cnaracteristics of his caf.e are 
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1. that ne is reading although both bis 1 .A. and 

re&diness score indicate tnat he is not ready to 

read 

2. thct he nas temperamental instability which 

presents itself aR a defect of attention and dreamy 

diss0ciation rBther tnan as a behavi0ur difficulty. 

Roe Conditions - .tei th's father ie a s::illed work:er and 

he na8 two sisters ae;ed ten and t 1J110 ,·ears. As his 

mot~er could not manage nim an aunt, wno was an ex-

speeial class teac~er, offered to loo~ after Keith . 

Ce lives in a city ·partment house witn his ouardians 

and sees nis family only once or twice a year. 'His 

aunt is very strict with him a~d attempts to force 

the pace of nis learning. There are no other child-

ren and Ke i tn seems lonely and friendle SP. 

few toys or poseessions . 

Developmental Histor: . 

Ee has 

Birth was normal but Keith injured bis spine in a 

fall at two years. At first the doctors considered 

notning wron2 with the child except that he as 

nerv,.: but he is now unaer a c r. iropractor for treat-

ment of a curved spine. I:ei tb began to walk at 

sixteen .months. Tal:ing was normal until three 

years wn~n e stammer developed, but this cleared up 

before ne started school. 
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Educational .,..,.i Sor'~ . 

Pre - School - At four years Leith entered' inder-

garten but during a year sho~Bd little improvement . 

Infant School . e entered one scnool at 5 years 

4 months and efter a year and t hree months trans -

ferrcd to & new school. He began reacting at 6 

years but nis rating on entry to the special class 

was a poor P.l. 

Special Class - Keith as made some sli~ht progress 

in re ad iL§ and number rvarl{ at a first-year pri~ ,er 

level. The otner children do not play ~ith him much 

as ne makes r.imself disliked by wnining or hitting. 

Yet .ae is & bright chn·a and aoes attempt to be. 

friendly. In scnool ne is noisy , &nd his attention 

even in pley activitie 0 is ver brief. For any 

eff ort in i·ormal work be must be given complete 

indivia al attention . 

Pnysical Cor.i.di tion and Motor .Jevelopment. 
C 

The medical report and eye test were both satis -

factory . He is still receiving treatment from tne 

cniropractor . 

:otor devalopment , seems good at a 6 - 7 yea~ level 

but he nas an avl~ward gait with his legs and arms 

swinging out from hi 0 body. Efforts to stand 

straight or sit up are always exaggerated . 

evelonment. 

On the Su~ervisor ' s testing just prior to tni~ 

study Keitn n&d a mental age of 4 years 6 months 
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and fili I.~. of ol. Retested a month later he 

gained an I.Q. of 65. The tests showed only small 

scatt.ering as he passed all at 4£ years, 2 at 5 

years and 1 at 6 years. 

Temperamd'nt end nehaviour. 

Keitn is careless, impulsive, restle~ and unper -

se vering·; attention seems to require a c onsc inue:, 

effort. His reactions are sl0w and he lacks 

initiative. He Ls submissive and dissolves into 

tears if not accepted into a lay group. His 

actions and tnoughts are vague and unconnected; he 

asks the same questions over and over again and ie 

always forgetting or losing tnings. He· stops and 

m&~es a conr ciaus effort to remember before he re -

calls a correct response. He takes pencils or 

pieces of.chalk, stows tnem awa in his desk and 

then cries 'Vben tney are returned to their owners. 

friendly inquiring cnild, wno hae difficul -

ty in associating undrecallint tnings and in direct -

in: nis attention , ne lives a r ther lonely life in 

a world o: adults. 

Re&ding. Test 1esul ts. 
I,1etr6politan . eaainess est. 
Vocabul ery 10,Jile 
entences 20~ile 

tlirnilarities 40,.ile 
Numbers 40~ile 
Copy in~ 60~ile 
Ir..format ion 60,vile 

Total 25,oile 

Uates' Jiagnostic ~ests 
Oral Reading 'i ~rs.3 mthf 
Vocabulary under 7 yrs 
Sounds 7 yrs.5 mth~ 
Blending ? yrs.7 mthf 
Phonograms 7 yrs.l mth 
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Word ~ecoanition Tests. 

N&me. Initial Score Retest Score. 

chonell 5.8 'IS. 5.9 yrs. 

Burt 5.7 yrs. 5 . 9 yrs. 

Verner,. 5.1 yrs. 5.3 yr 

' . . • .I. • 6 yrs. 2 mtns. 6 ;yr s • 1.5 mt.bs. 

Gates 7 y rf:. 1 mth. 7 yrs. 0 mtns. 

!ean rt~acting Progrcsr (in 3 month~) 0 . 9 mtn. 

alysis. 

Readiness . eitn's readin3ss score ust be interpreted in 

the li~nt of nis at.tentional difficulties , but tne 

general impression it gives is that he is not ready 

to read. 

"""stimate . In ..tpril, heith had made nearl a ear's progress 

in reading. During the three . onth s of reaci. ing 

instruction ne maae a further month's pro~ress . 

iord ttack . ~arly training had established a strong phonic 

attack which was used to advantage on two and three-

letter words, and yielded a ni~h score on the .C.E.R. 

test. This phonic attack appeared to be artificial 

as he would 0und a word while looking. away ·rom the 

book, or without relation to the unknown word . 

Examples of ..1;\rtificial Phonic ttack . 
c - u - m for come )obviously ooth words 
w -or - ter for water ) reco6nised by sight 

r - u - n for put 
n - e - st for get 

sounds two familiar 
words. 
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So e confusior~ resulted from the use of visual 

materials and a visual method of word attack, pro -

ducing no progress on either the A.C.E.R. or the 

Gates word recognition tests. He seemed, nowever, 

to have little difficulty in learning -words by sight 

and required fewer repetitions than some of the 

other children • . 

Word Skill. :ile reads word by word skipping and mispronouncing 

Jords, making errors on easy words and ignorine 

meaningless pronunciations. Ee shows an interest in 

boors and stories and a desire t) read. 

~easons for Readin? Success. 

(1) Both intelligence and reading readiness measure-

ments are probably inaccurate due to attentional 

diificulties. 

(2) There is possibly a physical basis to some of 

Keitn 's difficulty since his aissociated reactions are 

distinctive end not typical of other children in the 

class. 

(v) his reading studies nave been carefully super-

vi~ed by his aunt to ensure pro~ress. 

(4) He was quite able to succeed with tne phonic 

method Dy whicn he was taugnt. 

Summary. 1:ei tr. is reading in advance of his mental age 

level. He appears to learn as well b. a visual me thod 

as by a phonic rne thod. Prov idine: tne pace is slow 

and no ill-effects are discerned he should continue 

to benefit from a graded reading course based on 

visual methods. 
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Primer Reaa ing Le vcl. 

Case No . 5. 

Name - Linette 

ge - 9 years 4 months. 

I. (\ . 70. 

Problem. Linette entered a special class after two years 

in an infant school; sne is a fit special class 

pupil wno was transferred early. The important 

caaracteristics of her case are 

(1) tc.e outgrowing of a minor speech defect 

(2) verbal facility ana inferior muscular control 

(3) slight retardation in reading due to lack of 

a s~stematic course. 

Home Conditions. Linetie is a well cared for child from 

a skilled worker 's home of gO'Oa material conditions. 

Sne nas tnree married sisters a~ed 33, 32 and 29 

years wnose scnool attainment was approximately 

Form 2, and one brother still attending technical 

college. The motner takes great care of Linette 

and has recently boarded a tive -year-old child-

:velfare girl, believed to be slow a lso, as a playmate .. 

~very attempt is made to assist Linette to be happy 

and to make the best of ner meagre interests. Discip-

line is aood end unobtrusive. 

Developmental History. lthough birtn was normal Linette was 

the last child of a muon older family. She has had a 

history of illnesses such as measles, mumps and 
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whooping cough , and pneu~onia twice at 1 2 ond 3 

years, the second time developing complications 

resulting in a lung operation. Walking was delayed 

till 21 months and ·talking till after 2 years. 

Speech remained very bad until about six years when 

Linette nad a term at the Speech 'linic. A year 

ago, at 8 years, it was still babyish with odd 

pronunciation o ., vowels. 

Educational History. 

Pre -school - Linette attended kindergarten for one 

term without improvement. 

Infant School - She started school at five years 

but was not nappy ana made no progress. Reading 

and number attair.ment was nil when she entered tbe 

special class and her speech was very poor. 

Special Class - She entered at 7 ye~rs 4 months and 

in two years made one year's progress in reading. 

Her printing is very poor but ner speech has 

improved. During tne two·years prior to this study 

she ned read blackboard storie and a variety of 

~ericen pre - primers , including the ice &nd Jerr 

books " ides and Slides" and "Here and 'rhere." 

Ph;ysical Conai ticm and Motor :)evelopment. Linette is not 

a stron~ cbild. Sne is frequently eway from school 

t..nd a recent medical exa11ination shoved tnrt her 

oilious attac ~s were due to an inability to absorb 

fats. ltbougn she has worn ~lasses for the pest 
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three yearq tne Sneddon Chart revealed ormal 

s i ght without tnem. The eye specialist s t ill 

requires ner to wear them bec&use of a muscular 
1ealmess causing twitcning of the eyes. 

iotor aevelopment may have been nindered by 

frequent illnesses in infancy. It i now about a 

seven year 1 ev el. \ieak eyes , prvor speech , and very 

bad printing all point to poor muscular control. 

,ental Development. Tested prior t? entering a special 

cla s Linette had a mental age of 4 years 9 months 

and an I •• of 66; she was not then read, for 

formal work . Beteeted this y~ar she gained a 

mental age of 6 years 6 months and an r .1. of 70. 

alysis of this Binet test shox1ed vocabulary 8 

years; non-verbal tests 6 years; memory 5 - 52 

years . 

Linette appears to have verbal facility in 

advance of her ~ental age level . 

Temperament and Behaviour. Linette is a neat clean little 

girl witb two contradictory modes of benaviuur . 

She is submissive , timid , slow and diffident lack-

i~g initiative, sny over- dependent and over-docile, 

particularly in the classroom with other children. 

In familiar situations, as in the playground or in 

trams , sne is very self- assertive and demonstrative 

to attract attention though to some extent ehe eeems 

to be outgrowing her noisy clamourir._: "showing-off" 

spells . 
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These two modes of behaviour illustrate both 

withdrawing and assertive forms of compensating 

bebav iour. 

Ree.ding. 

Test -esults . 

Metropolitan Test Results. Gates' Diagnostic Tests. 

Sentences 50,aile Oral Reading 7 yrs. 8 mths. 

Cop;y ing 75r1ile 

Simil ari ties 90,oile 

Information 90;oile 

Vocabulary 90, ... ue 

Numbers 95;tile 

Total 971oile 

Hord ecogni tion Tests 

Vocab . (Binet) 8 " 

Reversals below 6" 

Phrase Reading 6" 

.lord Recognition 
flash 7" 
untimed 7" 

Sounds 

Blending 

Phono;rams 

8 fl 

7 " 

6 " 

Name. April .H.Uf'USt lphabet 
lo1··er case 6 11 

capital 6 " Schonell 6.1 yrs. 6.5 yrs. 

·Burt bs. 6.6 " 
Vernon Abs. 5.8 n 

A..C.E.R. 6 yrs.6mtbs 6 yrs.7.5 

Gates 7 "4. 5 " 7 n 11 

Cates Oral Reading Test 

? :yrs. 8 mths. l s yrs. 

1:ean J_ieading Pr ogre f' s in three 

uditory Tests 1.8" 
2 .6 " 
3. 8 " 
4. 6 11 

mths. 

" 

2 mths. 

months 4.7 months. 

0 " 
5 " 
8 " 

2 " 
1 " 
8 " 

10 " 
11 " 

5 " 
5 TI 

2 " 
6 " 
3 " 
8 " 
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Reading Analysis. 

Readiness. There is no question that Linette is 

ready to read. The comparatively low score on 

copying emphasises ber poor muscular control. 

Estimate. A 300d P.3 reading with a known sieht 

vocabu~ry of 250 words • 

. Word Attack. Linette had made fair progress with 

a phonic method but anything unknown or more than 

four letters was studied inaudibly or refused. 

She now depends on general confiiuration but does 

not gues.s unduly. 

Examples of Errors ride for rode 
money for many 
very for every 
looked for liked. 

She can work out new words from known words using 

her prior knowledge of phonics to advantage. 

Her score on Gates' auditory tests show very 

good blending of sounds in correct sequence and-

skill in giving words with a stated initial sound. 

She has not yet outgrown a reversal tendency 

which is marked. 

Word Skill. She has progressed from pJor word by 

word reading to slow phrase reading. 

Interest. Her interest in reading has increased 

and sr.e takes a pride in reading simple stories to 

tne pre - reading group . 

Comprehension. Progress on th~ reading caIW was 

very slow at first as Linatte could not independently 
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r ead and discover what she had to do . Her compre -

hension of the exercises improved considerably on 

the primer and first reader cards . 

Comments on Reading Progress . 

(1) Linette was admitted to a special class at the 

crucial period when she was ready for a pre - reading 

course . 

( 2) She began to read quite early and achieved con -

siderabE progress being six months behind her mental 

age level . 

(3) ore rapid pr ogress was prevented becsuse read -

ing materials used were not a graded series and 

there was not sufficient carry - over of vocabulary . 

( 4 ) 1iitn verbal facility andquite good auditory 

anal:sis she ~ade fair progress on a phonic method 

but a visual approach appeared to present no difficulty . 

Summary . 

Linette ' s i~ an example of an uncomplicated case; 

she was transferred early , learned to read in the class, 

overcame ner speecn difficulty. had verbal facility 

rather than verbal inferiority , had no strong emotional 

difficulties and was not handicapped by phonic or 

visual metnods . 
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Case Ko . 6 . 

Name - Denzil 
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~ - 9 years 3 months. 

I.(t. 72. 

Problem. Denzil is a boy of dull intelligence who spent 

three years in an infant room o efore he was trans -

ferred to a special class . The important characteris -

tics of his case are -

(1) that he has u verbal deficiency 

(2J tnat ne has practical ability. 

Home Conditions. Denzil comes from an unskilled worker's home. 

·There. are four children in the family, a half-sister 

aged 16, Denzil, a brother aged 7 (Case ~o.3) and a 

brotner aged 5. The family live in a small slum house, 

and the children are dirtv, street arabs roaming around 

while bott mother and father are at work . The mother , 

unkempt herself, finds little wrong with her children . 

Devel~pmental History . Denzil began t~ walk at 13 months but 

failed to talk at all nntil after a throat operation 

at 4~ years. During the pre-school period he had 

measles and coughs and colds. In his first year at 

school he had congestion of the lungs three ti ,nes. 

Educational History. 

Pre - School . Denzil nad no kindergarten training. 

In i ant School. He entered scnool at 5 years and 

attendance at tnis first scnool shows f r equent 
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1944 

224 
400 
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1945 

284 
393 

1946 

159 
257 

He tr~nsferred for a term to his present school 

before being tested for a special class. In 

three years ne did no.t learn to read or gain much 

finger control but absorbed some number experience. 

Special Class. There was little reading pro~ress 

evident in the first year •. At first ne did not seem 

ready to read and nad to spend a great deal of his 

ti~e in social adjustment and experiential play . 

Promoted to reading the simplest books hernade little 

progress. During this year, wr.icn is hiQ second in 

a spectsl class, he has settled ~own very well to 

formal work. His _progress on book-reading was slow 

end uncertain at first but towards the end of the 

second nontn he attacked it witn renewed energy and 

made mone rapid progressr 

Physical Condition and Motor .Development. 

Denzil has never been very strong and is small for 

his age. He has, nowever, had few absences since he 

has been in tne special class. The school doctor 

reports health satisfactory but gave the mother some 

nutritional advice, since the childreri have a very 

poor diet of pies and fish and chips and are subject 

to frequent skin diseases. Eyesight was nor~al. 

In general motor development Denzil is up to 
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eignt yeer norms but his printing is very poor. 

J~ntal Development. When tested for placement in a 

Spee ial Class Denzi 1 was almost 8 years old and 

had a mental age of 6 years. His I.Q. was 76. 

Retested this year he gained a mental age of 6 years 

? months and an I.Q. of ?2. Analysis of the Binet 

test results shows a vocabulary of seven years, non-

verbal a ttainm·en t of e i i: ht years and memory at ta in-

men t of b2 ~years. This suggests a practical ability 

in advance of verbal ability~ 

A single performance test cannot be considered a 

reliable measure of practical intelligence and while 

Denzil scored well on the P~ssalong Test _gaining a 

mental age of 10 years 10 months he failed to score 

above the second hok's Block Design. The high score 

on the Passalong does now~ver suggest th a t he has 

practical ability at least in advance of his verbal 

ability. This is born out in nis classroom work. 

Temperament and Behaviour. A year ago Denzil was very 

assertive and bullying , a re gular little "toughy". 

In scnool ne was careless and unambitious with a 

don't-care ~ttitude. He is much more sociable this 

year sbo 11Jing more effort in his work and more inter-

est in clas s activities. The influence of his younger 

brother who is a behaviour problem (C &se .l
10.3} is not 

good and nas r e sulted in truancy on two occasions, 

but be u~ually sides witn the rest of tne class in 

comdemning Edward's behaviour. 
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Al though he is inclined to be assertive it is 

his carelessness and lack of interest that prove a 

hindrance t~ nis school progress rather tnan his 

anti-social tendencies which he can control. 

Reading. 

Test Results. 

Letro12olitan Test Results. Gates' Diagnostic Tests. 

SimiJarities 70,vile Oral Re ad ing ? yrs. 

Vocabular 901oile Vocab. (Binet) 7 " 

Sentences 90}oile Reversals 8 " 

Information g·o,oile Phrase Perception 6 !I 

Numbers 90,oile Word Recognition 
:B1 lash 6 " 

Copying 99,oile Untir.ied 6 " 
Sounds 7 !I 

Total 95,oil e 
Blending nil 

Auditory Tests 1. 7 yrs. 
2. Tuil 
3 7 yrs. 
4. Nil 

'.lord Recognition Tests. 

2 mths. 

0 " 
3 " 
8 " 

8 " 
7 " 
2 TI 

1 " 
2 " 

~ame . Initial Score etest Score. 

Schonell 6. 0 yrsi. 5.9 yrs. 

Burt 5. 0 yrs. b.O yrs. 

Vernon 0. b yrs. 5.4 yrs. 

--·C. E . R. Abs. 6 yrs. 3 mtns. 

Gates 7 yrs. 1 mth. 7 ;yrs. 6 mths 

Gates' Oral 3eading Test 7 yrs. 2 mths. 7 ~·rs . 5 mths 

cading Progress (in three months) 1.8 months. 
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e ad ing .tilla ly sis. 

Readiness . Denzil is quite ready to read by his score 

on the reactirreso test . 

Estimate . P . 2 reading witn a sie ht vocabulary 0£ under 

a hunarea words . Ee is more than 6 months behind his 

mental age iL reading attainment . 

ford ttc;;;..ck. t first Denzil had no systematic metnod 

of att'ck; nis reaaing errors snowed refusals , 

revers&ls , guesses from c0nfignration, wild guesses, 

anct a few unblended phonic analysis trials . By the 

end of the three month period s0me of the confusion 

and pure guessing e~rors have been eliminated and 

a mor 0 reliable left to right directional attack has 

been established, although reversals are not unknown. 

Configuration is the main guide but he perQists in 

usini a phonic attack by sounding single letters from 

le ·t to right; this is rarel successful as he cannot 

synthesise the sounde. 

~xamples of Errors. cry 
said 

1-i- g-h-t 
1-i- s-t · 
th - a-t 

for carr 
for sad 
for li ght 
for list 
f r that 

( c on f i JZUr at i on ) 
( ff ) 

( single sounds) 
( g iv en as ' w i s' ) 
( II II I at I ) 

A further difficulty in word attack for Denzil is that 

even at the pre-prb1er level he encountered words and 

gram•:rwtical forms wcich ne did not use in his ·every-

day vocabulary and wnicn took special effort to remember 

and pronour~ce . 
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xa mpl eG of Pronunciation Difficulties. · 

jump for jumped 
' prise for .§!fil:prise 

surprise for surpris~ 

and for fill 

,ford kill . Slow word - by - word reacting. This is 

caused partly by his snaky sight vocabulary but 

part 1~, by nervous mannerisms s he j igglee, twists, 

taps his foot , twirls his hair and fiddles in his 

pockets as he reads . 

Reasons for ~eadin~ Difficulty . 

(1) Verbal inferiority , not improved by the poor home 

conditions and unstimulating environment. 

(2) 'Inedeouate readiness instruction immediately foll -

owing entry to compensate for bis verbal handicap and 

achieve interest in reading. 

(3) Lack of a systematic reading cdurse with gently 

graded materials causing no systematic word attack and 

no basic sight vocabulary. 

Summary . Denzil has a dull intelligence and was transferred 

to E, special class while still at the pre-reading stage • 

.Althougn illness and behaviour difficultie8 afford some 

explanation of his failure in the ordinary school the 

slow pace ot reading improvement in the special class 

is due both to a feilure to provide adequate readiness 

instruction , and a failure to provide a systematic 

reauing course. 
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Primer Readir:g Level. 

Case N • 7 . 

Name - Kay 

Afe - 12 years 3 m~nths . 

I. Q. 56. 

Problem - 1:ay is a feeble -mindea girl who cpent 6i years 

in the infants and lower standards a1:-d i year away 

from any schooling before she entered the class . 

The important cnaracteristics of her case are 

(1) that sne is a remedial reading prob~em having 

little attainment in reading ana a mental age of 

6 years 10 months, due to late entry 

(2) that she has a severe visual nandicap with very 

weak eyesight 

(3) that one neurologist has diagnosed her case as 

one of congenital visual aphasia . 

Home vonditions. Kay comes from a clerical worker ' s home. 

~he has an older sister 17 years whose development 

v:JL.S normal. Material conditions of the home are 

_ood and Lay is well - cared for but there is not a 

great deal of affection as far as Kay is concerned. 

Sbe is continually confronted with her older sister ' s 

ac :ievements. The mother shows a nervons concern 

for ~ay which results in overprotection and nagging . 

She requires unquestioning obedience from l.ay vJho 

baE absorbed an attitude of self-criticism and a 

strong sense of guilt . 
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Developmen tal Hi story. Kay had a normal birth, began to 

walk at- 14 months and to talk at 18 months. fall 

from a rocking-horse at 2t years is reported by 

tne chiropractor to have caused a twist of the lower 

spine. Until rec·ently sne has haa. frequent fits 

and nose ~bleeding or vomiting turns. She has always 

been a restless sleeper and has spells of eneuresis. 

Sne appears to have had considerable absence from 

school through illness. 

1941-43 

621 
,80.3 

1944 1945 
r "I 

1946 

282 
404 

19~7 

146 
176 ( then 

left echool) ------------------------
ducational History. 

Pre-dchool. Kay had no kinderearten train in~ . 

Infant School. She began scnool at five years of 

age a?d remained in the inf ·nts or five years. 

Junior School. SLe was t Len pronoted on age to S.l 

but tne only· subject she did above infant level wc1s 

cursiYe writing. On her entry to tne special class 

her reading and number attainments were almoRt nil; 

she could write and copy tning s well. 

~pecial Class . ~fter two terms Kay fits very well 

into the Junior Jlas8 altnough she plays wit11 the 

Senior girls in tl~e playground. 1. c has made eome 

progress in reading and number work but is still well 

below her mental age level. Her attitude is her 

greatest handicap; she is so devoid of confidence 

and ir.itiative that ever learnin=, stemp mu8t be 
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mcue with her ao there is no independent effat if 

the work is not well - kno~n. 

Fh sical ~ondition and ,otor Development. 

The school doctor reports a heal thy physique rnt 

· slight goitre . Her eyesight on the 

very poor even with her lessee. 

Eyes witn glasses 

wi tn )U t glasses 

L 6/12 

L 6/36 

is 

R. 6fo 

.d. 6/24 

Motor development is ~ood with very g')od band and 

finger control but reactions ere slow and sltggish 

due to low intelligence c:..nd diffidence. 

Mental Development . Intelli enc~, tested for this study, 

gave a mental age of o years 10 montns ano ~n I.Q. 

of 56. Six months previously she gained a mental 

ace of 6 yec1rs 8 months and an I.Q. of 66. If tne 

latter is a truer e~timate of ner intelligence then 

ner academic retardation is Greater. Her score on 

tbe lexander battery was too low to eive a mentc.l 

age equivalent on tne norms but on the Passalor.g Test 

~lJne sne g~inea a mental age of 7 years u months. 

There. is, therefore, no evidence o.f marked practical 

abilit but (t ma• have been crampPd by her emoti0nal 

condition. 

Temperament and Benaviour. Kay is a neat, polite little 

girl. . 3ut sne is le tbar'sic and drifts off· into brown 

studies which ma;y be aue to depresi::-ion , day- dreaming 

or list le ssr.e s .... 1n ner social relations s~e is 

difiident apolooet· • c 10 and retiring. In spite of 
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all this she is quietly ambitious; she copies out 

long extracts of books andbrings them to me as 

'home work '. SLe is overdependent and over. docile. 

~o brigcten her lonely life she romances about 

imaginary fri cr.ds and invents stories that will 

impress t ose around her . ccord ing to her she has 

a birtnday al ost every month and her mother is always 

going off to hospital. 

Kay is intensely timid and unsure of herself and 

appears emotionally insecure. This is partly due to 

home conditions but is also d~e to continued failure 

over u very long period at school. 

Reading. . 

Test esul ts. 

.~e tro:eol i tan Readiness Test 

Sentences 40,vile 

Simil ari t :i e s 501oi le 

Voc&oulary ? 5,vile 

Ii.formation 75,vile 

Tumber · 80,.,ile 

Copying g.., ile 

Total 841oi le 

~ord Heco nition Tests 

Nt me . ll..pril. UL7USt • 

chonel 5.9 yrs. t). 6 yrs. 
Burt l) .1 yrs. 6.5 yrs. 
Verr:.on 5.4 yrs. 5.9 y.rs. 
..h. 0 • ...., • R • b yrs.2 mtns. 

Gates' Dia,,znost ic Tests. 

Oral Ree.ding 7 yrs. 5 

Vocab.(Binet) 7 yrs. 0 

Reversals l',0 score 

Phrase 1-teading 6 

-lord ~ ecogni ti on 
Flash G 11 

Untimed G 11 

Sounds 

lphabet 

P.conograms 

udit r Test 

8 " 
G" 

7 " 
1.9 " 
2.7 " 
3 .7 " 
4.8 " 

rs. 

0 

9 

2 

4 
8 
4 
0 

9 
9 

8 

I 6 yrs.7.5 mtns. 
Gates b yrs. • 5 mtns • 

I 7 ;/rs.7 rntns. 

mths. 

" 

mths. 

n 

" 
" . 
TI 

" 
" ,, 
TI 

TI 
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Gates Or 1 eBoing Test April .Auaust 

7 yrs. 5 mths. 8 yrs. O mths. 

vean Ree.ding Prot-ress ( in three moLtns) 7 montns. 

~alysis. 

e&diness. tno~~n ~ay is reauy to read her score . 
is Lot as nigh as some of tne younger cnildren and 

suggests that sne might have greater difficulty in 

le~rning to read. 

~stimate . Kay has progressed from a poor I . 2 level 

ot reading witn a very small si tt vocabulary to a 

good P.3 level with a oasic voc·bulary of 250 words. 

ford At taci:. /hen first tested ~ay ' s lack of a 

systematic method of attack was a major difficulty. 

She omitted or refused un .±.'amiliar vnrds, reversal 

tendency was high, and attack by the intitial letter 

ignored. Not only nas the reversal tendency been 

reduce and 9orrect direction~l attack established 

during tne 1 st three months out also Kay has devel -

opeo a sJllabic attack. 

Examples of syllabic attack. 

bl - ack 

t old 

for olack 

for tnings 

:r'or told 

She still guesses from configuration an eounds 

some words by single letters but the foundation of 

a syllabic attack bas been laid. 
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lord Skill . eading is very cureful but phrasing 

is eveloping. Lay is not very confident when 

attacking Lew words but once she is told a word 

has aver. good memory for it and uses context 

clues to advantage. 

ReEsons for ReadiLg Retardation . 

(1) Kay was left far too long in the ordinary 

school without recognition of her difficulties. 

(2) She had frequent absences and weak eyesight 

as handicaps ln addition to lov inte·lligence . 

(3) She absorbed an attitude of self- criticism 

from ner nome enviroLment and a strong sense of 

in 'eriori ty from ner scLool failure, wnich created 

an emoti0nal nanaicap making rem~dial instruction 

c:..ll t11e more difficult. 

Summary. Lay is an example of a low in te 11 i gene e girl left 

far too long in the orQiliary scnool . Her learning 

in tne special clas.· .nas proceeded at an accelerated 

rate es she w&s a remedial case on entry. He~ 

self-confidence will be not so easily restored. 
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Lower Standard needing. 

Case l\o . 8. 

Name - Donald. 

~ - J yrs. 5 montns. 

I.Q. 69. 

Problem. Donald was trunsferred to a special class after 

tnree years in the infant school. r:'he important 

characteristics of his case are 

(l} that he has physical handicaps of cleft-palate 

and hare-lip and slight deafness, and tnerefore very 

poor speecn. 

(2) that he nas made very good progress in reading, 

number, writin~ and spelling, all up to or in advance 

o! ~is mental age level. 

Home C:or:ctitions. Donald cones from a se i-stillea rnrker'c-

home. :a:e ·is one of ten cr1ildren m ... d is the second 

to youngest •. Tne ages are 23, 22, 21, 19, 17, 16, 

14, 11, Donald, and 4 ye5rs. The material conditions 

o the home are very poor ; Donald comes to scnool 

ver~· dirty and .hL teeth are reported by tne nurf'e 

to be in h snockin 5 condition a ne has never been 

to the clinic. I hcve never met eitner parent and 

Doncld rarelv mentions tnem, but my impression is 

that he is quite nappy at home but is left more or 

less to his own resources f')r ... 1 7' <..i.nd entertainment. 
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:Uevelopmen tal His.tor;v. 

onald was born witb a hare-lip and cleft palate . 

He has hhd two repair operations on tnis . He had 

diphtheria at one ye~r and measle8 and whoopin: 

cough at two ears. ~e began to walk about 14 

months and to speak after 2 yeQrs . His speech as 

very qu iclr and not una erst andabl e . ... t er i. is last 

cleft-palate operation .the Doctor said she doubted 

if his s_peech muld ever be plain . 

ducational Ristory . 

re - School . Donald had no kindergartentraining. 

Infu. t Sctool . He oeian scnool at 5 year and spent 

3 ye~rs in the infants after which he was transf0rr -

eJ to tne special class so that he could attend the 

speech clinic . Hie reeding, number and printing 

were about P . 2 staLdard . It wa~ his speecc defect 

rather than his poor wor, or oehoviour tnat cGused 

his recommendation for the. special clae8 . 

Special vlass . fter five terms in this cla 0 s ~onald 

tus a :ood all --round S . 1 attainment . He wor}~ 0 with 

the top groups in reading , number , spelling and 

cursive writing . His speech is still difficult to 

understcnd but ne has such a ·happy nature that he ie 

never upset if he c&nnot make himself clear. He is 

a good steady worker; he tries hard , works vithout 

supervision and iR more independent in his work than 

anyone else in the class . 
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Physical Condition and Llotor ~evelopment . 

The sc.nool doc tor g c.1.ve the par.ents nutritional 

advice and also exercises for posture . Eyesight 

Wb s n orrnal • 

Don~ld is small for his age; he loots about seven 

or eight ye~rs old . His motor development is very 

good end be plays football und cricket witb the 

nor~al school children. His printin~ was excellent 

and he is learning the script forms for writing. 

~ntal Development . Donald was tested initially by a 

V)catiorial uidance psycn~logist , for the speech 

clinic . His I . Q. then was given as 69 . In view 

of his work I doubted this rating and was very sur-

prised to find in testing him a ear later for this 

stud;y that he gained a merAtal age of 6 years 6 months 

and an I.Q . of 69. Testing the secondtime was 

especiall careful with the vocabular~, test given 

twice, once on either side of thechild to see if 

hearing affected the score, but it did not appear to 

do so . Speech was little handicap in evaluating his 

replies to the vari us tests. 

An analysis of the ~inet results g ives a vocab -

ulary of seven years and a memory score of? years • 

.E1ailurc on tests involving verbal comprehe sion Quch 

as similarities, comprehension and analogies at the 

? year level w&s responsible for reducing the total 

score . 
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Tte Alexander Battery was given but although 

a mental .age of 9 yrs. 10 mths. was gained on the 

Passalong Test alone Donald failed to ~et past the 

initial K•)k ' s Block .Jesign Test and could not score 

on the entire batter~ norms. 
' These contradictions in test results and in 

attainment are difficult to interpret. It seems 
.. 

to me that a mental age ratin~ of about 7 years 

would be fairly true for Donald wi t h pructical 

ability in advance of that but that he may lag 

behind 7 years in verbal comprehension because his 

own limited verbal expression retards the develop-

ment of verbal concepts. 

Temperament and Bebaviour. 

Donald has a very happy nature. He is quiet and 

polite, sub. i ss i ve, careful, persist en1ta.nd energetic. 

A little self-conscious about his speech defect at 

first ne is now very friendly and sociable with the 

other children. He has spells of teasing other child-

ren in a good -nature d w&y but th,..se do not affect his 

work . He is a cheerful 6nd i~dustrious pupil. 

Read in". 

Test Results. 
Metropolitan ReactinePS Test. 

Information 7C,oile 
Sentences 75~ile 
Similarities 90~ile 
Vocabulary 90,J ilc 
Copying 95,.,ile 
.. :umber 9 7,vi le 

· Total 981vile 

Cates' Dia nostic ~estP. 
Oral Reading 8 jrs. 8 mths. 

Vocab. (Binet) 7 " 

.{ eversals 8 11 

0 

3 

fl 

!I 

(contd.- over 
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' fora • eco,;;nition Tests. Cntes uia~nostic Tests (contd.) 

PbraE"e Reading 
rame. Qril. ~1.ugust. 

9 yrs. 2 rntbs 

·'ford Recognition 
Schonel1 7.2 yrs 7.6 yrs. :inash 8 " 6 !l 

Unt imed 8 n 0 
,, 

Burt 7 yrs. 7.5 yrs. 
lphabe t 

Verno:1 . a 
t) • ., yrs 7.3 yrs. Capital 6 II 8 II 

1ov,e r case 6 " 9 !! 

.C.E • .:1 . 7 yrs. 7 yrs. 

Gates 8 yrs. 
1 mth. 

1.5 mths. ounds 

8 yrs. Blending 
8 . 9 mtbs. 

?non6grams 

uditory Tests 1. 
2. 
'7. ._, . 
4 . 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

!! 1 " 
" G II 

" 5 n 

" 7 !! 

Nil 
n 8 n 

r il. 
Gates Oral ne ding 

, April. j ugust . 
b vrs. 8 mths. 9 yrs. 2 mtns. 

~eLn ... e ding Pro·rees {in three monthsd 5 months • 

.Bcadin AL ... alysis. 

Readiness - Excellent score but poorest att_aiLment 

in the most complex verb&l material. in "Information" 

and "SentenceA.l' 

stimate - DoL ld had a good P.4 readin ~ attainment 

~it h f luent reading but little method ~f attacking 

new worct 0 • During three months insfruction re ding 

skill h3S increased considerably with an improvement 

in visual e.nalysis of unknown words • 

.lord. .al. •sis. Donald nas alw[ •s ignored .b.c:.iri. i c 

iLs truction ... dreads by rapid sight recognition. 

His phonic ability on tne Diagnostic Tests was about 
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1 2 years beh i nd his rea ing skill nd two ye8ll." S 

benind his phra e readir-g skill. He could not be 

expected to learn the sounds he cannot pronounce . 

Ir.i: his speecn & word consists of the vowels aniian 

attempt at one or two consonants; he distinguishes 

between words by tne cyllableu End his speech nas 

always been rapid. Tnerefore, at first , he learnt 

eac~ word as a sin 0 le respo~se and nad no method 

otner t. >1::..n con text ?De ssiLg :::·or fine1 ing out new 

words. No'.\' , hem ever, from his Imo ;vn Sii.h t vocab -

ulary and the black - board reaclir.g responses ')f 

otLer cnildren he is gaining so e idea of syllabic 

or phonogram division of words. 

·Examples of Syllabic Division in rrors . 

be - war 
sheep 
be -came 
ner-vous 

for beware 
for chepnerd 
for because 
for nurse 

Hi~ acc~lerated progress during tne three months 

instruction was probable due to t.helsuitabillty of 

the visual method and material used . 

Donald is difficult to test on a word re oo~nition 

test. Since his speecn is so poor tne onl check 

to his coLtinuous reading is to follow the book 

closely tl.Ild make ni u rep at any word which he may 

be misreadin0 • This is relatively easy with con -

text clues . However when he reads single words i'n 

a word recoenition test he guesses quickly without 
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much analysis , and it is im ossible to determine 

whether ne ilas le ft out anz,1 cons on ants ana syll -

ables. If his response is in doubt I ask him to 

give me a sentence witn the work in as a check ; 

this is usuall;y sufficient to mark nis response as 

rizht or wrone . 

lord Skill . R pid ph~a.e reading inclined at 

times to be too qu:bk and superficial . Donald 

reads rapidly skipping and mispronouncin~ words 

and usuall;y t?i ve s tne wroL:;? word fast and proceeds . 

Coillprehension . He works ver well on the vorkbook 

exercises ne nas been doing. rle reads library 

boots for pleasure . His comprehension from the 

written word ap ear as Jood as nis comprehension 

from tne spoken word . 

Comments on Reading Pro0 ress . 

In under two years in the special class Donald has 

made about two years progress in reading . This fr2s 

be en ue to 

(1) his temperamental stability and bis interest in 

sch '.)01 work 

(2) the suitability of the visual materials used 

to his natural method of learning . (.Although 

no basic series was used la t year Donald read 

various books from several ~unerican series.) 
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ummary . 

Donald ' s is an interesting case ot an apparently 

feeble - minded chila, transferred to a special class 

at eight years, whose all - round academic pro ress 

and social adjustment have been so ~ood that he ~ay 

be traneferred oack to normal S . 2 class next year . 

His severe speecn efect has-. nad a cramping effect 

on the development of his mental abi~ity since both 

auditory and expressive aspects of speech are handi -

capped . Some slight acceleration in tested mental 

ability might occur as experience is widened by 

visual verbal experience in reading . 

Lower Standard eading . 

Case Lo . 9 

Name - Ken 

~ - 12 years 8 ~~nths . 

I.Q. b6. 

Problem . Ken is a feebleminaed boy who did not enter 

tne class uniil he was 11~ years old. He is a ~ood 

reader for his mental age but the special features 

of his case are 

(l} tnat he has very very , poor muscular control 

(2) tnat ne is excessively ti~ia and lacking in 

con.zi a enc e, · nd 

(~) thatfas a result of (1) &nd (2) be nas a 

persistent stammer. 
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Homr, GoLd it i·ons. 

Ken ' s father is a skilled wor~er. He is tne only 

cnila, and lives in a household of older people 

inc lud irig both parents end grandparents. The 

muteri~l conaitions of the nome Ere good. Tne 

fatner is deaf and appears to have little to do 

with Ken, so that his motner is hie favourite parent. 

She bus done too much for him for too long ma' ing 

him overdependent. For a long period she brought 

hi~ to scnool ever aay and 'till dre ·sed bim at 

11 2 years, but she now goes out to work Gnd Ken has 

to depend more on his own resources. 

Developmcnta~ ~istory. 

fter a normal birth i-en showed very slow develop-

ment, und aid not walk till after two years. Not 

until tnre e years d ia. ne mate any attempt to talk 

and tnen he began to stamffier. .S:is _progress in 

epeecn· development·WGS very slow. He has not ncd 

!IlUch medical L. ttentior except for.his frequent 

attac~s )f bronchitis. 

Eaucational History. 

Pre-Scnool. £en nad no kindergarten training. 

Infcnt Scnool. He entered school at five years 

~nd spent 4~ years in the inf&nts. 

,;"ur..ior School. Two further ears 'Jere spent ir. S.l. 

w11ere .1~en be [?. ar. to read, w1~en he was bout . 9 ... years 

to 10 years. 
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Special Ola s . Transferred at 11 years G months Ken 

~as a sny, babyish boy with a protlounced stummer . 

Eis readiLe was a poor S . l., rintinf very baaly 

formed bDd number P.2. .a:e was VP dependent and 

his mother orou;:t him to scnool every d His 

reac L.t is no''J still onl... . 1 , bis .unber work and 

priLtin_ verM poor , and muscular control wea~. 

But ne is more independent ano brings nim~~lf to 

sehool. 

Physical Uorditior a."W .• otor . .Jevelopment . .1~en is almost 

normal for his age in ~nys ic a l pr oporti ons. He is 

n ot ver~, ne ·-.1 tr.y end is frequently away from scnool 

with bronnnial or bilious trouble. The doctor ' s 

report tnis year w2s s tisfcJctor;v u.nd eyesight "a 

normal . 

HoNe~er, ~eL does ~ot impress one as a twelve 

".J'ee.r olu becau e of n ie ver:,, ver•,, poor muse 'lar 

control . He caLnot hop on ~ne foot 0r jump over a 

six inch re> e, (ne steps over it.} ·fo c a: not ttr o~ 

or catc.r. balls ver/ Jell and has an e ward gait. Hi... 

~ri~tin~ is almost illegible and any hand or finger 

movements are made very rapidly. Ken does not seem 

able to slow down ni response or to analyse it for 

direction or exte~t of movement. His motor develop-

ffieLt is benind his mental development beiLg about a. 

6 - 7 year level . It has apparently alway8 been 
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slow cQusing late valrin~ and t~lking , making nim 

even more dependent t11an other feeblemindod children , 

an.a affecting the growth of spatial and number con~ 

cepts . i drawing is very rimitive; he failed 

oL t he Binet p ictu1·e co!!lpletion at the five yeLr 

level &nd hi c drawing of a man had a nead end lees , 

no body , and tne arms attached to the head just below 

t ·.e ears . 

11,ental evelopment. First tested during 1944 Ken t:ained an 

I.Q. of 60 but 1 ms D'Jt trans "er·red until three .·ears 

later . ~11::!tested tnis ·ear he gcined a mental aae of 

7 years 1 month c.I).d an I. . . of 5G. Anal;ysis of this 

result ives a vocabul':I'Y of 7 - 8 years , a me mor , o 

b years and non - ve r bal ability ~f 6~ years . KeL 

faile d to make a significant score on tne Alexander 

Battery , witn only two tests on tee P&SSQlon te 0 t 

successfully c'Jwpleted . 

Results inaicate that len is definitely feeble -

minaed with verbc,l f acility in advance of bis prac -

tical ability. 

Temperament and Behaviour . Ker is a nebt , _polite boy with 

loud, stammering speech but a nigh degree of vocab -

ular~ facility for his mental age . He is very 

nervous , aiffident and retirin~ . especiall1 in the 

pla~,ground where he never plays with any 'Jne n0t in 

his 01~ claP~. He is submi ssive , lacks any initiative , 

is ver, rc)or in constructivenees c.nd 0 eerns to be 
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contented 1J i tn monotony . ,fhile he rnula rather 

pla:· alone than rur. tne risk 0f h·eing teased or 

bullied he is a sociable , friendly and co- operative 

child wi tn those whcs e friendship he can be sure. 0.: . 
Ho is very excitable and easiln depressed . His 

stammer increases if his worl::: is criticised , and 

ap pears to be as2ociated with general lack of self -

confidence rather Lh&n any particular emotional 

situation. 

Read in· • 

Test Results . 

etropolitan .e&diness Test. Gates ' ~iagnostio Tests . 

Sentences 20~ile 
Simil~rities 40~ile 
Co~ying 70~ile 

Oral ead ing 

VocL.b . (Binet) 

8 yrs. 9 mths . 

7 - 8 years 
lmmbers 8 ,oile 
Vocab1 1 Ery 95,oile . deversals 9 yrs. 4 mthEl • 
ILformation 99eile ""'T,._o_,t __ a __ l ____ ..,,7'""5,...,o_i,...l_e_ 

Word Reco~nitiJn Tests . 

Kame. April . Au,rnst . 

Pbr·se Perception 9" 

/or d e co on it ion • 
1!1lash 8 11 

Untirned 8 IT 

Scb one 11 7 . 6yrs . 7.5 yrs . Syllables 7 IT 

Burt 6 . 7 " 7 . o " Phonograms 

Vernon 6 . 9 u 7 . ;:::, '' Blends 

A . c • ....; •• 7 yrs . 7 yrs . Sounds 
5 mths. 7 . 5 mtns . 

Cates 8 rs . 8 yrs . 
.t1..li:)babe t - vapi t al 

Lower Case 
8 mtns . 9 . 2 mths. 

7 II 

7 '1 

7 1T 

6 " 
7 " 

2 

3 
2 

7 

• 7 

6 

4 

8 
1 

Gates ' Or 1 ~1.e ad ing 
'uditor, Tests 

1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 

8 " 10 
8 yrs . l 9 yrs . 

9 mtns . 1 mth . 
7 " 8 
8 IT Q 
~il. 

Uean Pro~ress (in three months) 

" 

" 
" 
ll 

" 

" 
,, 
II 

" 
II 

" 
" 
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Reading 1 ,aly sis. 

e dir..es3 . .d.l ttough .. :en ' s score shows him read,, to 

re~d it ie not very hifh consiaeripg his reading 

ability. The low score on "Sentences" (compare d. 

with a nign score on "'Information") CH:i" hnve been 

an uccident or may have resulted from too rapid e 

response with~ut attention to the whole sentence . 

stimate . §air S . l. reading, meaningful and cle0r; 

reading simple stories for pleasure , ar.d reads 

stories to anyone in the room . 

ford Attack . ' vhile Ken bes acquired single - letter 

Dh0nic asBociations ae has also pic~ed up so,e 

alphabet analysis from his mother ' s attempts to 

help him at h0llie. te rarel 1 attempts analvsis of 

words bo ever and usually depends on tne context or 

~aneral confi~uration to help him; he reads or, 

filling in the gaps himself if he cLnLot read a 

word. his natural response is a rapid one to the 

v,bole word . rrh is lack of at tac 1r ms, however , a 

nandicap to further pro 6'Tess ana one of his chief 

gains auring the three montns instruction was 

greater confidence in analysing words, reducin~ the 

number of words he refused to attempt . He will get 

a "Ord ::>f f&mil iar wora - elemer, t s by syllabic 

analysis . 
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X mr2les of Errors in ~,Yllabic .ill.al:, sis. 

far - well fnr farewell 

elon~- together for · 1 toge t.ber 

twi - st - er for twisted 

c.r-ven - ture for adventure 

but wilt lopse into single letter phonic anal~sis or 

alpnubetic attac k at times . 

Nord Skill. By a rapid whole word method Ken h~s 

developed u fluent reading abilit·, with eood phrasine 

end correct expreesi~n to cich his stammer is little 

handicap . 

Comorehension. 3 is comprenension of stories read is 

fairly good, aidin nim in context : uessing but when 

the writ t en material presents a problem to be solved , 
0 in the workbook: exercises Ken is much slower than · 

his workmate, Case No . 8 . 

Corn.:ien t s on Re ad in~ "r c.i re s R. In spite of his late entry 

to a special class £en •vc:....s not a remedial r-eadirrg case 

on entry • . His mental age at th t time was about 

6~ yeurs &r.d ~s h h&d gained so~e react ing faci1ity 

in tne orainary school ne was not fr behind nis mental 

aee. owever his stay in tte ordinar, scnool h~d 

incre "' sed his timiditL and lessened tne time left for 

soci&l adjustment and the estlblish ent of confidence . 

Recdinc attai1ment could probabl~ have been hi~ner bad 

as stematic nourse have oeen be•un earlier . 
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.Sum 1ary . l'.:en is a feeblemin ed b oy whose delayed entry 

to a speci~l clavs did not affect his reading att&in -

ment _reatl;y but whose yoor muscular control and 

extreme timidil' shJUld have received individual 

attention earlier . 

Severe rletarda tion. 

Caf'e ;\o . 10 . 

Na.ne - Roye e . 

~ - 12 years 5 ·nor tn s • 

. l..=.__ . 91. 

Problem . rtoyce is a C ila of low normal i .1.te lli_ence who 

failed to ~ke much pro5 ress during 5 2 years at 

rcnool and 2 years in a special class . Spee ial 

features of his case are 

(1) General backwerdness of ull academic wor k 

(2) Specific difficulty witn reading 

( 0) .l;o verbal in fer iori ty i:u. spe a ting or compre -
hend inc . 

~o~e Conditions . Royce co~es ~rom a skilled worker ' s home . 

Tnere are :ive children . a borther about 15 years . 

~ o;yce , a t.irl 9 years, a boy 8 years an.d a girl 4 

~c~rs . ~11 but oyce in norm~l claDses . Tee children 

nave chani:;ed ~c.Jol twice because of parent 1 differ -

ences with teachers . The material conditions of 

tne·tome are feir , '1Vilb not much mone, to spare . 

The children are frequently punished severely for 

!Ilinor offences app&ently in temper or annoyance . 
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Royce has managed to do notni~g for some ears at 

sci'~ ool without muon concern at home al though his 

mot.r.er is at last insistiLg on some results. 

~evelopment 1 Histor~. s nis r.1other burnt the information 

eneets sent to her I have no record of this but, 

since o ce h~s ~n exceptionilly hich intelligence 

for a speciul cless cnild, it is fairly ~afe to 

assume tnat his age of speaking, 1\/alking etc., tended 

to be noraial. 

Educetjonal Historv. 

Pre - School. Ro ... c e did not at tend a rind er art en . 

Frimar,, School. He entered school at 5 years end 

socnt four ye8rs in the infant room . fter two 

,e~re in S . l . he was trLJnsferred to a 0 pec i el cla~s 

(with a tested I. Q. of d'±). 

Special Class . He entered at 11 year s after G 

~,ears in tne ordinc....ry scbool . · t first he was 

reported weLl - adjusted soci~lly but his uttitude 

to school work was poor and. ne was wor'~ine below 

capacity. At entrunce 1 is attainments were - P. l . 

ree.dinL , P . • nur. ber, S . 1 writing , S . 2. nandwork . 

He was then tbree e&rs oeqind nis mental age in 

readin- attainment, calculated on nis initial I . Q. 

score. 

A~ter two ears in tne special class nis ratings 

are P. 4. - S.l readinz: S. l 

S . 5 handwork aLd woodwork. 

2 arithmPtic ; S. 3 writin~; 

He is excellent at games 
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und is the half-back in the school rugbv team. 

Physical Condition ard ,~otor Development. The school 

doctor reports healtn and eyes satisfactor. but 

gave the mother nutritional advice as .oyce ir very 

snall ror his age being more like a ten year old. 

I1otor developr.1ent is quite normal as hand -writing 

and sports' ability indicote. 

[ental Jevelopment. Tested at 10 years 4 months Royce 

gained ·a mental af'e of' 8 years t3 months and an I.Q. 

of 84. His readin~ retardation w~s so pronounced 

tnat ne was recommenaed for the Special Claes. 

Retested this year h~ eained a mental age of 11 years 

4 mont.s and. an I.~. of 91. In tnis Binet test Royce 

pcssed all tne ~ y.ear old tepts and then failed one 
• or more at cage age level until tne 14 year level when 

he passed only one test. If , no 1•,e v er , t e s t s in v o 1 v -

irig reading oeyona nis attainment level are discaun ea 

he passed all the 10 year tests and still failed five 

of tne 11 year tests; then he passed 4 of the 12 

year tests &nd 4 of the tnirteen year tests. .Analy -

sis of ir.dividual test results sho'"J e vocabnlar•· o 

12 year~; non-verbal rating of Superior dult· I; and 

memory rating of under 10 ears as he failed on memory 

teQts involvin2 words, numbers and dePi~ns. 

His mental age on the lexander Bat ter,y was 12 

yeirs 6 months and ,is practical quotient 100, 
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stimate P . ,1 - S . l re&ding; about 2 years progress in 

7 ye~rs at scnool; 4 2 years retarded in reading. 

oyce h~d developed coLtext guessing 

to excess; he eue~sect so freely tnat the ~umber 

of errors \'V..:.S enorm Jrt~ and al nost no metb od of word 

m.alysis was employed . This was an intelligent 

device to cover reading failure. It resulted in 

c·or:7USi')nS anrl_ reversals becau"'e o a babi t of 

,atchir.g for dominant letters without regard to 

directionLl attac{. If he realised ~rom the senRe 

of the story that he hQd made a mistake he sounded 

a word out oy .sin~le letters . e requently si:ips 

u short word to study a more difficult one and 

reads·regardle~s of punctuation or even breaks be -

t "een 1ords ( l&r~ely beci:.use of context guel:?sing) • 

.w,;.am1Jles at Context Guessin • 

begin for 
beg i1 for 
Tne next night for 
Tne snoema 1rnr for 
T.ere Nas nothiL0 

be llad 
be made 
One ni ht 
Tne old shoemaker 

for fhey saw Il')thing. 

urin the lest three months the. amount of 

conte:xt evessing has been reduced ?3-nd unJ.rno n words 

are anal sea from left to rifht rather than oossed 

or refused . oyce still guesses from the encral 

confif uration of words (e .g . sometimes for some t hing) 

and begins so ndin§: some letters correctly and eue 0 s -
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ing the r~st (e . g . exnlaining for explorer) but 

sounaed and read corrAc t 1 "luncr..eon," 11 t·visted , " 

"ditch , " "friendly," " beginning . " Hi ... sounding 

is very slow and based on phonogrc:.ms and single 

letters rc.t.her thL.n on syllables . His Dia"'nostic 

tests show considerable auditor and phor.ic ability 

and he has been allowed to persist with phonic 
.. 

analysis since ~nis ·frames a check against context 

gue~sing . He has strengthened his sight vocabulary 

con"'iderably . 

1ford Skill . 'lord. by word readin.::, hesitant , with 

much repetition 1:1.nd retression . 

Comprehension . Tnis is very good both in problem 

tasks snc h as workboo': exercises and in stories read . 

Inter est. oyce does not read books for ple sure but 

he enj0?S listenine to others read ti:em. Pr ogre!? si on 

from boot t book in the reading course is a stimula -

t i on t J e f for t . 

Reb ons for ~eanin:, B1ailure . • Prior to entry to a spc~ial 

c l&ss reasons for failul'e in .Loyce ' s case were prob -

ably (1) a short and long term memory difficulty 
effecting all subjects but reeding partic -
ularly 

(2 Ja lazy but chee r ful disposition which helped 
him to get awa witn doinf nothing without 
being a nuisance . 

little pro eress was mad& after transfer 

to a special class 

( 1) oecc.tuse Royce wcs three to four ears returd-
ed already in readinb skill 
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because there was no s stematic praded 
course of instruction and he was__, allowed 
t o flounde r alon_ with S . l j~urnal prac -
tising his bad r eading nabits . 

Summary . Hoyce is t..n example of a normal in te 11 i...:,ence 

c ild with botn verbal and prc:1ctical ability but 

with a specific mental disLbility , probably in 

.emory. Since ~is intelligence WbS normal one 

could not expect nis transfer to have been made 
' eurli ,r but teacnin~ tecbniques were quite inade -

quate to deal v,·i th n.is remeu.ial case once he 

entered the cl ae b . 

Severe Betardation . 

Case .. o . 11 . 

Na!Tie - Brian . 

ge 11 yrs . 5 months . 

r. C 82 . 

Pr oblem . Brian is a dull child with a ~igh practical 

intelligence who eTitered a special class early 

after t ;vo years in tne infants . 

teriatics of tnis c~se are 

Impcr tant cbarac -

(1) superior practical ability with a practical 

quotient of 113. 

( 2) t ree snd a half years read in..: r etardation 

in spite of early trun 'fer . 

Home Gonditions . Briar ' s fath,er is a farm manager . He 

i~ tne elaest child of 4 children , with a sister 

7 years, a brother 0 years , ana a baby sister 2 months 
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old. The nome ic:- clean , und the am.il;y well - area 

for but the living quurters are rather cramped I 

have nad no contact with the mother but Brian s 

cc:::-istuntl · with his father who tci:::eP him sbootr.g, 

trappinc and campir:g. l!ather ,. 001.vinced by Bran's 

outdoor activities that he is narmaJ , is appal ed at 

his inability to read and write and blames the scn 01. 

and teachers for f ors a kinz the alphabetic and pe 11 ing 

~ethods b~1 wnich he ms taught • 

.Jeveloumen ta:l History. Tnis appears to be nearly no:!nal 

as tnere was little or no sickness or accident and 

he alked at 1 year. Ttere was a slight retadation 

of' Ppeech cm he .did not begin to talk till 2 yars and 

1~ i s s p e e c n was n o t c 1 ear un t i 1 a f t er five y e ar • 

Education&! Historv . 

Pre - School. Brian he d no 'cindergarten trs.inin. 

L~fwit Scnool . He cnanged irif&r:t classes c te his 

f irst four months at school where , acccirding t his 

fat?er, he began to learn readtng by a spellin method . 

}or ar.~tner year and a half he joined a sec~~dinfunt 

cl~~u LLd ~roceeded to read by a phonic ~ethod He 

was then transferred to the special class and as been 

the,.: e .for 3 year e w i t n three differ en t t e ache r • t 

the ti~e of trensfer his t'peecb was nervous an hesi-

tant; re&ding nil; number . 2; muscular conrol 

very fair and r,3.ndwork .fc..ir. Re was 0 low to ·eact 

and bad little confiaence in himself . t tnistLe 



he W8.S just under· a :nental 'ate af six years , and , 

with a verbal difficulty evident in a sli ht spee ch 

defect , ne was ready for a readinr readiness proeram1:1e . 

Special lass . hroughout the special class Brian ' s 

reports efer to nls nervousncc:-s ,_ poor hesitant speech 

bnd slow pro~ress iL readin2. He nus had three diff -

erer:t t e acher£- and apparently has not ned any s stem -

at ic training in reading . His attainment now is a 

reaai ~5 ag-e of. 6 years ; S . l arithmetic (with gred 

difficulty in learni,g u ber combinatior:s) ; S. 

writinQ and . 5 - G handwork &nd woodwork . In 

pr1:1ctical activities uno.. outdoor 11.:e he is a c pable, 

reliable , indnstrious boy . 

_n7 ~ic&l Condi tior: and I1~otor Deve l opment . Briar: is a healthy 

well - developed boy , average for .r.is elev en years , but · 

the sch~ol doctor commented upon nis poor posture . Hie 

eyesi~nt was normu.l. In a previous medical exarninatior 

a d.eformit· of juws and palate is recorded (c0mparable 

to Case .o . 2) whjch ma. be some explanation of slow , 

nesit nt , speech development . 

Lotor development w s apparently normnl but 

n·nd aLd finier control in writing was not very good . -

T11is may nave been due to general nervousnenL 

~ental ~evelopment . Testing initially for special class 

transfer Brian eeined a mental age of 7~ye~rs 2 months 

and an I. . of 86 . Retested for this study he scored 

a ental a_e of 9 yee.rE 4 montns t..nd t.n I.Q . ·of 82 . 
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.t1...'1alysis of tnis latter test gives a vocabulc:..r 

of 9 yea:rs, a n0r. - vero&l attai ,.ment of nine years , 

ru1d memory ability o~ 8 2 years . On an Uexander 

Battery given at tne same time Brian ained a mental 

ge of 16 years and a r .. of 113 . 

Brian 1 s practical ability is normal or superior ; 

! is verb~l ab ility dull . 

Temoerament and I3enav iour . Brian has a very defensive 

armer . He is reluctant to vol1mteer answers to 

questions and aislikes going into other cl&ssrooms 

on messages . He has outgrown his ori$inal timidity 

to a large extent but is still nervous and di fiaent 

it new situations . His reaction remains ·slow in 

memory recall of words or number combin&tions . But 

ne is persistent and inaustrious when intereste 

L,.d snows initiative and industry. 

Read in . 
Te"'t .. esults . 
Gates 1 i.Jiaenostic Tests . 'Jord Re C O~"Il it i 0n Tests . 
Oral eadinti 7 yrf:. 6 rr,ths . 1, e.:.1e ~r il U!?USt 
Voc a b . (binet) 9 ;yrs . Scnonell 5.7 yr . u.4 yrs 
.rleve:rmls 8 yrs. 3 mtLs . Burt 6 . 2 n 6 . 3 " . 

Pnra e Read iil0 7 " 2 " Vern or. Nil 5 . 2 " 
ford ecogni t ion -, 

t) yrc,. 6 yrs . .-..... . V e L.t • .A.. • 

:B'le.sn 6 " 11 T1 2 mths . 7. 5 mthc ! 
u .. t i ed 7 " 2 1! Gates 7 yrs . 7 rs . 

Sounds 9 11 rz n 7 mths . 1 mth. v 
Alphabet-Capital? " 4 " Gates 4 Oral Heud ing 

Lower U&se 7 " 4 1! 7 ;yr o • I 8 yrs . 
Blending 7 II 8 11 6 mths . 5 mths . , 
Phonoe'rams 7 " 8 11 

l~ean e ding Pro0 ress (in tnree montns} 6 months . 
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of this latter test gives a vooabulary 

of 9 years. a non-7erbal attai ment of nine years, 

and memory ability of 8t years. On an Alexander 

Battery ~iven at the same tie Brian gained a oental 

age of 13 years and a .P.Q. of 113. 

Brian's practical ability is normal or superior; 

his verbal ability du~l. 

~pera ent and Behaviour. Brian has a very defensive 

mbnner. He is reluctant to volunteer answers to 

questions and dielikes going into other classrooms 

on es ages. He has outgrown his original timidity 

to a large extent but is still nervous and diffiuent 

in new situations. His reaction remains sl win 

memory recall o.f words or number oombinat ions. .But 

he is persistent and industrious when interested 

and sho -e i~itiative and industry. 

Reading . 
Test Results. 
<fates 1 !5iagnostio Tests. Wo r d Reoosni tion Tests . 
Oral Reading ' yrs. 6 mths .- Name Aeril Ausust 
Vocab. (Binet) 9 yrs. Sebonell 5. 7 yrs. 6 . 4 yrs 
Reveim.ls 8 yrs. 3 mths. Burt 6.2 " 6 ... " . .... 
Phrase- Reading '1 " 2 TI ernon Nil 5.2" 
Word Recognition A. C. E.R. 6 yrs. 6 yrs. 

Flash o " 11 " 2 the. 7.5 mthe 
U ttimed '1" 2 " Gates 'I yrs. '1 yrs. 

Sounds 9 " 3 " 7 mths. 1 mth . 
Alpbabet-Capital'I" 4 " Ge.teal Oral Reading 

Lower Ca e 7 l'f 4 " 7 yrs. 
I 

8 yrs. 
Blending 7 n 8 ,, 6 mths . 5 mths . 
Phonogra a 7 ,. 8 " 
Mean Reading Progress ( in three months) 6 months. 
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Reading Analysis. 

Estimate. Brian has made about one year's progres~ 

in reading after six years of sohoolin~. His 

reading is at the same stage as it was when he 

entered the class about three years ago. 

Word Attack. Brian has always bad a strong tendency 

' to reversal of single letters (particularly p b d) 

and of words reversing them completely or partially. 

Examples of Reversal Errors. 

dook 
dun 
plop 

for 
for 
for 

He is now oonsoious of this fault and is making fewer 

reversal errors. However, with an improved directional 

attack, he is guessing from known phonograms or eight 

vocabulary. 

, Examples of Incomplete Visual Analysis. 

flew 
know 
jump, 

for 
for 
for 

fly 
known 
jumping. 

Where the ord is completely new he tries pbonio 

analysis but uses either single sounds or faulty 

sound-letter associations. 

Examples of faulty phonic analysis. 

lost. lest 
red 
s-o-n-e 

for list 
for road 
for some. 

Brian has as yet no &ystematio method of word attack. 

He appears to have considerable difficulty with 
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phon io analysis but in view of his strong reversal 

tendency and his long period of phonic training it 

was not possible to train him in a visual method 

immediately. He did le am the basio vooabulary by 

sight recognition or context clues, and now reads 

with a slow considered attack sounding and resounding 

till the word fits in with tbe context. 

Word Skill. Isolated word recognition ie much 

poorer than reading skill on oontinuoue aaterial 

here Brian makes use of contex t clues. His recog-

nition of separate words is very slow. Reading is 

improving with a little more phrasing than preTiously 

as his known sight vocabulary grows. But it grows 

slo ly and is only just over 250 words. 

Comprehension. This is not very good due to ward 

r ecognition diffioulti ~s but Brian manages the work-

book exercises quite well. 

Interest. Brian is keen to get on in reading but 

never picks up a book to 'read' fo~ pleasure. He 

takes library books like "Popular ohanice" to l ook 

at. 

Reasons for Reading Failure. 

(1) Mental immaturity during infant school period. 

(2.) Temi;:eramental timidity and nervousness. 

(3) Lack of a readiness programme and verbal training 

after transfer to a special class. to compensate 

for speech diff ioulty. 
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{4) Lack of syetemLtic reading instruction. 

{5) lraining by phonic methods when he has a di f -

iculty of rememaering or ~ssociatin€ ~ounds · ith 

letters; more airect aesoci&tions o "look" 

v i t.i: " ean ir 0 '' mie::h t h' 'l:e be en more profitable. 

Summarv . Bri&n ' s is a case of P~vere readinr retardation 

in a itc of earl· entrance . Tne only advant~ge of 

early entrcnce in tais case 18 that a ~ormal social 

ao.justment has been establi'""hed . There is some 

question as to whether he has some specific disability 

of memory or association causinc tnis retardation 

but this could only be established i~ all the above 

c onditio1s had not been operative. 
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